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Abstract
Shorebird population status and trends are commonly generated from counts made at migratory stopovers, where large numbers are concentrated at few locations. Shorebirds migrate
long distances, encountering changing and unpredictable conditions. The ability to respond
with adjustments in behaviours such as site selection, timing and routing, is likely essential.
In this thesis I examine how the adaptive behaviour of migrants affects the use of stopover
sites, and hence how many shorebirds are counted.
I develop a model of mortality-minimizing decisions made by southbound western sandpipers
(Calidris mauri) moving through a landscape with large and small stopover sites. I use the
model to simulate counts that would be observed under different scenarios, each leaving
distinct ‘fingerprints’ on the outcomes. These outcomes were compared to counts made
over five years by citizen-scientists across the Salish Sea region. The results support the
hypothesis that inter-annual variation in the passage timing of peregrine falcons (Falco
peregrinus - the most important sandpiper predator) strongly affects the distribution of
sandpipers across small and large stopover sites. Other scenarios appear less parsimonious.
An analysis of data collected by the Atlantic Canada Shorebird Survey (2754 surveys, 1974 2015) reveals that semipalmated sandpipers (C. pusilla) have steadily shifted their stopover
site usage toward larger sites. Surveys of the northbound passage of western sandpipers and
dunlins (C. alpina) along the Pacific Flyway show that over recent decades (1985 - 2016),
both species passage southern sites, but not northern sites earlier.
Each of these approaches demonstrates that the behavioural response of shorebirds to
landscape-level conditions affects counts strongly enough that the accuracy of estimated
population trends can be poor. Caution should be exerted when using migratory counts to
generate trends in populations.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction
1.1

On migratory counts of shorebirds

Counts of shorebirds on migration by citizen-scientists have been used widely to assess
population status (Andres et al., 2013; Bart et al., 2007, 2003; Gratto-Trevor et al., 2012;
Morrison et al., 1994). Scientists, governments, and conservation organizations who design
avian monitoring programs are often driven by the need to engage the public (Dickinson
et al., 2012; Martin, 2017; Sullivan et al., 2009). Population biologists often use these data
collected by citizen-scientists to assess population trends in birds (Amano et al., 2017; Bart
et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2009; van Strien et al., 2013).
Shorebirds from gregarious species gather on migration in large flocks, often on wide,
open mudflats, while they rest and load fuel for onward migration. Because of the ease of
access to such large flocks, surveyors may assume they are counting a significant proportion of a population at a single (Bishop et al., 2000) or few sites (See Chapter 4). These
populations’ vulnerability to conservation threats could be high due to their propensity to
gather in large numbers at few sites (Iwamura et al., 2013; Studds et al., 2017). Large scale
citizen-scientist programs have been developed to survey multiple sites across a range of
stopover regions and site-types with the goal of assessing the status of these potentially
vulnerable species (Bart et al., 2003; Gratto-Trevor et al., 2011, 2012).
Numerous shorebird species and populations worldwide are classified to be of conservation concern. Popular media organizations have covered the decline of global shorebird
populations (Fitzpatrick and Senner, 2018; Munro, 2017, 2018). Much of the concern comes
from declines observed in indices of population abundance calculated from data collected
at migratory stopovers (NABCI 2012; 2016). To develop these indices, researchers use statistical methods to combine species-groups, across many life history strategies and many
flyways into a single index measure. While for some flyways there is a clear hypothesis to
explain declines in indices (Aharon-Rotman et al., 2016; Studds et al., 2017), elsewhere the
cause of any declines remains elusive (Butler et al., 2004; Thomas et al., 2006).
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Migratory count methodology and analysis is improving due ongoing work to address
many of their statistical and methodological issues. Many survey biases can be accounted
for statistically, but stopover length remains a behaviour that can have strong impacts
on estimates of population trends in migration counts (Crewe et al., 2015a, 2016, 2015b).
How behaviours, such as site selection and length of stay, should shift as conditions change
remains less well understood.
Population trend analyses remain trailing indicators. A decade or more is often required
to generate a trend estimate from migratory shorebird counts (Bart et al., 2003). The
trends in themselves do not provide a cause for an estimated population trend and a lot
of further work is usually required to assess potential causes. The goal of my project is to
understand the factors shaping migratory counts of shorebirds and to use the factors found
to be influential on migratory counts to generate predicted changes in survey abundances.
I also examine migratory counts to see if novel analytical approaches can detect changes in
behaviour from the counts themselves.

1.2

Behaviour as an indicator

Astronomers can use the principles of physics to deduce the presence of objects and phenomena that cannot be observed directly, such as black holes, or dark matter. They do so
by using these basic principles in models to generate predictions of how phenomena that
can be measured (e.g. with spectrophotometers) are expected to behave in the presence of
the hypothesized entity. These predictions have long been used to detect previously-unseen
planets (Charbonneau et al., 2002).
Behavioural ecologists can similarly use first principles of individual adaptive behaviour
to detect unseen forces acting on broader population patterns (Rosenzweig, 2001). Adaptive
behaviour is behaviour that maximizes expected fitness given constraints and state (Houston
and McNamara, 1999). Well-developed optimization techniques can be applied to predict
behaviour conditional on an individual’s state. In dynamic systems, time also shapes the
optimized behaviour. In migratory systems, seasonal dynamics likely play a large role in
behaviour, as does a migrant’s current location (Clark and Butler, 1999). Phylogenetics,
genetics, and physiology place constraints on the range of possible adaptive behaviours
(Stephens et al., 2007). So long as deviations from optimized behaviour come with a cost
in fitness, calculation of adaptive behaviour can be a useful tool in understanding systems
and generating useful predictions from these systems (Houston and McNamara, 1999). If we
can calculate how adaptive behaviours should respond to changing conditions, and observe
behaviour across a gradient of conditions, we can make inferences about less-easily observed
forces shaping behaviour, such as predation danger (Kotler et al., 2007), or food density
(Reurink et al., 2016), and in some cases even about population health and status.
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Avian migration is shaped by many complex interactions and processes, but if we understand the first principles of migratory decisions we could understand what shapes counts
of shorebirds on migration. On northward migration, selective advantage of arriving at a
time and in a condition that maximizes expected reproductive output can shape behaviour
across the migration (Clark and Butler, 1999; Klaassen et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2007;
Weber et al., 1998). Migrant behaviours such as departure timing, site choice, and foraging
intensity can be calculated in optimization models that assume these are adjusted, either
behaviourally or by selection, to maximize fitness. The selective forces thought to influence
southward migratory behaviour are hypothesized to be minimizing time, minimizing energy,
or minimizing mortality (Alerstam and Lindström, 1990). Note that the term “mortalityminimizing” is equivalent to “survival maximizing”. I prefer “mortality-minimizing” as I
have used it elsewhere (Hope, 2010; Hope et al., 2011, 2014).
In this thesis, I assume that the behaviour of southward migrants has been selected to
minimize mortality across the migratory period. Reproduction does not occur until after
completion of southward migration, the non-breeding resident period, and northward migration. Therefore, either these periods must be modelled explicitly or assumptions must
be made about what factor is most important in shaping future reproduction and at what
point to assess it. Carry-over effects of body condition or timing on future reproductive
output have been shown to occur (Catry et al., 2013; Harrison et al., 2011; Norris, 2005).
However, if migrants do not survive to the end of migration, future reproduction will be
zero. I therefore assume that the greater immediate importance of survival to the end of the
migratory period will reduce the role of carry-over effects in shaping behaviour on southward
migration (Senner et al., 2014).

1.3

Study Species

My thesis focuses primarily on the migration of the western sandpiper (Calidris mauri) and
its interaction with the migration of the peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus). The western
sandpiper is a small Calidrid sandpiper that migrates annually between breeding grounds
in western Alaska and a non-breeding range that stretches from Northern California south
to Peru and east along the Caribbean coast and up the eastern seaboard to North Carolina
(Franks et al., 2014). On southward migration, adults abandon their chicks shortly after
fledging (and the mother often before fledging) and depart southward (Holmes, 1972). Juveniles depart upon growing to full size, about a month after adults (Stein and Williams,
2002). On migration there is very little overlap at stopover sites between adults and juveniles, with adults passing through on average a month before juveniles (Butler et al.,
1987).
The western sandpiper’s primary predator, the peregrine falcon, shapes much of western
sandpiper behaviour on migration and even the decision for adults to depart early from the
3

breeding grounds (Hope et al., 2014; Jamieson et al., 2014; Lank et al., 2003). Peregrine falcons migrate from their breeding range in the Arctic in a spatially and temporally clustered
front, where their presence in a given location increases quickly as migratory peregrines
arrive and remains high through a broad period after the first falcons pass through (Lank
et al., 2003; Worcester and Ydenberg, 2008). The annual timing of the arrival of this peregrine front is related to the timing of snowmelt in Alaska (Niehaus and Ydenberg, 2006). In
years of earlier snowmelt western sandpipers abandon their young earlier (Jamieson et al.,
2014) and behave more cautiously at stopover sites (Hope et al., 2014). As the continental
peregrine falcon population has recovered, western sandpipers have been shown to reduce
their stopover lengths and masses at a small, dangerous stopover site (Ydenberg et al.,
2004).
I also examine semipalmated sandpiper (C. pusilla) stopover decisions on southward
migration. Semipalmated sandpipers are in many sense the sister species to western sandpipers. Their morphology is similar, though semipalmated sandpipers are slightly smaller.
They breed on average further north and across a wider geographic range and migrate
through central North America or to the east coast (Hicklin and Gratto-Trevor, 2010).
Sandpipers that migrate to the east coast of North America stage in large numbers and
then migrate directly to South America where their non-breeding range stretches across the
coast of the northern half of the continent. Tracking studies in recent years have shown that
semipalmated sandpipers elsewhere in the continent also stage on southward migration and
make long flights directly to South America (Brown et al., 2017). Semipalmated sandpipers
migrate ahead of the falcon front but have been shown to be sensitive to falcons in other
studies (Dekker et al., 2011; Hope et al., 2011; Sprague et al., 2008).
I explore the timing northward migration of western sandpipers and dunlins (C. alpina)
along the Pacific Flyway of North America. Dunlins are slightly larger than western or semipalmated sandpipers. Pacific dunlins (C. a. pacifica) depart later than western sandpipers
from their breeding grounds in Alaska and migrate after the falcon front has moved south
(Lank et al., 2003). They winter between British Columbia and northern Mexico, with large
numbers within the Salish Sea (Xu et al., 2015). They have been shown to adjust their usage of non-breeding sites based on peregrine abundance by shifting together in years with
higher falcon numbers (Ydenberg et al., 2017).
All three sandpiper species I examine show evidence of adapting their life-history strategies and behaviour on migration to reducing their vulnerability to the peregrine falcon.

1.4

Thesis Outline

The overall goal of my thesis is to understand the role mortality-minimizing behaviour
plays in shaping abundances of shorebirds at stopover sites. I develop a model of movement
through a landscape on southward migration and then use the model to explore the processes
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that shape counts of western sandpipers moving through a landscape of real stopover sites.
I then use migratory count data to detect a shift in behaviour on migration in three species
of shorebirds.
In Chapter 2 I create a model of migrant movements through a landscape of small and
large sites by assuming that southward migrants attempt to maximize their survival across
migration. Few models have been developed that explore decisions on southward migration
despite it being a period with large variability in conditions between years and for western
sandpipers, two distinct and separated migrations of adults and juveniles. I also explore
the role that the annual migration of peregrine falcons plays in shaping decisions western
sandpipers make on migration. Using my model, I predict specific site choice decisions
based on maximizing the expected probability of surviving the rest of migration. The model
generates expected daily distributions of migrants between small and large sites that shift
as conditions change.
In my third chapter I use the model developed in Chapter 2 to explore the processes
shaping counts of western sandpipers conducted by citizen-scientists. Just as astronomers
use theoretical predictions to assign a spectrogram to the movement of a planet, I attempt to
use my theoretical model of migrant behaviour to assign the annual shifts between small and
large sites to one of six potential scenarios: changes in sandpiper population size, predator
population size, food abundance, timing of migratory falcon arrival, sandpiper mass on
arrival, or timing of sandpiper arrival. I use citizen-scientist conducted surveys to assess the
relative support for each of the scenarios.
While in my first two chapters I develop an understanding of what shapes counts on
southward migration, in my final two data chapters I explore novel uses of surveys conducted
at stopover site to detect shifts in migratory behaviour. In Chapter 4 I use a large-scale
citizen-scientist conducted dataset to analyse counts of semipalmated sandpipers on southward migration. I analyse the survey counts to test the prediction that there has been a shift
in stopover usage to reduce vulnerability as peregrine falcon populations have increased. In
Chapter 5 I analyse counts of western sandpipers and dunlins on northward migration to
determine if there has been a change in the timing passage of migrates within sites and if
there is a consistent pattern in timing along the flyway.
The objective of my final chapter is to explore the conservation and management implications of ignoring behaviour in analyses of stopover site counts. I perform a simple power
analysis to quantify the effects that behavioural responses to annual timing of falcon arrival and increasing falcon populations have on the ability to detect population trends from
shorebird surveys at stopover sites. I then relate the results to conservation and management implications for the continued use of migratory counts to assess shorebird population
status.
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Chapter 2

A model of Western Sandpiper
migration through a landscape of
stopover sites
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2.1

Abstract

Theoretical modelling has provided many insights into understanding the factors that shape
avian migration, but much of the effort has focused on the pre-breeding migration. In
this chapter I developed a model that explores mortality-minimizing stopover decisions
of migrants passing through a landscape of potential stopover sites during post-breeding
migration. The model was designed around the passage of western sandpipers (Calidris
mauri) on southward migration through the Salish Sea region of British Columbia.
The model features a small, food-abundant, but dangerous site and a large, food-poor,
but safe site. Migrants optimize their movements through these stopover sites based on the
migrants’ expected probability of mortality throughout the remainder of migration.
Stopover decisions in the model were primarily driven by migrant proximity to seasonal
increases in predator abundance, and by the relative food and safety at the two sites.
Departure decisions were driven primarily by fuel load with a seasonal trend in the mortalityminimizing fuel load. Allowing migrants to have prior knowledge to inform their arrival
decision changed the patterns in site usage towards a single site type and reduced movements
between sites. Adjusting the remaining migratory distance leads migrants to change how
they prioritize their current safety. Migrants with further to migrate take more risks locally,
than those with only a short distance remaining in their migration.
The model replicated observed differences in masses of western sandpipers between a
small and large site. The model also replicated observed responses to increases in predator
abundance, showing a decrease in masses and a shortening of stopover lengths at the small
site. Overall, examining the model shows how migrants may prioritize safety and food across
a migratory period that includes changing predation pressure. In the next chapter, I will
use the model developed here together with surveys of western sandpipers on southward
migration to assess the relative support for alternative model scenarios with respect to the
effects of food, danger, time, and condition on site usage patterns.

2.2

Introduction

Long-distance avian migration has been well studied empirically and theoretically. While
advances in tracking technologies have made empirical measures of migration much more
precise, modelling movements and decisions on migration have provided some of our greatest
insights into how the patterns we observe are shaped. Modelling efforts have focused on the
migration towards the breeding ground, with the post-breeding migration receiving less
study (Gallinat et al., 2015).
Post-breeding migration features a mixture of age classes, with hatch year birds travelling on their first migration; variation in timing, direction, destination, and urgency amongst
age, sex, and size classes; and an overall structure of external factors that differentiates it
from pre-breeding migration. I developed a simple model of mortality-minimizing behaviour
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for migrants passing through a landscape of stopover sites to aid in understanding the tradeoffs that migrants make on post-breeding migration. The aim was not to model the entire
migration, but to develop an understanding for the conditions that shape patterns of usage
between sites within a region of the migratory flyway.
Modern migratory modelling heavily relies on two simple models: the migratory flight
range equation developed by Pennycuick (1975) and “optimal migration” developed by
Alerstam and Lindström (1990). Pennycuick (1975) showed that the increase in distance a
migrant could fly with an additional unit of fuel declined as fuel load increased. This cost
has been empirically reassessed and is lower than first thought, particularly in smaller birds
such as passerines and shorebirds (Hambly et al., 2004; Kvist et al., 2001), but it remains an
early demonstration of the fundamental tradeoff migrants must make as they load fuel for
onwards migration. Alerstam and Lindström (1990) further identified tradeoffs on migration
by categorizing migrants as attempting to minimize the time spent, energy expended, or
mortality risk on migration. Each of these strategies makes specific predictions about how
migrants should move across a flyway. Optimal migration theory led to the development
of many migratory models that, based on migrant priorities and state, predicted optimal
fuel loads, flight speeds, migratory patterns, moult strategies, and other behaviours. (Barta
et al., 2006; Farmer and Wiens, 1998; Hedenström and Alerstam, 1997; Houston, 1998;
Weber et al., 1998; Weber and Houston, 1997; Weber et al., 1994). Many of these predictions
could be tested empirically with species, groups or migrations classified as time or energy
minimizing (Duijns et al., 2009; Lindström and Alerstam, 1992; Scheiffarth et al., 2002;
Zhao et al., 2017).
Weber et al. (1998) were the first to develop a dynamic model of migratory movements,
which many subsequently published models modify. They used the flight range equation and
time-minimizing optimal strategies to develop a dynamic model that examined movements
along a flyway and foraging intensities at sites as a migrant’s fuel load, location, and the
date changed.
Building on optimal migration theory eventually led to modelling specific migrations.
Clark and Butler (1999) modelled northward migration of western sandpipers (Calidris
mauri) allowing them to optimize migratory decisions based on fuel and wind conditions.
They found that the passage northward was more affected by wind patterns than by any
patterns in food availability, and that a latitudinal gradient in predation danger was required
to generate realistic patterns in movement.
Taylor et al. (2007) modelled individual western sandpiper movements on northward
migration using a different approach. They created an individual based model in which migrants optimized their movement northward by choosing how long to stay at small and large
sites, and by adjusting foraging intensity at each site. Each individual migrant optimized
its behaviour based on condition as well as the behaviour of others, leading to what Taylor
et al. (2007) described as a pattern of "mass-action of optimizers". Modifying the model
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parameters generated distinct patterns of usage at large and small sites under scenarios
of increasing global predation or declining population size. They suggested the observed
patterns of stopover usage could be used to distinguish between a true population decline
and a change in usage due to changing conditions.
Bauer et al. (2006) developed a model of migration for pink-footed geese (Anser
brachyrhynchus) on northward migration through Norway using a state variable model
based on Weber et al. (1998). The model suggested spring phenology played a major role in
migration schedule, while intake rates were of only minor importance. They used the model
to suggest that hazing by farmers at stopover sites could have severe consequences for the
goose population (Klaassen et al., 2006). Similar models were later developed to explore red
knot (Calidris cantus islandica) migratory routes (Bauer et al., 2010), consequences of habitat loss for ruddy turnstone Arenaria interpres migration (Aharon-Rotman et al., 2016),
the impact of climate-related changes to stopover sites on pink-footed geese (Bauer et al.,
2008) and the potential for migrant geese to adjust to climate-driven changes in phenology
(Lameris et al., 2017).
Jonker et al. (2010) modelled movements of barnacle geese Branta leucopsis from the
Netherlands toward their breeding area in Russia to examine many of the same questions
explored in the pink-footed geese models. When they added predation danger, it had a
strong influence on patterns of movement along the flyway compared to changes in intake
rates or the advancement of spring, and easily generated realistic migratory patterns.
Purcell and Brodin (2007) developed one of the few models of avian southward migration, exploring factors that shaped black brant (Branta bernicla nigricans) migration. They
modelled movement of birds from breeding grounds on the Alaska Peninsula to non-breeding
grounds in Baja California or mainland Mexico using either a transoceanic flight or a longer
coastal route. They predicted fuel loading rates and tail winds were key to generating an
optimal strategy and that milder winters had shifted the optimal decisions for migrating
geese.
The models I describe here represent by no means an exhaustive list of migratory models. Bauer and Klaassen (2013) outline the broad array of mechanistic models that describe
migration behaviour. However, other than Purcell and Brodin (2007), there is a paucity
of models describing post-breeding migratory behaviour, perhaps because the fitness consequences of arrival on breeding ground appear to be more standardized than the fitness
function for southward migration. Models of adaptive behaviour rely on an explicit definition
of expected future fitness (Houston and McNamara, 1999). Annual fitness functions based
on migrant arrival and condition can often be estimated from empirical data of reproductive
success to fledging (Lameris et al., 2017). Fitness estimation for southward migration, on
the other hand, must either be assessed in an annual cycle model or by using an proxy for
fitness, such as survival or mass at a given point in time (Alves et al., 2013; Weber et al.,
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1999). In this thesis I assume that adaptive behaviour on southward migration is shaped by
the goal of minimizing the expected risk of mortality to the end of the migratory period.
I used the southward post-breeding migration of the western sandpiper as a focal system
to explore migratory decisions. Western sandpipers migrate south from their Alaskan breeding grounds each summer, passing through a series of stopover sites before dispersing to a
vast non-breeding area that stretches from Oregon to South Carolina to Peru (Franks et al.,
2014). Adults depart the breeding ground prior to juveniles growing to full size, passing
through stopover sites about a month ahead of juveniles, meaning their migratory passages
have almost no overlap (Butler et al., 1987). The species has been well studied, particularly
on migration, where detailed behavioural work has informed much of our knowledge about
the tradeoffs migrant shorebirds must make on migration. Western sandpiper northward
migration has been modelled twice before, first using a dynamic state variable model that
examined the effects of wind patterns (Clark and Butler, 1999) and second using an individual based model that examined how usage of small and large sites shifted under different
conditions (Taylor et al., 2007). Migrant behaviour on southward migration differs, with
usage spread over more sites and the migratory period being almost twice as long as that
of northward migration (Hope et al., 2011; Lank et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2007; Ydenberg
et al., 2005).
The timing and behaviour of small sandpipers on southward migration appears to be
strongly shaped by the migration of their primary predator, the peregrine falcon (Falco
peregrinus). Peregrine falcons migrate southward in a broad front (hereafter “falcon front”;
Hope et al., 2014) with daily presence rapidly increasing in the span of a few weeks at
any given location (Lank et al., 2003). The timing of this migration varies substantially
among years and is strongly correlated to the timing of snowmelt on breeding grounds in
Alaska (Niehaus and Ydenberg, 2006). Adult sandpipers appear to truncate maternal care
in order to migrate safely in front of this seasonal predator migration (Jamieson et al.,
2014). Juvenile sandpipers grow to full size prior to migration (Stein and Williams, 2006)
and often find themselves migrating alongside the falcon front as they move southward
(Ydenberg et al., 2007).
Hope et al. (2011) describe western sandpipers as mortality-minimizers in their behaviour on southward migration. In this context mortality-minimizing behaviour means
behavioural decisions that are selected for in order to minimize the probability of mortality for a migrant across the migratory period. In some cases fuelling faster may reduce
overall exposure to predators, in others increasing vigilance may reduce vulnerability when
predator numbers increase seasonally (Hope et al., 2014). The decisions shaped by mortalityminimization do not always refer to mortality from predators, as starvation risk can also
increase mortality and often trades off against vulnerability to predation.
To explore stopover decisions made on southward migration by western sandpipers, I
developed a model of their mortality-minimizing movement through a landscape of small and
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large stopover sites on a section of the flyway. The major tradeoff in the model is between
small sites, which allow for higher fuel loading, but at a cost in safety, compared with
larger sites, which have lower food availability, but are safer. The model was parametrized
to describe the tradeoff between Sidney Island and Boundary Bay, BC: two sites about 60
kilometres apart where contrasting behavioural decisions of migratory western sandpipers
have been quantified (e.g. Ydenberg et al., 2002, 2004). The model is general enough that it
could easily be modified to explore other flyways or areas on along this flyway, or behaviour
during northward migration.
I describe the model in detail below and present baseline results and the sensitivity of
count data to changes in model parameters. I then explore how distributions between sites
shift as the relative safety and food is varied between sites. I modify the original model
to explore how allowing migrants to choose their initial arrival location affects the model
output. Finally, I generate patterns in usage, stopover length and masses to compare model
output to available capture data from western sandpiper migration.

2.3

Model Description

Western sandpipers migrate southward across thousands of kilometres making multiple
stops to forage, rest, and load fuel for continued flight. Each stopover is chosen from a
selection of suitable habitats in any given region. Each potential site varies in its suitability
for an individual migrant. Sites differ in size and shape, and abundance of available prey
for sandpipers, (Ydenberg et al., 2002). Small, enclosed sites are dangerous for migrating
sandpipers, while large, open sites allow easier detection of a predator’s approach (Dekker
and Ydenberg, 2004). Food abundance is often higher at smaller sites, because enclosed
mudflats provide ideal conditions for prey growth (Pomeroy et al., 2008). Hereafter, I refer
to small, dangerous, food abundant sites as “small” sites and large, safe, relatively food-poor
sites as “large”.
I describe here a model of the migration of mortality-minimizing sandpipers moving
through a landscape with small and large sites on their way toward the non-breeding
grounds. I use mortality-minimization to refer to the adaptive decision to attempt to minimize the probability of mortality across the model period. The model often calculates the
expected probability of survival across the model period and selects decisions that maximize survival, but survival-maximization and mortality-minimization can be thought of as
equivalent.
The model landscape for the baseline case contains one site of each type, though the
results should be roughly generalizable for multiple sites of each type. Migrants are initially
randomly assigned to one site but are assumed to have knowledge of conditions at the
other site. Migrants can then choose to remain at the site and forage, shift to the other
site type, or to continue migration towards their non-breeding grounds. Migrants assess
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the decision daily based on the expected probability of surviving the remainder of their
migration. Migrants vary in their body condition and seasonal timing, and the sites vary in
their potential fuel loading rate and danger. The mortality-minimizing decision varies with
a migrant’s fuel load and current site, and the date. Migrants must trade off the ability
to load fuel quickly with safety, as well as survival within their current landscape against
survival on the remainder of migration.
I use a dynamic state variable model (DSVM) to calculate mortality-minimizing decisions over a range of potential conditions and locations. DSVMs use a terminal reward
function to optimize the mortality-minimizing decisions for each potential state, time, and
location of individuals (Clark and Mangel, 2000). The model’s state variables that impact
migrant decisions are date (t), fuel load (x), and location (s). The model runs for 151 days
from June 20 until November 17. Each date is assigned a value t between 0 and 150. The
terminal date is T , where t = 150. Migrant fuel load, x, is the mass of fuel in fat or other
tissue expended during migration that can be used to power onward flight (f ) relative to
the lean body mass (LBM ) of the migrant (x = f /LBM ). An individual migrant, while
alive and after arriving in the region will always be at one of three locations (s): the small
site (s = 0), the large site (s = 1) or departed onward (s = D). The small and the large sites
are equidistant from the non-breeding grounds and therefore moving between sites does not
change the distance remaining on migration.
Decisions across the model are optimized to maximize the probability of surviving to the
end of the model (t = T and s = D) given their current state, location, and the date. The
total expected probability of surviving includes surviving locally, surviving the remainder
of migration to the non-breeding grounds and then surviving any remaining days until the
terminal date. Migrants that depart early will spend a larger portion of the model on the
non-breeding grounds, while migrants that depart late may only spend a short time at the
non-breeding area before the model ends. Migrants that depart with insufficient time to
reach the non-breeding grounds are assumed to die.
Survival on non-breeding grounds from the end of migration to final model date
Parameter symbols, definitions, and values are summarized in Table 2.1
The daily survival probability on the non-breeding grounds (φnb ) for migrants that have
departed the model area and completed the remainder of migration is based on a constant
daily risk of mortality (mnb ).
φnb = e−mnb

(2.1)

The total probability of a migrant surviving from arrival on the non-breeding ground until the end of the model is φnb tnb , where tnb is the number of days spent on the non-breeding
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grounds. The non-breeding ground here is defined as the location at which individual migrants terminate their seasonal migration from the breeding grounds.
Upon departing the model landscape, but prior to reaching the non-breeding grounds,
migrants must survive the remainder of their migration. Daily survival on migration is
influenced by the probability a migrant is caught in a single predator attack ψ(x, s), related
to fuel load x and current location s. For departed birds (s = D), daily mortality for each
attack is a constant, mD .
For migrants that have not yet departed the probability of being caught in a predator
attack (ψ(x, s)) is related to the migrant’s fuel load and current location (Equation 2.2;
Figure 2.1). The cost in vulnerability to capture of carrying additional fuel increases with
the fuel load which reduces escape flight performance (Burns and Ydenberg, 2002). I modified the mortality function used by Weber et al. (1998) to remove foraging intensity and
include a site-specific predation danger parameter (τ (s)). I also allowed the rate of change
in vulnerability to predation (ψ(x, s)) with x to differ between sites (A(s)). At sites where
food abundance is higher the change in vulnerability across a day will be greater. 4x(s) is
the daily gain in fuel load, dependent on current site location.
ψ(x, s) =


mD

if s = D

 [x+4x(s)]A(s) −xA(s) ν[τ (s)]z

if s 6= D

A(s)4x(s)

A(s) = (a + 1) + a0 (1 − τ (s))

(2.2)

(2.3)

The safety impact of fuel load will be modified by the site-specific danger parameter
(τ (s)). At sandpiper stopover sites, the habitat closest to shore is considered the most
dangerous for sandpipers due to shoreline habitat providing cover to mask predator approach
and therefore increasing the chances of a successful attack (Cresswell and Quinn, 2010;
Dekker and Ydenberg, 2004; Pomeroy, 2006b; Pomeroy et al., 2006; van den Hout et al.,
2016). Smaller sites have a greater proportion of the site closer to cover and are therefore
considered more dangerous. The cost of higher fuel loads is greater at these sites. Predation
danger (Lank and Ydenberg, 2003) is expressed relative to the large site (s = 1) where
τ (1) = 1.
The impact of a site’s danger (τ (s)) is also modified by the predator population (z), so
as the flyway predator population increases, the small site becomes disproportionally more
dangerous. The parameter ν modifies the maximum chance of being captured; a must be
greater than 1 and modifies the shape of ψ as x increases.
Predator population
On migration a sandpiper may have to survive more than one attack per day. The daily
attack rate on migration is related to the expected daily number of falcon attacks a migrant
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Figure 2.1: Vulnerability to capture ψ(x) (Equation 2.2) with changing values of x at the
large (black line;τ (1)) and small (red line;τ (0)) sites under baseline conditions. The inset
enlarges the area in the box and highlights the capture risk for light birds, which is the region
of the graph occupied by western sandpipers in the baseline scenario (See Figure 2.4). The
capture risk on departure (mD ; blue dashed line) and daily mortality risk on the nonbreeding grounds (mnb ; green dashed line) are also shown.
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experiences δ(t). The daily exposure to falcon attacks is related to continental falcon population (z), the seasonal maximum and minimum daily number of falcons at the migrant’s
location (Fmin and Fmax ), the daily attack rate per falcon (ζ) and the seasonal pattern in
regional falcon presence θ(t) (Figure 2.2).
δ(t) = zζ [(Fmax − Fmin )θ(t) + Fmin ]
θ(t) =

1
1 + exp(−B0 − B1 (t − mt ))

(2.4)
(2.5)

The seasonal increase in predator abundance has been well-documented both locally and
throughout North America (Lank et al., 2003; Worcester and Ydenberg, 2008). The trend
in peregrine falcon numbers in the migratory landscape (θ(t)) is based on the relative daily
probability of predator presence from daily survey counts in the Fraser River Delta region
between 1985 and 2001 (Lank et al., 2003). As there was a recovery in the falcon population
during this period, I excluded years prior to 1994 to reduce the effect of population recovery
on the seasonal trend in occurrence.
I used a logistic regression to fit the seasonal trend in falcon presence between day of
year 150 and 300, with dates recentered to make June 20 t = 0. The model had random
intercept and slopes based on the year. I defined the daily predation danger as a logistic
function fitted with the parameters from the regression, with two modifications.
Parameter mt , which modifies the timing of arrival of falcons in days, though this is
initially set to 0. The probability of predator presence varies between 0 and 1 which is the
asymptote of θ(t). The results of the logistic regression with the variation in the trend across
years are shown in Figure 2.2.
Migration after departure
As I am not explicitly modelling migration after departure, I assume values of θ(t) based
on date of departure and fuel load at departure. For migrants that have not yet departed
the number of falcon attacks in a day (δ(t)) is calculated for the current date. I assume
that at departure migrants can adjust their position relative to the seasonal change in falcon
abundance, θ(t), based on their fuel load. Migrants that depart heavier can essentially jump
ahead of the falcon migration and thereby lower their exposure to falcons for the remainder
of migration (Figure 2.3).
For departed migrants, I modelled the daily number attacks as δ(t + ∂t (x, s)), where
∂t (x, s) is the change in position relative to the migration of peregrine falcons from a migrant’s first flight on departure.
A migrant’s flight range (Y (x)) on departure was calculated as described by Pennycuick
(1975) and used by Alerstam and Lindström (1990) and Pennycuick (1975).
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Figure 2.2: Probability of falcon presence by day of year as the inverse logit function of the
estimated variables from a mixed model linear regression of detection over time with year as
a random effect. Data are from daily survey counts in the Fraser River Delta region between
1994 and 2001 published in Lank et al. (2003). The solid vertical lines show the start and
end of the model dates (t = 0 t = T ). Vertical dashes indicate a presence or absence on a
daily count. The fixed effect trend is the curve of predator presence θ(t) in Equation 2.5
(shown with estimated 95% CI in black line with grey shading). The grey lines show the
variation in estimated intra-annual trends amongst the years analysed.
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Y (x) = c 1 − √

1
1+x



(2.6)

I calculated the migrants change in position relative to the falcon migration (∂t (x, s))
as the difference in time it took the sandpiper to cover Y (x) relative to the time it would
take the falcons to cover the same distance. Assuming a western sandpiper flight speed of
1340 km day−1 (Sw ; Duijns et al., 2017; Reurink et al., 2016) and a falcon migratory speed
of 172 km day−1 (Sf ; Fuller et al., 1998), the change in position can be described as follows:

h
i

Y (x) 1 − 1
Sw
Sf
∂t (x, s) =

0

if s = D
if s 6= D

(2.7)

Daily survival
The daily survival (φ(x, t, s)) for migrants is the probability of surviving all attacks in a
given day.
φ(x, t, s) = exp(−ψ(x, s)δ(t + ∂t (x, s))) + N (0, σφ 2 )

(2.8)

where ∂t (x, s) is zero if the migrant has not departed and ψ(x, s) and δ(t) are described
in Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.4.
Survival to terminal date
The expected probability of surviving after departure to the terminal date T is the probability of surviving migration and surviving on the non-breeding grounds. This is related to
the daily probability of surviving on migration φ(x, t, D), the daily probability of surviving
on the non-breeding grounds φnb and the time spent on migration and at the non-breeding
grounds (tm and tnb ).
Φ(x, t) =


0

if x < xc

φ(x, t, D)tm φ tnb
nb

if x ≥ xc

(2.9)

The total length of these two periods is the time between the departure and the terminal
date T − td . The time on the non-breeding grounds is therefore tnb = T − td − tm where tm
is the time on migration.
The time on migration (tm ) is determined by the fuel load on departure and the distance
a migrant must migrate. Assuming a remaining migratory distance after departure of D
kilometres (initially set to 5000km), the time on migration is based on the distance of that
first flight and the speed of migration after this point. I used the speed of migration formula
from Alerstam and Lindström (1990) to determine speed of migration.
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tm =

D − Y (x) Y (x)
+
S(x)
Sw

(2.10)

where S(x) is the optimal speed of migration formula.
Y (x)
te + x/k

S(x) =

(2.11)

where te is the settling time and k is the expected fuel loading rate.

2.3.1

Local decisions

Movement through the model landscape is driven by the reward function F (x, t, s) which is
the maximum expected probability of surviving to the terminal date (T ) based on current
state (x), location (s), and date (t).
At the start of each day migrants decide to stay at their current location, move to
another site, or depart the region and continue their migration towards the non-breeding
ground. F (x, t, s) is defined as the value from the decision that maximizes their expected
future survival.
F (x, t, s) =


0
max(V

if x = 0
local , VDepart )

if 0 ≤ x ≤ xmax

(2.12)

If the migrant has a fuel load (x) of zero, it starves and F (x, t, s) drops to zero.
If x > 0, the value of departing is F (x, t, D) described in Equation 2.13.
F (x, t, D) = VDepart =


Φ(x, t)

if t <= T − tm

0

if t > T − tm

(2.13)

If migrants have not departed with sufficient time to reach the non-breeding grounds
prior to time T their survival is assumed to be zero.
The value of remaining locally Vlocal is the maximum of staying at the current site
(s0

= s) or moving to the other site (s0 6= s).

max
Vlocal =
0
s


Eφ(x, s0 , t)F (x + E4x(s0 ), t + 1, s0 )

if s0 = s

Eφ(x − ρ, s0 , t)F (x + E4x(s0 ) − ρ, t + 1, s0 )

if s0 6= s

(2.14)

In addition to differences in mortality between sites, the expected fitness value for the
next day varies between the decisions based on the cost in fuel of moving between sites (ρ)
and the amount of fuel that a migrant can load at the two sites (4x(s)).
4x(s) =

eg e(s) + N (0, σe2 )
LBM
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(2.15)
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Figure 2.3: Example of how sandpiper migratory position is calculated for individuals departing with relative fuel loads of 0.1 (solid line) and 0.5 (dashed line), migrating to six
non-breeding locations, relative to the migratory progression of falcons (red dotted line).
Each black line shows the position of birds on each date after departure. Migrants progress
with first flight on departure and then based on estimated speed of migration. Migrants
move ahead of the falcon migration through their first flight and then are exposed to attacks based on the number of remaining migratory days and their position relative to falcons.
Horizontal lines show migrant’s arrival at the non-breeding grounds, where daily survival is
constant.
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Each site allows a migrant to increase its relative fuel load by amount 4x per day. This
amount depends on a global maximum fuel loading rate (eg ; in grams fuel−1 ), and a site’s
relative food availability (e(s); grams fuel−1 ). There is also some stochasticity in the daily
fuel loading rate (N (0, σe2 )), with decisions made on the expectation. I do not include here a
seasonal pattern in food availability or fuel loading rate as there is no evidence for depletion
within the western sandpiper southward migratory system (Ydenberg et al., 2002) and my
limited macroinvertebrate data showed no seasonal pattern and even a small increase in
abundance at the two sites I sampled multiple times (Appendix E).
The dynamic programming equation calculates the mortality-minimizing decision for
each combination of fuel load, location, and date, as well as the value of F (x, t, s) for that
decision. Daily values of F (x, t, s) are initially calculated for time T , and for birds that
have departed (s = D). The calculation then iteratively steps backwards from T − 1 to
t = 0. For each step of the backwards iteration values of F (x, t, s) for all potential fuel
loads and site location are calculated. Values of relative fuel load x are discretized between
x = 0 and x = xmax into 1000 steps of 0.001. I used linear interpolation to calculate
estimates between the steps of x. The equation produces decision matrices and reward
estimates for each fuel load step, date, and site. The decision matrix is then used to guide
decisions in the forward simulation.

2.3.2

Decision Matrix

The dynamic programming equation (Equation 2.12) calculates the optimized decision (depart, stay, or move) for every combination of fuel load (x), location (s) and date (t) described
in the model. The resulting decision matrix D[x, t, s] provides the mortality-minimizing decision for a migrant with a given fuel load at a given site on a given date. The decision
matrix is under baseline conditions is shown in Figure 2.4 and discussed in detail below.
Variables used in the dynamic programming equation under initial condition are described
in Table 2.1.

2.4

Forward Simulation

The dynamic programming equation calculates the expected mortality-minimizing decision
for a migrant in a given state but lacks stochasticity and does not include many specific
biological traits important for understanding a migratory system. To generate simulated
counts and movements of birds from the model, I created a forward simulation of 20 000
birds (10 000 adults and 10 000 juveniles) moving through a landscape using the decision
matrix to guide their way.
The simulation creates a bird and selects its characteristics stochastically, based on
those measured in previous research. The virtual bird birdi is assigned an age a, adult or a
juvenile, and arrives on an assigned date t at an assigned location s, with an assigned fuel
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Figure 2.4: Basic mortality-minimizing decision matrices of migrant behaviour based on
location, time, and fuel load under initial conditions (See Table 2.1). Migrants are located
at the small (left) and large (right) sites. Migrants can either move to or stay at the small
site (red), move to or stay at the large site (black), or depart the region (blue). The optimal
decision varies with current location, fuel load and time.
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load x. Each characteristic is drawn at random as follows:

birdi




2

ti = N ta , σta


i

h


2

xi = min max 0.001, N (fa ,σa ) , xmax
LBM



si = U (0, 1)





d = D[x , s , t ]
i
i i i

(2.16)

where ta is the age-specific (adult or juvenile) timing of arrival and fa is mass of fuel on
arrival. Under baseline conditions timing and expected fuel load on arrival are the only
ascribed differences between adults and juveniles in the model. Mean juvenile arrival is set
a month after adult arrival.
At the start of each day, migrants make the decision for their current date. If x < xc or
if they have not departed by time T − tm , or x = 0 on any date fitness is zero, otherwise,
their decision is assessed from the decision matrix based on the date and their fuel load
and current location (Figure 2.4). If their decision for that day is to stay at the current site
they increase their fuel load by a stochastic amount based on the site’s food availability,
4x(s) (Equation 2.15). The migrant’s survival is assessed with probability P (x, t, s) =
1 − P r{φ(x, t, s)}. If a migrant’s decision is to move, they move to another site and gain fuel
4x(s) − ρ. Finally, migrants that move also die with probability P (x, t, s) based on their
new site’s danger.
If the migrant’s decision is to depart the study region, their fitness is calculated based
on their current fuel load and date of departure. If the migrant is still alive and has not
departed, the model advances one time step. The model iterates through all virtual birds
individually. The model then outputs a virtual count of abundances at the small and large
site for each date and the fuel load for each bird on each date. From this detailed output
I can calculate daily site abundances, and the mass, lengths of stay and migratory paths
of individual birds as they move through the simulated system (Figure 2.5). Masses here
are defined as mi = xi LBM + LBM in grams. Lengths of stay are the number of days an
individual has spent at a site on departure or move. Results are presented in calendar dates,
where t = 0 is equivalent to June 20 and t = T is November 17. As migrants all depart
prior to time T , model output is truncated on the last date migrants are present.
The model is parametrized from the literature where available. The relative food at the
large and small sites are based on estimates of relative fuel loading ability for migrating
sandpipers at Boundary Bay, BC and Sidney Island, BC (Ydenberg et al., 2002) and the
relative proportion of each site’s habitat that is within 150m of cover. The cost of moving
between the sites is based on the flight costs of moving between Boundary Bay and Sidney
Island using the estimated costs in energy of flight from Maggini et al. (2017) (0.26 kJ
km−1 ), the energy costs per gram of fat from Jenni-Eiermann (2017) (37.6 kJ g−1 ), and
the distance between the sites (57 km). This is higher than the value from the flight range
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equation, but I assume more accurate for local movements between sites rather than longer
migratory flights. The lean body mass estimate is a simplification of reality as this value
would vary between individuals, age-classes and sexes, but for clarity I have held the value
constant at that used in Hope et al. (2011). Guglielmo and Williams (2003) explore the
seasonal variation in lean body mass in more detail.

2.5
2.5.1

Model output
Baseline model output

Under the baseline variable settings (See Table 2.1; Table 2.2) simulated daily abundances
have two distinct peaks representing adult and juvenile migrations (Figure 2.5A). Abundances are higher at the large site for juveniles, but lower for adults. Peak numbers are
much higher in juveniles at the large site, but higher in adults at the small site. The peak
counts at the large site of 938 and 4981 occur at the large site on July 12 for adults and
August 20 for juveniles respectively. At the small site peak counts are 1788 on July 14 for
adults and 997 on August 10 for juveniles. Juvenile usage at the small site drops to zero in
mid-august, while usage at the large site continues into September.
Adult mass at the large site increases slightly throughout the migratory period as birds
arrive and load fuel (Figure 2.5B). At the small site, mean daily mass changes in a similar
manner through the adult migratory period. In juveniles, masses at the large site increase
toward the end of the migratory period. At the small site, juvenile masses show little change
across the migratory period. Juveniles are heavier on departure (adults: 26.59 [25.50,29.57
CI] grams; juveniles: 28.64 [25.78,30.37 CI] grams). Masses are heavier at the large site for
adults (small 24.80 [22.71, 27.37 CI] g; large 25.60 [22.71,28.34 CI] g), and in juveniles the
difference is slightly larger between sites compared with adults, with birds at the large site
being slightly heavier than adults (small 24.49 [22.71, 28.45 CI] g; large 26.65 [22.88, 29.56
CI] g).
Simulated migrants have different lengths of stays between sites and ages under baseline
conditions. Adults spend on average 3.39 [1, 5 CI ] days at the small site and 2.58 [1, 8 CI ]
days at the large, while juveniles spend 2.27 [1, 4 CI ] days at the small site and 9.23 [1, 16
CI ] at the large. Across the model time period, lengths of stay increase slightly for adults
at the both sites, but strongly increase at the large site for juveniles (Figure 2.5C).
To get a sense of the natural variation in model output I ran 1000 Monte Carlo simulations under baseline conditions. The Monte Carlo simulation returns the number of birds
present at each site on each model date. The full description of the results is described in
Appendix C.
Across simulations the dates of peak counts vary only slightly between runs. At the large
site the median peak date is July 13 [11, 14 CI] for adults and August 19 [19, 20 CI] for
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Figure 2.5: Forward simulation model output under baseline conditions (See Table 2.1).
Adult (solid lines) and juvenile (dotted lines) migrants at the small (red) or large (black)
sites are shown in all plots. A. Daily number of migrants at the small or large site. Counts
are made after daily decision has been made, so migrants that move are counted at the
new site for that day. B. Daily mean ±95%CI (grey shading) of mass for migrants output
from the model. Values are calculated from the relative fuel load of the migrant after it has
foraged for that date. C. Mean ±95%CI total length of stay for birds that move or depart
on a given date.
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juveniles. At the small site the median peak dates are earlier than at the large site (July 13
[12, 14 CI] for adults and August 10 [10, 12 CI] for juveniles).
The number of birds on the peak count dates show only slight variation between model
runs. At the large site the median peak of daily number of birds is 976 [924, 1032 CI] for
adults and 4927 [4833, 5018.02 CI] for juveniles. At the small site the median peak number
of birds is 1772 [1699.97, 1841 CI] for adults and 993 [945, 1049.03 CI] for juveniles.
For any give date, the numbers of birds present in the region are less than the total
number of birds moving through the region within a simulation (20 000 birds). The peak
count at the large site is 9.76% of the total number of adults moving through the system in
a simulation where length of stay is 2.58 days, while peak juvenile counts at the large site
are 49.27% of all juveniles simulated, with mean lengths of stay of 9.23 days. In this case
the length of stay difference between adults and juveniles is strongly influencing the peak
counts in the two migratory periods.

2.6

Food/Safety Titration

Individuals in most non-breeding systems must make the fundamental tradeoff between food
and safety. In my migratory landscape I examined this tradeoff by sequentially adjusting
the relative food abundance and safety between the two sites. I held the food and danger
parameters at the large site at 1.0 (τ (1) & e(1)) and adjusted relative food abundance (e(0))
at the small site between 1.0 and 10 by 0.5 and danger (τ (0)) between 1 and 10 by 0.25. When
food or danger were at their baseline parameter values, I adjusted the other parameter by
0.1. For each adjustment, I ran 1000 Monte Carlo simulations of the model. The simulations
generated counts of abundance at each site for each time step. I then explored the relative
abundance between the sites and trends in counts within sites to explore how adjustments
of relative food and safety affected migrant decision.
Appendix B shows the full response on each model date to all adjustments food/safety
adjustments. I present here the effect of sequentially adjusting τ (0) and then e(0) while
holding the other parameter at baseline. I show results of simulated counts for the adult
and juvenile migrations from a time slice around the peak dates (July and August 15).
Shifts in the distribution of migrants between sites occur suddenly as food or predation
danger change (Figure 2.6). When danger is similar between sites (τ (0) close to 1), adults
and juveniles are almost entirely found at the small site. As the small site’s danger τ (0)
increases the number of both adults and juveniles at the small site drops almost linearly
up to τ (0)~4.8 and then very quickly (Figure 2.6A). The initial decline in numbers at the
small site does not result in a change in numbers at the large site, suggesting migrants are
departing earlier rather than shifting their distribution. Between τ (0) = 2 and τ (0) = 3 the
proportion of adults at the large site on July 15 shifts between 0.07 and 0.10. This is due to
a continued drop in abundances at the large site, but also from an increase in abundances
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Figure 2.6: Results of sequentially adjusting relative food and safety at the large site. For
each adjustment the food and safety at the large site were held at 1.0 and τ (0) and e(0)
adjusted. A. The number of birds at the small (red) and large (black) sites as well as
the proportion at the large site on model (green) date July 15 (Adult) and August 15
(Juvenile) as the relative danger of the small site is adjusted between 1 and 10 by 0.1. For
each adjustment a Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 runs was completed. Lines are shown
with 95% prediction intervals in grey shading. For the runs here, the relative food (e(0)) was
held at the baseline value (~2). B. The number of birds at the small (red) and large (black)
sites as well as the proportion at the large site (green) on model date July 15 (Adult) and
August 15 (Juvenile) as the relative food of the large site is adjusted between 1 and 10 by
0.1. For each adjustment a Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 runs was completed. Lines are
shown with 95% prediction intervals in grey. For the runs here, the relative danger (τ (0))
was held at the baseline value (~4).
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at the small site, leading to a shift in the distribution across sites. For juveniles, the there
is a similar pattern with increasing danger at the small site, though the number of birds
at either site never reaches the numbers recorded in adults. For juveniles between τ (0) = 2
and τ (0) = 3 the proportion of juveniles at the large site on August 15 shifts between 0.08
and 0.15.
Adjustments in food lead to a sudden transition similar to that from adjusting danger
(Figure 2.6B). As the food parameter 4x is included in the mortality parameter ψ, changing
e(0) has stronger non-linear effects than changing τ (0). When τ (0) = 4 and relative food at
the small site (e(0)) is below 2, adults and juveniles are primarily at the large site, however
as e(0) increases between 1.5 and 2, the proportion of birds at the large site shifts between
0.68 and 0.30. The shift in the proportion is a result of individual birds shifting away from
the large site towards the dangerous site, but at e(0) <= 2 the number of birds at the
larger site is around ~6000 whereas the number at the small site when e(0) >= 4.0 is ~3000.
This difference between site responses demonstrates that as food became more abundant
at the small site, birds switched to utilizing primarily the small site, but also departed the
region sooner. At higher relative fuel rates birds can load to departure fuel load faster, and
therefore the number of birds at the sites drop. When τ (0) = 4, juveniles require a slightly
higher food benefit at the small site than adults to cause a shift away from the large site
and the number of birds at the small site remains lower relative to adults, independent of
food availability. Bird numbers at the small site for both age classes increases to a peak
around e(0) = 3 and then decrease as food becomes more abundant at the safe site due to
birds loading fuel faster and departing sooner.

2.7

Migratory Distance

The length and duration of further migration may affect the decisions migrants make in a
given region. The non-breeding distribution of western sandpiper stretches across over 8000
km north to south, and a much greater distance in shoreline.
To explore how migratory distance upon departure would change the behaviour of migrants locally, I adjusted D (Equation 2.10) to examine migrants that had between 1300
km (roughly San Francisco Bay) and 9000 km (Colombia or Peru) remaining on their migration after departing the Salish Sea region. The distance to migrate affects the remaining
time spent on migration and, since fuel load on departure affects the speed of migration,
I expected to see shifts in fuel load with migratory distance (Figure 2.3). Migrants that
face greater future predation risk due to longer migration should take relatively more risks
locally as the cost of time on migration increases.
The remaining migratory distance (D) strongly affects the distribution of both adults
and juveniles (Figure 2.7). Adults with less than 5000 km are primarily found at the large
site, but at 5000 km and further the distribution shifts strongly towards the small site, to
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Figure 2.7: Results of adjusting migratory distance on abundances of migrants at the small
and large sites. The number of birds is shown at the small (red) and large (black) sites,
and the proportion at the large site (green) on model dates July 15 (Adult) and August 15
(Juvenile) at different migratory distances. For each adjustment a Monte Carlo simulation
of 1000 runs was completed. Lines are shown with 95% prediction intervals in grey shading.
the point where 80% of the birds facing 9000 additional km were found at the small site,
though the total number of birds is lower than for shorter-distance migrants. The shortest
migration has lower numbers on July 15th relative to a migration of 2300 km, likely because
migrants can complete this flight in one jump with less fuel.
Patterns in the counts are similar for juveniles on August 15 though there are lower
numbers at the large site in general. The proportion of the birds at the large site also
remains high for 5000 km migrants, likely as local danger has increased relative to July.
Departure flight range and speed of migration are inversely related as migratory distance
changes (Figure 2.8). Migrants that can make the flight to the non-breeding grounds in one
flight select their departure fuel load based on their first flight range. For migrants with
1300 and 2300 km remaining on migration, their flight ranges at departure close to their
remaining migratory distance (1370.93 km and 2203.63 km respectively). For migrants with
greater than 2300 km to migrate, the departure flight range is less than their total remaining
distance and these migrants shift toward maximizing speed of migration. For migrants
continuing 3500 km, the flight range averages 1911.42 km, less the remaining migratory
distance and the flight range of birds migrating 2300 km. Speed of migration however
increases from 173.44 km day−1 to 178.64 km day−1 . As migration distance increases the
flight range continues to decrease, but the speed of migration increases until the birds that
have 9000 km to migrate were only flying 1011.54 km on departure but had an expected
speed of migration of 188.86 km day−1 .
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Figure 2.8: The impact of distances to migrate on (A) flight range (km) and (B) speed of
migration (km day−1 ) at departure. Values are calculated from Equation 2.6 and Equation 2.11 based on fuel load at departure. For reference, the dotted line shows the estimated
speed of falcon migration. The output shows only migrants without prior knowledge of site
conditions on arrival, as there were only minor differences with and without prior knowledge.
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There are seasonal patterns in flight range and speed of migration that differ across
migratory distances. At 3500 and 5000 km, later departing juveniles continue to load large
fuel loads, likely to lower their attack rate on future migration by increasing their flight
range. This pattern is observed to a small degree in longer distance migrants. Early migrants
with 1300 km remaining on migration depart with flight ranges greater than 1300 km. This
behaviour is likely due to falcon presence being very low early in the season making it safer
to remain locally than depart onward. As the model forces migrants to load fuel, their fuel
load will continue to increase during this time. Across all migratory distances the speed of
migration on departure is higher than the falcon’s speed of migration.

2.8

Model modification: Prior Knowledge

The forward simulation of migrant passage initially has migrant first arrival site determined
stochastically, so birds are either placed at the small or large site and must remain there for
one day departing or moving. I relaxed this condition to allow migrants to settle at their
individually mortality-minimizing location instead.
In this modified scenario, migrants can move to the site that maximizes their fitness
estimate F for their current fuel load and arrival date. For birdi , the initial site is s∗i =
D[xi , max F [xi , s, ti ], ti ] and the decision for day ta + 1 is di = D[xi , s∗i , ti + 1]. Migrants do
s

not load fuel or die during the first day. I refer to this modification as adding an assumption
of “prior knowledge” to migrants, as migrants that had previous or gained knowledge of the
optimal site to land on arrival should not have a random site as their first stopover site.
The daily abundances of migrants with prior knowledge are generally similar to those
without prior knowledge (Figure 2.9), with some notable differences (Figure 2.10). Adults
are more abundant at the small than the large site, and juveniles more abundant at the
large than small site both with and without prior knowledge. The main difference is that
under baseline conditions migrants with 5000 km in migration do not use the small site
in the second half of August. Otherwise the model returned daily counts are very similar
between the two arrival scenarios.
In contrast to numbers, estimated masses have greater differentiation between sites with
than without prior knowledge. At the small site there are no differences in mean masses
for adults (Baseline: 24.80 [22.71, 27.37 CI] g; with prior knowledge: 24.40 [22.71, 26.21
CI] g). At the large site masses are heavier for adults with prior knowledge on average,
but with substantial variation within each model type (Baseline: 25.60 [22.71, 28.34 CI] g;
with prior knowledge: 26.32 [24.55, 27.79 CI] g). For juveniles, there is a much smaller shift
in masses for migrants at the large site between arrival scenarios (Baseline: 26.65 [22.88,
29.56 CI] g; with prior knowledge: 26.87 [23.97, 29.51 CI] g). At the small site juveniles
are lighter with prior knowledge, but again with a large amount of variation around these
means (Baseline: 24.49 [22.71, 28.45 CI] g; with prior knowledge: 23.86 [22.71, 25.78 CI] g).
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Figure 2.9: Forward simulation model output for model modified to allow migrant prior
knowledge (See Section 2.8). Adults (solid lines) and juveniles (dotted lines) migrants at
the small (red) or large (black) sites are shown in all plots. A. Counts are made after daily
decision has been made, so migrants that move will be counted at the new site for that day
and those that depart will not be counted. B. Daily mean ±95%CI (grey shading) of mass
for migrants output from the model. Values are calculated from the relative fuel load of the
migrant after it has foraged for that date. C. Mean ±95%CI total length of stay for birds
that move or depart on a given date.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of forward simulation model outputs between scenarios of migrant
arrival with and without prior knowledge. Results are shown as the change in daily abundance (A), mean daily mass (B) and lengths of stay at departure (C) from the baseline
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(black) sites are shown in all plots.
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Across the season, both model types show a strong increase in fuel loads for late migrants
at the large site and little change across the season at the site or for adults at the large site.
There is a slightly larger trend in masses in adults at the small site, likely due to migrants
being evenly distributed across both sites on arrival without prior knowledge, whereas with
prior knowledge migrants are selecting arrival location based on arrival fuel load.
The lengths of stay also show different patterns between arrival scenarios. In the baseline
model, without prior knowledge, juveniles at the small site and some adults at the large
site are essentially forced to stay at the site for one day and then immediately move to the
other site or depart. Migrants with prior knowledge avoid “sub-optimal” sites. Figure 2.11
illustrates how the movement of migrants differs between scenarios. As expected, without
prior knowledge, there is substantial movement between sites, but in different directions for
adults and juveniles. For adults, movements between sites are almost entirely from the large
to small site, and do not occur when migrants have prior knowledge on arrival. These adult
movements are simple shifts to their individually optimal site after arrival. For juveniles
without prior knowledge the movements are predominantly from the small to large site,
and while movements are less common with prior knowledge, some of these movements
persist. These are likely mass-dependent movements away from the more dangerous site as
juveniles’ masses increase.
The model scenario with prior knowledge allows migrants to completely skip the region
instead of stopping at either of the sites (dark green lines in Figure 2.11). This behaviour
emerges in both adults and juveniles, as birds that arrive heavy choose to continue south
rather than stopping locally. While the model was not initially developed to detect this
behaviour, it is interesting to see, and likely biologically realistic, that under certain conditions migrants should opt to continue migrating rather than stopping in a particular region.
Adding prior knowledge allows migrants this option.
Other than the movements on arrival, the lengths of stay were similar between arrival
scenarios. The seasonal increase in lengths of stay for adults do not occur with prior knowledge. Lengths of stay increase toward the end of the juvenile migratory period at the large
site for both model types, but remain constant at the small site for both adult and juvenile
migrants with prior knowledge, whereas without prior knowledge lengths of stay increase
through the adult migration and decrease through the juvenile migration.
Adjusting the relative food and safety parameters (τ (0) and e(0)) produce almost identical results as their effects within the baseline model (Figure 2.12). There are slight differences
in the numbers of birds at a site, but the distribution between the sites remains similar.
The main difference is that the extremes of the distributions shift toward 100% at one site
with prior knowledge, whereas without prior knowledge random arrival prevents 100% of
the birds being found at their individually mortality-minimizing site.
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Figure 2.11: Paths of adult (left) and juvenile (right) migrants through the simulated landscape with or without prior knowledge of the system. Results show 2000 birds moving from
arrival to one of the two site types and then departing. Each line shows a single movement
between one of the locations. Vertical lines from Pre-arrival to Departed show migrants that
have optimal arrival (Prior Knowledge) and choose to depart immediately. The lines are
jittered randomly to show more clearly the movement of individual birds.
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Figure 2.12: Results of sequentially adjusting relative food and safety at the large site from
the model modified to give migrants prior knowledge of the stopover sites. Plots show
the number of birds at the small (red) and large (black) sites as well as the proportion
at the large site on model (green) date July 15 (Adult) and August 15 (Juvenile). For
each adjustment the food and safety at the large site were held at 1.0 and τ (0) and e(0)
adjusted. A. The relative danger of the small site is adjusted between 1 and 10 by 0.1. For
each adjustment a Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 runs was completed. Lines are shown
with 95% prediction intervals in grey shading. The relative food (e(0)) was held at the
baseline value (~2). B. The relative food of the large site is adjusted between 1 and 10 by
0.1. The relative danger (τ (0)) was held at the baseline value (~4).
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Description
relative fuel load
date after June 20
number of potential stopover sites
model terminal date
wet lean body mass
daily risk of mortality at the non-breeding grounds
probability of being killed per attack upon departure
danger of small site relative to the large site
maximum chance of being caught in falcon attack at large site
shape modifier for mortality cost of fuel (unitless)
modifier of vulnerability to falcon attack by site predation danger
(unitless)
global predation modifier (unitless)
mean attacks per falcon per day
maximum number of falcons encountered in a day in a season
minimum number of falcons encountered in a day in a season
seasonal pattern in predator presence variable 1
seasonal pattern in predator presence variable 2
modifier of peregrine falcon arrival timing
flight range parameter from optimal migration curve
western sandpiper flight speed
falcon speed of migration
distance to non-breeding grounds from model landscape
minimum fuel load required to have a chance of completing migration
speed of migration settling time on arrival
future expected fuel loading rate
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global food modifier (grams /day)
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(2.4)
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Table 2.1: Model parameters associated with the dynamic programming equation for migrant passage through a landscape of stopover
sites on southward migration.
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Description
standard deviation around expected danger at individual sites
standard deviation around expected food abundance
at sites
number in forward simulation
mean arrival dates
standard deviation around timing of arrival for forward simulation
mean arrival fuel upon arrival
standard deviation around fuel load upon arrival for
forward simulation
allow one move to optimal location upon arrival

(2.16)

(2.16)
(2.16)

(2.16)
(2.16)
(2.16)

(2.15)

Eqn
(2.8)

Table 2.2: Model parameters associated with forward simulation of migrant passage through a landscape of stopover sites on southward
migration. Double entries are for adults and juveniles. Baseline parameter values are from the original model without prior knowledge
or foraging intensities. Any modifications from these values are described in the text.
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Box 1. Replicating migratory patterns in semipalmated sandpipers
Worcester and Ydenberg (2008) explore how timing of migratory passage of peregrine
falcons varies across North America. Falcon passage through sites of similar latitude
occurs 4-6 weeks later on the east coast than on the west. Semipalmated sandpipers
(Calidris pusilla) are similar to western sandpipers in many respects, but those that
migrate to the east coast of North America load very large amounts of fuel prior to
undertaking a ca. 2-day transoceanic flight. They arrive around the end of July and
August for the two age classes, respectively (Hope et al., 2011; Lank, 1983). While
semipalmated and western sandpipers differ in critical life history traits and strategies,
the different migratory behaviour and predator landscape presents an opportunity to
test the model in another scenario.
To modify the model to the semipalmated sandpiper system I shifted the timing of
arrival of falcons later by 4 weeks (28 days) and the mean arrival dates to July 30 and
August 29 for adults and juveniles. As the total numbers of migratory falcons moving
through the region appear to be lower than on the pacific coast, I lowered the seasonal
maximum falcons per day Fmax to 0.5.
I shifted the lean body mass (LBM ) to 21.8g (Lyons and Haig, 1995) and set the
maximum relative fuel load to 2.0 to allow for fuel loads observed in the Bay of Fundy
(Lank, 1983). I increased the potential food abundance (eg = 1.5) to account for the
higher observed fuel loading rates in the Bay of Fundy. The large site’s fueling rate was
therefore 1.5g day− 1. The small site’s fuelling rate was 2.0g day− 1 (Hope et al., 2011;
Lank, 1983).
Finally, I adjusted the seasonal minimum in falcon presence Fmin to zero locally and
0.5 on departure. This assumes semipalmated sandpipers view falcon abundance as
higher further south on migration. This is based on the introduction of breeding pairs
of peregrine falcons on the northeast coast of North America, the south of the Bay of
Fundy prior to such programs being initiated in the Bay of Fundy (Watts et al., 2015).
Under these conditions, migrants do not depart the local model landscape until they
have loaded large amounts of fuel, comparable those observed in semipalmated sandpipers the 1970s in the Bay of Fundy (Figure 2.13a).
Since the early 1980s, a resident breeding population of peregrine falcons has been
introduced to the Bay of Fundy, meaning the previously predator-free habitat during
migration has consistently had predators present in the region (Amirault et al., 2004).
To model for this, I added a small number of resident falcons (Fmin = 0.1 locally;
Fmin = 0.6 on migration). Adding resident falcons has the immediate effect of causing
the departure fuel load to drop and migrants to shift entirely toward the safe site
(Figure 2.13b). Increasing the resident predation (Fmin = 1 locally; Fmin = 1.5 on
future migration) (one falcon present per day across the season) causes departure fuel
load and usage of small sites to continue to drop (Figure 2.13c).
While the model was not designed around the semipalmated sandpiper migration, it
does suggest that semipalmted sandpipers were able to perform the long flights directly
from the Bay of Fundy to South America in part because they could load fuel in an
essentially predator-free environment (Lank et al., 2003). As breeding peregrine falcons
have been introduced to this system, semipalmated sandpipers should be expected to
shift strategies towards departing with lower fuel load or avoiding the region.
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Figure 2.13: Optimal decisions for migrants under a model modified to represent semipalmated sandpipers passage through the Bay of Fundy. In all scenarios falcon arrival is delayed
by 28 days relative to the baseline model (Figure 2.4) and other changes are made to represent migratory strategies in semipalmated sandpipers and the region they pass through.
Colours represent decisions of optimal site choice as coded in Figure 2.4. Red is small site,
black the large site, and blue the decision to depart the region. (A) Decision matrix from
the semipalmated sandpiper model with no resident predators. (B) a small resident predator population (Fmin = 0.1) is added to the model. (C) the size of the resident predator
population is increased (Fmin = 1)
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2.9

Parameter Sensitivity

I ran one-variable-at-a-time sensitivity analyses to explore how the model output of daily
counts at each site was impacted by small changes to the baseline parameter values (see
Table 2.1). I perturbed each parameter ±5% and calculated the resulting deviation from the
baseline counts at each site on a given date. If a 5% increase in parameter β resulted in an
increase of 10% in birds at the small site, the calculated elasticity would be 2. Elasticity is a
unitless measure of sensitivity to a given variable than can be used to compare the responses
in site counts between variables. Table 2.3 outlines the elasticity values for individual parameters. For clarity I consider the mean elasticity on counts at the small and large site on
model dates July 15 (t = 25) and August 15 (t = 56). For parameters that were initially set
to 0, a percentage modification would be meaningless. For these parameters I have modified
the variable amount and reported the model output’s sensitivity to this perturbation.
The counts are more sensitive to parameter adjustment in the model versions with prior
knowledge and juvenile counts are more sensitive than adults. The counts are most sensitive
across model types to adjustments in falcon population z, shape of cost of fuel in escape
probability a, baseline predator abundance B0 , and site-specific predation danger τ (0). All
these parameters are involved in calculating φ (Equation 2.8). The direction of the impacts
generally is opposite between sites and stronger at the small site, so a 5% increase in τ (0)
leads to a 17.21% increase in abundance at the large site for adults, but a 13.95% decrease
at the small site.
The flight range constant parameter c also has a large effect on counts at the large site,
showing that if migrants can jump farther and have higher speeds of migration, they will
stay longer at the large site. Acting in the opposite direction, increasing the distance to
migrate D reduces counts at the large sites for both adults and juveniles, as I showed in
Section 2.7.

2.10

Pattern matching with observational data

To assess the performance of the model I examined patterns of migrant mass and length of
stay relative to available data. The model was parameterized using a comparison between
the stopover sites of Boundary Bay, BC and Sidney Island, BC for western sandpipers on
southward migration. These two sites have been well studied and inter-site differences have
been well established. As well, seasonal and interannual patterns for body mass and lengths
of stay have been recorded for one or both sites. I generated comparable model data to
evaluate the model’s ability to reproduce observed trends in capture data and ran model
scenarios to compare with published responses to interannual predation increases.
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2.10.1

Site-specific mass responses to predation danger and predator
abundance

Ydenberg et al. (2002) explored differences in masses of migrant shorebirds between a small,
dangerous stopover site (Sidney Island, BC; 48.63◦ N, 123.33◦ E) and a large, safer site
(Boundary Bay, BC; 49.06◦ N, 122.96◦ E). The two sites are about 60 km apart and many
of the baseline parameters in the model are based on these sites. Both adult and juvenile
western sandpipers are heavier at Boundary Bay on average (adults 1.82 [1.50, 2.10]g and
juveniles 2.27 [2.03, 2.52]g), though this difference has been as high as 7.65g in some years.
I modified the dataset to make them comparable with model output. As age was not
identified for all captured birds at Sidney Island and Boundary Bay and my model output
did not include age specific counts, I limited my measures of mass to avoid the intermigratory period from July 25 to August 5. I then calculated bootstrapped confidence
intervals around the overall mean difference in capture masses between the sites.
To compare model-migrant trends in estimated mass to observed capture data, I sampled
data from the model output to match the sampling effort in captured birds. For each date
with n captures, I sampled n outputted masses from the model. I resampled 1000 times to
create prediction intervals around the overall mean difference in model outputted masses
between the small and large sites.
The model data closely matches the site differences in capture masses for both adults
and juveniles with prior knowledge (Figure 2.14). The average outputted migrant mass at
the large site is 0.81 [0.62, 0.97]g heavier for adults and 1.84 [1.70, 1.97]g heavier for juveniles. With prior knowledge the difference between sites in model outputted mean masses
increases to 1.90 [1.79, 2.00]g heavier for adults and 2.73 [2.63, 2.84]g for juveniles. The
trend in capture masses within migratory periods is less clear due to variation in survey
effort between years and between sites. The model shows consistent differences in masses
between the sites across the season, with the greatest difference at the end of the two migratory periods (Section 2.5.1, Figure 2.5). While there is some evidence for this in the capture
data, there are insufficient capture data to make a comparison within seasons. The trends
in mass at capture within season are shown in Appendix C
Ydenberg et al. (2004) found that as predator populations recovered the mass at capture
of migratory sandpipers at the small Sidney Island stopover site decreased, but found no
decrease at the large Fraser River site (Figure 2.15). I ran model scenarios that varied the
model’s overall flyway predator population z between 0.25 and 1.50 to see how site-specific
masses would change with predation.
Increasing predator abundance does lower mean masses of model outputs for adults
and juveniles both with and without prior knowledge, and for juveniles, the model shows
a decrease in mass that is much larger at the small site than at the large site, like the
pattern observed by Ydenberg et al. (2004) (Figure 2.16). The decline is similar for adults,
but there is a larger decrease in masses at the large site in adults than juveniles. The
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Figure 2.14: Mean differences between large and small site in capture data and simulations.
Capture data show the difference ± CI in grams between birds captured at Boundary Bay,
BC and Sidney Island, BC. Simulation data are the difference between the large and small
sites from the modified model with and without prior knowledge, sampled to match the
daily numbers in the original capture data. Modified model described in Section 2.10
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divergent pattern between the sites is due to the small site becoming disproportionally
more dangerous as z increases and the sites becoming more alike in danger as z shifted
below 1 (See Equation 2.2). Therefore, when predators are more abundant, the cost of being
heavy at the small site is much greater than at the large site compared with when predators
are scarce.

2.10.2

Changes in lengths of stay in response to predator abundance

Changes in lengths of stays of individually marked migrant sandpipers at a small site, Sidney
Island, as falcon populations increased, were described in Ydenberg et al. (2004) and Hope
et al. (2011). To look for similar patterns in the model, I converted the estimated stays from
the model and from the mark recapture data into seasonal changes in lengths of stay. The
intra-annual trends based on mark-recapture at the small Sidney Island site show lengths
of stay increasing throughout the adult migration and decreasing throughout the juvenile
period. I used the percentage change from the mean model or capture estimates of lengths of
stay to compare model and capture trends in lengths of stay on the same scale. I focus here
on the small site model outputs only as they are more directly comparable to the Sidney
Island data.
In the baseline model lengths of stay at the small site increase within the adult and
decrease through the juvenile migratory periods (Figure 2.17). The pattern matches the
observed pattern from Hope et al. (2011) except for the first week of juveniles showing a
very short length of stay. When prior knowledge is added, the adult seasonal pattern of
model generated lengths of stay no longer matches the seasonal trend in lengths of stay
from capture data. The juvenile pattern in model lengths of stay continues to match the
capture data, but the first week’s lengths of stays were no longer as short as in the baseline
model.
Adjusting the overall predator population z between 0.1 and 1.5 results in a decrease
in model true lengths of stay at the small site for adults with and without prior knowledge
(Figure 2.18). For juveniles at the large site, the trend is reversed and lengths of stay
increased as predator abundance increased. Adults at the large site had higher lengths of
stay under both the low and high predation scenarios.
We do not have data on length of stay trends at a large site, but the trends at the
small site match those at the Sidney Island. Ydenberg et al. (2004) report a decline from
8.4 to 2.4 days in western sandpiper lengths of stay, while my model generated lengths of
stays decline for adults from 4.15 days to 2.07 days as predation increases. For juveniles,
the change is slightly smaller (3.85 days to 1.31 days).
Ydenberg et al. (2004) concluded the number of western sandpipers using Sidney Island
did not decrease as predator population recovered, but that declines in census numbers
could be entirely accounted for by changes in lengths of stay. I recreated their figure 4
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Figure 2.15: Trends in mean ± CI mass at capture for birds caught at Boundary Bay
(black) and Sidney Island (red) between 1995 and 2001. Points are the mean for the month
of the year ±95%CI. Captures during the intermigratory period (July 25 - August 5) were
removed from the estimates to make them more comparable with simulation results. Data
from Ydenberg et al. (2004).
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Figure 2.16: The effect of changes in the predator population on the mean mass of adult
and juvenile migrants with and without prior knowledge at the small (red, dotted lines) and
large (black, solid lines) sites. Means are shown with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of model trends in lengths of stay in percent deviation from mean
lengths of stay for migrants under baseline conditions (with 95% CI; red - small site; dots
- adults, triangles - juveniles) and predicted seasonal trends in lengths of stay from Sidney
Island (dashed lines, from Hope et al. 2011).
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Figure 2.18: The effect of changes in the predator population on the true length of stay
for adult and juvenile migrants with and without prior knowledge at the small (red, dotted
lines) and large (black, solid lines) sites. Length of stay is calculated as the number of days
spent at the site prior to departing or moving sites. Means are shown with 95% bootstrapped
confidence intervals.
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of annual cumulative daily abundances (NC ) with the true number
of birds (NT ) at the small site. The figure is based on Figure 4 in Ydenberg et al. (2004).
using the model output at the small site under low, baseline and high predator populations
(Figure 2.19).
The model output matches the results from Sidney Island in that census declines are
substantially larger than declines in the number of birds using the site. There is however
some change in the true number of birds using the site between the low and high predator
population scenarios as birds shift usage. Although there was no statistically significant
decline across their entire study period, the data do suggest a decline in numbers of birds
using the sites during the last two years of their study (Ydenberg et al., 2004, their Figure
4). In Chapter 4 I explore the effect of increasing predator populations in semipalmated
sandpipers and show they show a shift in migratory usage toward safer sites as predators
increase.

2.11

Discussion

My model calculates mortality-minimizing decisions for migrants moving through a landscape of a small and large stopover site on post-breeding migration. I use the model to
develop an understanding of how food and safety trade-off in stopover site selection. Few
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models have examined behaviour on southward migration, but my model uses methodology
comparable to the many developed for northward migration. I generated patterns of lengths
of stay, mass, and response to predator population that match many of the observed migratory patterns in western sandpipers. The model also illuminates potential causes for shifts
between sites and reductions in numbers using a region.
The main model tradeoff is between food and safety at the local sites. Carrying heavier
fuel loads increases migrant vulnerability (Burns and Ydenberg, 2002), and this effect is
strong at the small site, where danger is higher. Migrants at the small site depart lighter,
despite being at a more food rich location. As I adjusted the ratio of food to safety I found
that the distribution between the two sites has sudden transitions in both food and safety
after which the simulated birds are found primarily at a single site. Such transitions suggest
that sharp changes in observed counts at stopover sites should be expected if conditions
change beyond a region of stability, and the distribution across sites with varying food and
safety should be more aggregated at a few “ideal” sites rather than being more normally
distributed.
Timing within the predator landscape also drives much of the migrant behaviour in
the model. The arrival of migratory peregrine falcons has been described as a broad-front
phenomenon, where the arrival of the falcons is a given region occurs quickly and then
presence remains high as the falcon wave passes through (Hope et al., 2011, 2014; Lank
et al., 2003; Worcester and Ydenberg, 2008; Ydenberg et al., 2007). A migrant’s proximity
to the arrival of this falcon front, when daily probability of predator presence, θ(t), is
increasing at its fastest rate, drives many of the seasonal patterns observed in the model.
Migrants ahead of the inflection point in θ(t) (−B0 /B1 ; August 12th) make much greater
use of the small site and depart lighter, while birds under the falcon front avoid the small,
dangerous site and depart with higher fuel loads, allowing them to jump ahead of the falcon
front. As the timing of the falcon front has been shown to vary from year to year, it would
be expected that migrant behaviour should differ in years with earlier or later falcon arrival
(Niehaus and Ydenberg, 2006).
Sensitivity to predation and food has been considered in other migratory models. Taylor
et al. (2007) found a similar shift away from small sites with increased predation during
northward migration, though their transition was more gradual, and the relative safety of
the site types did not change. The migration of barnacle geese northward showed a similarly
dramatic shift in migratory onset with an increase in predation (Jonker et al., 2010). The
response curve was similar to that from a more general migratory model where a small
change in the “foraging intensity-dependent predation” at a stopover site led migrants at
the previous site to rapidly increase the amount of fuel they loaded (Weber et al., 1998). It
is symptomatic of DSVMs to have sudden transitions in decisions as state variables change
(Clark and Mangel, 2000), but what drives such transitions can tell us about what drives
the system.
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Comparison of model outputs to field data
The model was able to broadly reproduce observed differences in body masses of western
sandpipers on southward migration between a small and large stopover site. Both the model
output and the capture data show birds at the small site (Sidney Island) were lighter than
on the large site (Boundary Bay). The model results suggest that the mechanism for this
pattern is that for light birds the benefit of increased fuel loading outweighs the increased
risk of capture by predators. As birds load fuel, the vulnerability to capture, ψ(x, s), increases such that the marginal benefit to survival of quicker fuel loading is eventually smaller
than the reduced escape performance at higher fuel loads. As the daily number of attacks
increases through the season, the fuel load at which the benefit from the small site’s the
higher fuel loading rate decreases.
The intraseasonal trend in lengths of stays for the small site produced by the model
approximates that observed in mark-recapture data from a small site (Hope et al., 2011).
This similarity is reduced for migrants, especially adults, given prior knowledge in their
initial settlement decisions. A priori, we might have expected the opposite outcome, that
is, that prior knowledge would provide a better fit for adults than juveniles. The optimality
of both sites appears to be more equal for light birds earlier in the migration period, so the
cost of moving between sites is greater than the benefit from switching locations. As the
falcon front arrives, the cost in vulnerability of being heavy at the dangerous site means
migrants above a given fuel load must be at the safe site, no matter their current location.
Adults appear to be able to optimize their migration no matter which site they arrive at,
while for juveniles, arrival at the better of the two site types may allow for higher chances
of surviving migration.
I was able to replicate the observed changes in migratory tactics with increasing predator numbers that was observed in captured western sandpipers (Ydenberg et al., 2004).
Declining sandpiper masses as the number of predators increases should be broadly expected, because the marginal cost to scape performance from adding fuel is higher when
the number of attacks increases. To replicate the observed pattern in capture data of a
larger decrease in masses at Sidney Island than Boundary Bay as predation increased required the small site’s impact on capture probability (predation danger, τ (s)), to shift as
falcon abundance changed. In the model I included τ (s)F , but if only τ (s) is used then the
decline in masses is equivalent between sites as predation increases. It seems likely that the
impact of increases in predation is disproportionally felt in more dangerous habitat, as has
been observed in other systems (Brown and Kotler, 2004).
Increasing the predator population produced changes in overall lengths of stays at the
small site that matched those observed at Sidney Island (Ydenberg et al., 2004). There are
no comparable mark-recapture estimates of lengths of stay at Boundary Bay or any other
large site on southward migration, but the model’s prediction of an increase in lengths of
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stay as the predator population increases is consistent with migrants trading off the future
benefit of departing with higher fuel loads against the current exposure to predation. By
spending less time in the most dangerous habitat migrants are still able to remain locally
and load fuel and retain a higher daily survival probability. The model demonstrates that
migrants reduce exposure to dangerous habitat as predator populations increase.
The shifts in tactics produced by the model are slightly different than those proposed by
Ydenberg et al. (2004). They found that as predator populations recovered the number of
birds using Sidney Island did not change, only their lengths of stay. In my model, migrants
reduced their lengths of stay and were generally lighter when predator populations increased,
but the true numbers of birds using the site also declined (Figure 2.19), especially when
prior knowledge was added to arrival. It is not an unreasonable expectation that as a habitat
becomes more dangerous an increasing number of birds would avoid that habitat. In the
model, heavier and later migrants switch to the other site or avoid it if they arrive with prior
knowledge, rather than depart onwards sooner. The final years of the Ydenberg et al. (2004)
do show some decline in the true numbers using the Sidney Island site, which could indicate
some shift of birds away from using the site at all. The model results suggest migrants may
be likely to arrive at Sidney Island randomly and then make the decision as to move or
depart.
A potential cause of the difference between model output and western sandpiper decisions is the amount of movement between Sidney Island and Boundary Bay. There is substantial movement between the large and small site in the model. Without prior knowledge
movement occurs for both adults and juveniles, though with prior knowledge, movement is
only from the small to large site in juveniles (Figure 2.11). While Ydenberg et al. (2002)
show there is some movement between the sites, it is potentially less than is observed in the
model. This could mean that the model is overestimating the propensity of migrants to shift
between the two sites, perhaps by omitting a transition cost above and beyond the energetic
cost. Early models of optimal migration strategies produced substantially different results
when settlement costs at a new site were added (Alerstam and Lindström, 1990).
The model predicts that, in general, as the region becomes more dangerous when predator numbers increase, the overall pattern is that small sites should have a smaller proportion
of birds that stay for shorter periods and are lighter, while larger sites should increasingly
be utilized and have little change in masses, but longer lengths of stays. The model also
predicts that lighter juveniles departing a small site should remain locally at a safer location
before departing onward, whereas adults appear to depart onward from whichever site they
arrive at. A test of this prediction would be to collect movement patterns of migrating western sandpipers between sites on southward migration. With the development and expansion
of cheaper tracking technology such as the Motus Wildlife Tracking System (Taylor et al.,
2017) a field project tracking the movement of western sandpipers within the Salish Sea
would allow us to explore how movements contrast with model results. Capturing birds at
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Sidney Island and tracking their movements on departure would allow us to see if they are
moving to a nearby large site, as the model predicts, or if they are departing onward to
more distant sites such as Gray’s Harbor.

Assumptions of migrant knowledge
Models must always make assumptions as to how much knowledge of the system individuals
have. Perfect knowledge allows us to model the behaviour of under ideal conditions and
make an inference as to the true level of knowledge. Mechanistic models can illuminate
how patterns of behaviour emerge with much narrower knowledge (Bracis et al., 2018). My
model provides migrants with knowledge of the food and safety at both sites. There is some
stochasticity in the estimates, but migrants make decisions on the accurate expectation
of the values. They also have accurate knowledge of the costs and benefits of loading fuel
and of the temporal trend in predation danger. I expect selection to favour migrants that
behave as if they have the knowledge of the relationship between survival probability and
differences in fuel load or stopover length.
The location of a migrant’s initial arrival is a decision the baseline model assigns randomly. Random arrival is very likely unrealistic as even a naive migrant should be able to
distinguish between site types as they arrive and make a non-random decision as to where
to land. Random arrival could be realistic where migrants are forced to land immediately,
e.g. due to their condition or weather, but this is not generally the case in the southward
western sandpiper migration, as most migrants appear to arrive with some fuel reserves
(Butler et al., 1987). Allowing migrants to settle at an optimal location allowed us to model
migrant arrival more realistically, but even random arrival allowed us to examine responses
to changing conditions while excluding the initial, but potentially separate decision of first
arrival location.

The effect of migratory distance
Hope et al. (2011) explain the season increase in adult lengths of stay as strategy to increase
their speed of migration and to stay ahead of migrating peregrine falcons. My model shows
departure and local decisions are dependent on the amount of migration remaining (Figure 2.8). Under the baseline conditions, the expected speed of migration on departure does
indeed increase through the adult migratory period and then decrease through the juveniles’ as they prioritize current safety. However, the impact of different migratory distances
is much stronger than any intraseasonal trend for a particular distance. Shorter-distance
migrants appear to be prioritizing flight range, while longer distance migrants appear to
select their departure fuel load to maximize future speed of migration. This result can be
viewed under the risk allocation hypothesis (Lima and Bednekoff, 1999) as longer-distance
migrants will face sustained exposure to higher rates of predator attacks, while the model
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assesses shorter distance migrants being able to reach a safer non-breeding location in a
single flight.
The model was not initially developed to explore the impact of future migratory distance
on local decisions, but it does make some predictions that would be interesting to examine.
A model of the entire migration including the decision to select the optimal non-breeding
locations would be required to fully parse out the trade off between local decisions and
future exposure to migration. While my model shows migrants with longer distance to
migrate should take more risks locally to shorten the time they spend on migration, it is
just as possible that migrants facing higher local predation danger or vulnerability should
adjust their migratory distance to ensure survival through the non-breeding period.

Juvenile migration: naive or optimal?
My model generated distinct patterns of behaviour and usage for adults and juveniles with
no programmed differences in their decisions other than arrival timing. Their temporal position alone shaped their decisions to depart lighter and remain for shorter durations at the
small site. While age related differences are often attributed to naivety, development, lower
social dominance, or doomed surplus (Newton, 2010), examining the expected differences in
behaviour based on their different conditions or life-history as a first step seems reasonable
before defaulting to intrinsic age-specific differences in behaviour as an explanation.

Future potential model directions
My model of a highly complex system was designed to be simple to understand and interpret. Factors missing from the model that have been shown to impact behaviour elsewhere
are foraging intensity, seasonal changes in food abundance (See Chapter 3), and density
dependent effects on both foraging and vulnerability to predation. There is no evidence
that habitat availability on a large scale on southward migration is in any way constraining to shorebird populations. High enough densities would impact fuelling rates, but daily
numbers are much lower on southward migration than on northward migration, while food
abundance is higher (Drever et al., 2014; Pomeroy, 2006a, Chapter 3). Interference competition could be a source of reductions in fuelling rates with higher densities of migrants.
Semipalmated sandpipers show evidence of scramble competition and scrounging in large
flocks (Beauchamp, 2012, 2014), suggesting that flocking may drive competitive interactions
even if overall food availability is high. An interesting extension to the model would be to
reduce the time step to hours or minutes and include density mediated interactions within
flocks and how that should change across a tidal cycle. A comparison of these effects with
those of dilution would be an interesting but separate topic. The time step of one day should
average out many of these effects across a full tidal cycle.
Dilution of vulnerability to predation is another aspect my model does not consider.
At most stopover sites, flock sizes will be well above the level where changes in numbers
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will affect dilution. Most flock size effects on vigilance level out around 20-50 individuals
(Elgar, 1989; Lima, 1995; Roberts, 1996). Very small sites could see an effect as they can
host numbers below 100 individuals regularly, and modelling density effects should produce
impacts at the smallest sites. However, for my model, I assume any dilution/competition
effects of density are unimportant in this system and would require the model to increase
in specificity, thereby reduce the generality of any results it produces.
The impact of prior knowledge on my results highlighted the importance of the arrival
decision in shaping migratory counts. Western sandpiper arrival site choice is likely shaped
by model factors including migrant condition, and date, but the spatial path a sandpiper
uses on arrival and location of conspecifics are additional factors that could shape where
sandpipers first end up. Arrival decisions have been hard to study in the past, but with the
increasing availability of inexpensive tracking technology future research should be able to
illuminate how migrants choose their first arrival location after long flights.
Adding a spatial dimension to the model would also allow for increased specificity in
the predictions. As I mention above, my model was designed to be general and simple and
adding spatial specificity requires increased parameterization, thereby reducing its generality. That said, a more spatially explicit model could examine an array of stopover sites of
varying sizes as well as examine how factors such as arrival path affect stopover selection. For
example, how good does a site further away have to be for a migrant to skip a mediocre site
that they encounter first? These questions are explicitly of interest for migrants that cross a
large barrier and are faced with a broad selection of potential stopover sites. Modelling migration upon departure for western sandpipers from the breeding ground could produce in
some interesting insights to how migrants move from Alaska to their non-breeding grounds.
Preliminary geolocator work suggests some western sandpipers migrate out to the Alaska
Peninsula and then fly directly to California (North American Bird Conservation Initiative
and Others, 2016). Understanding the state- and condition-dependence of this decision versus flying only to the Salish Sea would substantially increase our understanding of migratory
behaviour at a larger spatial scale.
It is likely that that adding temporal, spatial resolution and density-related effects would
make the model difficult to implement as a dynamic state variable model. An individual
based model would be simpler to implement, but often faces the drawback of being specific to
a single system and hard to parametrize. Nonetheless, as more detailed tracking information
becomes available, the next step would be to use a modelling approach to understand in more
detail some of the patterns observed in this model. This model uses mortality-minimization
as a theoretical background and any model advancement should also start from a theoretical
underpinning (Grimm and Railsback, 2005).
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Uses of current model
My simple model of passage through a landscape of stopover sites defines the tradeoffs migrants must make on southward migration and the effects these tradeoffs have on measured
behaviour of migrants. Theoretical models have tended to avoid examining southward migration and my model adds some understanding to the specific system of western sandpipers
and more broadly to shorebird migrations. The model can replicate observed differences in
masses between sites and the response to predator abundance in masses and lengths of stays.
Box 2.8 shows the model can be modified to examine other systems, in this case broadly
replicating the staging behaviour of semipalmated sandpipers by adjusting the timing of
falcon arrival.
The next step is to run model scenarios and examine the observed patterns in counts
at the two site types. Taylor et al. (2007) referred to behavioural indicators that could be
indicative of population change or be used to rule out other explanations for census declines.
Chapter 3 uses specific predictions from this simple model to assess the support for given
scenarios from shorebird surveys of western sandpipers on southward migration.
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0.33
-0.21
-0.34
0.21
-0.34
0.21
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
0.02
-0.01
-0.20
0.17
1.02
1.02
-0.00
-0.00
-1.72
5.51
-0.10
0.25
0.36
-9.14
-0.27
-7.30
-0.18
13.91
-0.39
2.53
0.05
-1.37
0.18
0.62
-0.00
0.50

PK
Small
-0.01
-0.77
-0.57
1.11
-3.23
0.68
0.47
-0.02
3.86
0.03
-0.02
-0.40
-0.23
0.80
-0.32
-0.32
0.29
0.29
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.22
0.97
-0.02
-1.64
-0.06
0.91
0.48
-1.13
-0.56
0.11
0.02
-0.04

Large
-0.33
3.55
1.38
-3.07
5.54
-2.31
-0.65
0.00
-4.89
-0.04
0.02
0.54
-4.57
0.78
-0.01
-0.52
-0.01
-0.52
0.00
0.00
0.03
-0.11
1.03
0.00
3.74
0.02
-4.56
-2.05
6.01
1.06
-0.16
0.51
0.06

Juveniles
Small
PK
Large
-0.26
-0.18
-0.18
3.39
-1.26
1.06
1.56
-2.77
-6.96
4.03
4.08
-1.60
0.17
-0.48
0.02
0.00
8.12
-3.87
-0.01
-0.05
-0.11
-0.03
-0.14
0.38
3.52
-3.93
-0.23
0.86
0.02
-0.01
2.21
0.50
0.02
-0.01
2.21
0.50
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
-0.11
-0.03
-0.11
-0.04
0.89
0.98
0.02
0.00
-5.76
2.48
0.01
0.01
1.46
-4.41
-0.01
-2.05
-1.62
5.92
-0.16
0.99
0.03
-0.10
-0.02
0.48
0.01
0.06

PK
Small
-0.20
-0.26
-0.53
0.67
-3.75
0.78
0.36
-0.02
6.01
0.03
0.14
-0.36
0.93
-0.54
0.01
-2.82
0.01
-2.82
-0.02
-0.02
0.14
-0.32
1.14
-0.02
-1.62
-0.03
0.69
0.02
-0.63
-0.34
0.06
-0.04
-0.02

*Sensitivity shown with modification of 1 unit for parameter.
**Sensitivity shown with modification of 0.1 of parameter

Table 2.3: Elasticities for variables associated with model parameters. Elasticities are calculated as the relative change in counts at the large or small sites on model dates July 15
(Adult) or August 15 (Juvenile). In the baseline model migrants to not have prior knowledge
(No PK). Elasticities in the modified models are also shown.
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Chapter 3

Confronting reality with models:
Unlocking the mysteries of
migratory counts
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3.1

Abstract

Counts of shorebirds at migratory stopovers are commonly used to develop indices of population trends. Such indices are trailing indicators because they require long-term time series
to detect a trend. The behaviour of migrants, each optimizing their decisions on migration
plays a role in shaping these observed counts. My goal in this chapter was to examine if I
could use a model of mortality-minimizing behaviour on migration to understand the processes that shape the distributions of western sandpipers (Calidris mauri) between small
and large stopover sites on southward migration. I developed and led five years (2013-2017)
of citizen-scientist conducted surveys across the Salish Sea region of British Columbia and
Washington State. Surveys were conducted over a weekend during each of the adult and the
juvenile migratory periods. I used the model of migratory behaviour developed in Chapter 2
to explore if population change, sandpiper arrival mass, sandpiper arrival timing, the timing
of migratory predator arrival, predator flyway abundance, or local food abundance could explain the observed distribution of sandpipers between small and large survey sites. I found
the proportion of birds at the large sites for both adult and juvenile western sandpipers
shifted by over 50% among years. The shifts were most parsimoniously explained by the
timing of peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) in the region. Snowmelt data predicted similar
interannual shifts in falcon arrival to those predicted by the model. The overall abundance
of peregrines and interannual and seasonal variation in food abundance could also explain
the shifts between sites, but I lacked independent data to assess the reliability of model
estimates. Across all scenarios, juveniles are using the small sites more than expected from
the model. Based on my results, I suggest that shorebird survey counts are strongly influenced by non-linear behavioural responses to changing conditions, and distributional shifts
between sites should be accounted for in analysing surveys of shorebirds on migration.

3.2

Introduction

Managers and population ecologists commonly use counts at migratory stopovers to assess
shorebird population size (Bishop et al., 2000) and trends (Andres et al., 2013; Bart et al.,
2007; Drever et al., 2014; Gratto-Trevor et al., 2012; Kenyon Ross et al., 2012; Morrison
et al., 1994). Statistical models used to detect population trends from these counts generally do not explicitly model migrant behaviour (Bart et al., 2007) and when they do,
accounting for changes in be behaviour can be difficult (Crewe et al., 2015a). Behaviour of
individuals can be a useful indicator of population status (Cresswell, 2011). Understanding the optimal behaviour of individuals can lead to a greater understanding of ecological
systems beyond that which standard statistical models can supply (Berger-Tal et al., 2011;
Sherratt et al., 2005). My aim in this chapter is to demonstrate that mortality-minimizing
migrant behaviour can help us understand the factors shaping distributions of shorebirds
across stopover sites within a landscape.
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Shorebird species across the globe are considered to be facing conservation crises (Andres et al., 2013; Piersma et al., 2016; Studds et al., 2017) and no unifying explanation
for apparent survey declines has been found (Amano et al., 2017; Pearce-Higgins et al.,
2017). Many studies use surveys of shorebird abundances at migratory stopovers to develop
trends within a species (Andres et al., 2013; Bart et al., 2007). By using migratory counts
researchers have the potential to count large numbers of birds, and therefore the changes in
these numbers are often assumed to be indicative in a change in the population. Migrants
can be sensitive to conditions on migration and change their behaviour in ways that can
bias counts at a population level (Crewe et al., 2015a; Ydenberg et al., 2004). Changes in the
behaviour of individuals can therefore potentially lead researchers to miss true population
declines or misinterpret behavioural shifts as population declines.
The standard approach to interpreting migratory counts of shorebirds involves analysing
trends from key sites or from many sites after several decades of monitoring. We use statistical models attempt to control for the impact of behaviour and biases in survey effort(Crewe
et al., 2015a, 2016, 2015b), but such models do not explicitly model behaviour. Due to the
large amount of statistical noise in migratory counts, these analyses often require decades of
counts for us to detect a trend and the outputs from such models do not generally provide
a causal link.
Alternatively, we can use behaviour not as a variable to control for, but as an indicator
of population status, ecosystem health or individual quality. Rosenzweig (2001) describes
optimality as “the biologist’s tricorder”, referring to the Star Trek device that could quickly
identify the problem in almost any situation. Morris et al. (2009) describe behaviours as useful indicators due to their being adaptive, responding instantaneously to altered conditions,
and being “reciprocal”, meaning the actions of single individual or group can reciprocate
the actions of others. Cresswell (2011) describes the use of behavioural space (which can
be use of a habitat or a change in foraging behaviour such as vigilance) as an indicator
of a population’s health, where reduced carrying capacity in a system forces individuals to
use “lethal” behavioural space. For example, MacLeod et al. (2014) found that the tradeoff
between starvation and mass-dependent vulnerability to predation predicted timing and
causes of changes in population size. In this case, higher predation danger led to increased
occurrence of starvation in harbour porpoises. There have been multiple calls to action
to include behavioural indicators in conservation programs, but their use remains limited
(Brooker et al., 2016; Caro and Sherman, 2013; Greggor et al., 2016).
The behaviour of shorebirds on long-distance migration can be shaped by multiple factors. Their behaviour on pre-breeding migration is often driven by timing of arrival at the
breeding grounds (Clark and Butler, 1999; Gill et al., 2014; Gunnarsson et al., 2006; Harts
et al., 2016; Weber and Houston, 1997). Shorebirds’ behaviour on post-breeding migration
is more varied and there remains debate over the driving forces pushing birds southward
(Gallinat et al., 2015; Lank et al., 2003). Nonetheless, migrant shorebird behaviour can be
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influenced by predator population size and the timing of predator migration (Hope et al.,
2011, 2014; Ydenberg et al., 2002), food abundance (Pomeroy, 2006b), and weather (Butler
et al., 1996; Senner et al., 2018).
To understand how shorebirds respond to changing conditions and how these responses
could affect counts of these shorebirds on migration, I used a model predicting mortalityminimizing site choice and usage in western sandpipers (Calidris mauri) on southward
migration. Taylor et al. (2007) modelled individual western sandpipers each optimizing
their migratory decisions to generate emergent patterns of sandpiper usage between small
and large sites on northward migration. They found that population declines and shorebirds’
response to increased predation showed differing patterns when both small and large sites
were examined and proposed examining sites that vary in danger or size across multiple
years to explore the impact of changing interannual conditions on counts. I used surveys
from 39 sites across 5 years to explore if behavioural response can explain annual shifts in
count distributions.
Using the model developed in Chapter 2, I explored how individual shorebirds each attempting to minimize the future probability of mortality on migration respond to the annual
conditions through which they migrate, and how these mortality-minimizing behaviours can
shape the observed counts within a migratory landscape. I analysed six scenarios of potential factors influencing migratory counts to determine if each scenario could recreate the
observed distribution between small and large stopover sites across five years of surveys.
I then used independent data to determine if the model estimates are useful indicators of
annual conditions shaping sandpiper distributions. Documenting how counts at migratory
stopovers of shorebirds are influenced by individual migrant’s behaviour is key to understanding if they can provide useful information about the status of a population.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Western sandpipers

Western sandpipers (Calidris mauri) depart on their annual southward migration from their
breeding grounds in western Alaska by flying directly to the west coast of North America
between British Columbia and California (Butler et al., 1996). Those that arrive along the
northern portion of the coast will pass through the Salish Sea on their way toward nonbreeding grounds that stretch along the southern coastline of North America from Oregon
and California to the gulf coast and up to South Carolina and include the coast line of Mexico
and central America and southward along the coast of South America to Peru. The Salish
Sea is an important region for western sandpipers on northward migration, but for those
that arrive in the region on southward migration it can be the first critical area of landfall
after a >2000 km flight from Alaska. As such, the decision of stopover habitat is important
to the birds who must recover from their flight and load fuel to power the remainder of
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their migration. Stopover sites for western sandpipers are often estuarine mudflats, but
they can also be found in flooded fields or along rockier shores. Adults arrive in the region
a month before juveniles (Butler et al., 1987), with some variation in this timing (Niehaus
and Ydenberg, 2006). Sandpipers’ body condition on arrival can vary between years and age
groups, and condition on arrival should affect migrants’ stopover decisions. Predators are
another factor influencing stopover decisions. Peregrine falcons arrive in the region in early
August (Lank et al., 2003), with strong variation in this timing between years (Niehaus
and Ydenberg, 2006). Peregrine falcon numbers have been increasing continentally since
the 1980s and their influence on western sandpiper behaviour has been strong (Hope et al.,
2011, 2014; Ydenberg et al., 2002, 2004).

3.3.2

Survey Sites

I selected 39 sites as survey locations across the Salish Sea region of British Columbia and
Washington State (Figure 3.1). Thirty-four of these sites are within the Salish Sea, three
are within the Tofino Mudflats area, and two are on Malcolm Island. Four sites are in Puget
Sound WA, with the remainder in British Columbia. I divided Boundary Bay into 6 survey
locations along the shoreline and Jensens Bay in Tofino into two survey sites. Otherwise,
the sites are independent habitats patches, though survey sites could still be close to each
other in flight distance.
Sites ranged from large sites along the Fraser River Estuary, an area classified of hemispheric importance to western sandpipers, to saline lakes to tiny ponds in fields. I divided
the sites into small and large sites, with sites outside the Fraser River Delta complex classified as small (all were smaller than 10 km2 in total habitat) and Boundary Bay (58 km2 ),
Roberts Bank (21 km2 ), and Iona Beach (15 km2 ) classified as “large” (Figure 3.2). In total
the large sites encompassed 95 km2 , while the small sites encompassed 39 km2 of habitat
all together. A complete description of the survey sites is found in Appendix E.

3.3.3

Surveys of western sandpiper abundance

I developed and organized a citizen-scientist program to conduct standardized surveys in
July and August throughout the Salish Sea region of British Columbia and Washington
State. Surveys were conducted during one weekend during the adult migration (July) and
one weekend during juvenile migration (August). Survey dates were chosen to attract surveyors, include appropriate tides, and be within the peak of either the juvenile or adult
migrations. Surveys were held over a 4-day period in each month from a Friday to Monday. Surveyors were encouraged to survey 3 of the 4 days, though most surveyed 1-2 days
(Section E.3 in Appendix E).
I assigned survey times for each site based on tidal conditions. I attempted to have
all surveys conducted at the same time within a sub-region and on the rising tide across
the study region. However, the timing was not always synchronized across the region due
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Figure 3.1: Overview of survey site locations within the Salish Sea Region. Survey sites
included in the analysis are shown in blue circles, while those excluded due to lack of data
are shown in red triangles. Exact locations and descriptions of survey sites are described in
detail in Appendix E.
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Figure 3.2: The proportion of habitat at each survey site that is considered the most dangerous and the classification of sites based on their total size on a logarithmic scale. Sites
classified for model fitting as small are shown in red triangles while sites classified as large
are shown in blue circles.
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to differences in tidal timing between the sub-regions. Nonetheless, for the weekend dates
survey coverage was consistently over 20 sites for each date. Survey effort did vary between
days however (Figure 3.3).
Surveys were conducted for 2.5 hours on the rising tide. Surveyors arrived at the site,
noted basic weather and site condition information and then noted the number of western
sandpipers at the site every 15 minutes. Numbers were noted as “peeps” when western
sandpipers could not be distinguished from least sandpipers (C. minutilla), which I determined were the only potential species for which western sandpipers could be misidentified
as and that are present in significant numbers in the region in July and August. I used estimates of the proportion of least and western sandpipers observed at the sites to separate
counts where westerns could not be identified to species (See Appendix E). Surveyors also
noted the presence of peregrine falcons (Falco peregrinus) or merlin (Falco columbarius)
and any attacks on sandpipers during the survey period. Surveys concluded after 2.5 hours
or earlier if the entire habitat was covered by the tide. Surveyors recorded observations on
standardized sheets that were available to volunteers on the project webpage.
Data Processing
Surveyors submitted data by sending the raw data sheets, entering their data via online
web forms or entering their data into excel spreadsheets. I also asked volunteers to send an
electronic or hard copy of their original data sheets for verification. I entered any data not
done by surveyors. I cleaned and processed the data using Python (v3.5) and R (v3.4.4) (R
Core Team, 2018; van der Walt et al., 2011; Wickham, 2017).
In Chapter 2 I determined that the distribution across sites and the total number of
birds present in the region are key indicators that shift as conditions change. For each
weekend of surveys, I calculated measures of the distribution of birds across small and large
sites and of the total abundance in each round of surveys.
To calculate each site’s survey abundance, I took the maximum count per survey and calculated the mean maximum daily count across the survey weekend for each site. I eliminated
the data from 5 sites for which there were insufficient surveys to analyse (Kavela Road, Malcolm Island; Deep Bay, Vancouver Island; Winter Cover, Saturna Island; Squamish River
Estuary, Squamish; and View Royal, Victoria). Of the remaining sites, 17 did not have
surveys in every survey period (less than 5% of surveys). Within each month the number of
sites unsurveyed were generally only one or two, though 2017 had four sites unsurveyed in
both July and August and 2014 had three unsurveyed in July. For these sites, I interpolated
the data using the mean of two interpolated estimates. First, I estimated the site’s count
using the site’s mean proportion of sandpipers counted and with the given month’s relative
total counted. Second, I used the site’s mean count across the other years as an index to
calculate the missing counts. I took the average of these estimates to try to avoid biasing
both my measures of abundance. I found no evidence that using the interpolated values
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would bias the estimated values of proportion at the large sites or total numbers of birds
counted for each month (See Section E.4.11 for details).
As Boundary Bay and Jensens Bay had multiple survey sites along their shores, and
because there was evidence that the same birds could be counted twice at different locations
in one survey, I pooled the surveys at these sites. I combined the surveys at these to locations
by taking the sum of all survey counts at each count time and then taking the maximum
of the summed count for each survey. I then calculated the mean across each survey period
weighted by the number of survey sites within the pooled site on each date. This decision
is explored in more detail in Section E.4.8.
For each month of surveys, I generated two index measures: the proportion of birds
counted on a survey weekend that were found at the large sites (Figure 3.2), and the total
number of birds counted that month.

3.3.4

Migratory model

To generate specific predictions of abundance across my survey sites I used a dynamic state
variable model of western sandpiper migration through a landscape of stopover sites. The
model allows me to calculate the decision that optimizes an individual migrant’s survival
across migration based on their current location, the current date, and their current fuel
load. I can then simulate the migration of a population of sandpipers moving through a
landscape of small and large stopover site types. I describe the model in detail in Chapter
2. In this chapter I modified the two arrival parameters from the original model’s baseline.
I expanded the standard deviation on the arrival date σt2 from 5 days to 6 and I modified
the mean arrival dates, ta , from July 12 for adults and August 14 for juveniles to July
14 and August 12 respectively. All simulated migrants arrive using decisions that optimize
future survival based on condition on arrival, with prior knowledge. For a full description
of parameters used in the model and a description of the model in detail see Chapter 2.

3.3.5

Scenarios

I ran six model scenarios of potential underlying causes that could explain patterns in migratory counts. The number of birds entering the region will impact the number of birds
surveyors observe. However, migrant condition and timing on arrival or the annual conditions through which they migrate will lead to adaptive behavioural responses which can also
change the number of birds an observer sees. I explore how the number of observed birds
changes with changes in migrant numbers, their condition on arrival, and the conditions
through which they migrate.
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Sandpiper Numbers
Since population trends of shorebirds are commonly generated from surveys at stopover
sites, I ran a western sandpiper population scenario where I modified the number of western
sandpipers moving through the region (N ; Table 2.2). Under this scenario the variation in
numbers of birds observed are driven by changes in the total number birds moving through
the region.
To generate model “fingerprints” of distributions among sites, I modified the number
of adult migrants and juvenile migrants between 10% and 300% of the baseline numbers
(10,000 of each age class). While counts at stopovers can reflect the numbers of birds moving
through the region, they can also reflect adaptive behavioural responses to conditions. These
next scenarios explore some potential factors that may lead to changing counts at stopovers.
Sandpiper Timing
Each migrant arrives at a point along their flyway on a given date. While this, is shaped
by decisions earlier in migration or on the breeding grounds, in my model I assume timing
of arrival is stochastic, but will shape decisions after arrival.
As the average timing of western sandpiper passage has been shown to vary between
years (Niehaus and Ydenberg, 2006), I explored this scenario using the mean timing of
sandpiper arrival parameter for adults and juveniles (ta ; Equation 2.16). Here, I shift the
mean timing of arrival between 20 days early from the baseline date and 20 days late.
Sandpiper Mass
Just as migrant timing is shaped by decisions prior to arrival, migrant fuel load will be
shaped by decisions and conditions outside of my model and survey landscape. I explored
how the observed counts at stopovers should shift with mean masses of fuel on arrival. The
condition on arrival should shape the site they choose and how long they stay, thereby
affecting the chance they are observed at one of the sites. I explored migrant condition on
arrival by using the mean fuel load on arrival(fa ; Equation 2.16) for western sandpipers. I
shifted the mean fuel load on arrival between 0.1g and 5g.
Food abundance
Another aspect of the behaviour of migrants that can shape the numbers of birds observed
at stopover sites are the annual conditions through which migrants pass through. The overall
abundance of food should influence the sites migrants choose to stop at and how long they
decide to remain in the region. I examined the potential for regional food abundance to shape
counts by modifying the global fuelling rate (eg ; Equation 2.15; Table 2.1). To generate the
fingerprints I modified the fuelling rates between 10% and 500% of the baseline values for
both sites.
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Predator Numbers
Predators, namely the peregrine falcon, have been shown to elicit strong effects on migratory decisions of western sandpipers. Ydenberg et al. (2004) found that increasing predator
population size lead to western sandpipers shortening their lengths of stay at a stopover
site, which decreased the counts of birds at that site. I explored how counts at small and
large stopover sites should change as the total number of predators (z; Equation 2.4; Equation 2.2) changed. I modified the flyway abundance of 10% and 1000% of the baseline value
to generate fingerprints of changing abundance across sites.
Predator Timing
In addition to variation in the timing of western sandpiper passage, Niehaus and Ydenberg
(2006) found the timing of arrival of migratory peregrines in the Salish Sea region varied by
over 50 days between years and was strongly correlated with the annual timing of snowmelt
in Alaska. As earlier falcon arrival would make passage through a landscape much more
dangerous for sandpipers, I explored how counts at stopovers would change with changing
timing of predator arrival. I modified the timing of the arrival of migratory predators (mt ;
Equation 2.5) between 30 days earlier than the baseline date and 30 days later than the
baseline date.
Model runs
To generate fingerprints for each scenario, I iteratively modified a parameter across a reasonable range and ran 1000 Monte Carlo simulations for each modification. For each Monte
Carlo simulation I modified the random seed for the stochastic variables. The full descriptions of the scenarios and their predictions are detailed in Appendix D. Each scenario adjustment generated 1000 predicted counts at the small and large site for each date between
June 20 and September 18.

3.3.6

Scenario fitting

For each scenario described above and in each survey period, I fit the model to the parameter
value that created the closest match to the observed distribution between small and large
sites. I used the proportion of birds at the large model site or across all large survey sites
for a given survey as my index of distributions.
To calculate the best fit to the observed distribution, I perturbed the parameter value
(θ) for a given scenario (i) by a small amount from the baseline. If the proportion of birds
found at the large site (pL) was closer to the observed value for that year (pL∗ ) than the
baseline, the model modified the parameter again by a small amount until the difference
between model and observed pL changed signs. I then assigned the final θi value to the
closer of the final two estimated pL.
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θi = min pLθ − pL∗
(3.1)

θ

For example, for the falcon arrival scenario I modified mt until the distribution proportion of simulated birds on the large site on the survey date matched the observed proportion
of western sandpipers counted at all the large survey sites for that survey period. I repeated
this for each scenario (n = 5) and each survey periods (n = 10). I then refit the models 50
times to see if the best fit varied between runs. As the distribution between sites does not
vary with population size, I did not attempt to fit the proportion of birds at the large site
to for the population size scenario.
After fitting the model to the proportion of birds counted at the large sites, I fit the total
numbers of birds counted at both sites in each survey period. For all six scenarios I modified
the number of birds simulated in the model (N ) to fit the survey measure of total abundance
for each survey period. For each scenario, fitting the model to the data generated a measure
of the number of simulated birds required to create the observed numbers counted in each
survey period. I excluded the birds which were simulated but chose to depart immediately
and therefore would not be included in the counts.
The sandpiper arrival mass and timing scenarios failed to converge on an estimate of
the proportion of birds at the large site within 2000 iterations and so I have removed these
two scenarios from the analysis and focus on the remaining four scenarios.
I compared how well each scenario was able to match the observed survey pattern in
distribution between large and small stopover sites and how the estimate of birds passing
through the region varied for each survey period and between the two months.

3.3.7

Confirmation with independent data

I was able to examine how the model estimates compared to falcon timing based on snowmelt
dates in Alaska and falcon abundance observed in my shorebird surveys. Independent data
are not available for the food abundance or population scenarios.
Niehaus and Ydenberg (2006) examined the interannual timing of arrival of peregrine
falcons in the Fraser River Delta. They found that mean arrival date strongly correlated
with the date of snowmelt in western Alaska. I used annual snowmelt dates calculated from
publicly available snowmelt data to estimate the annual variation in timing of arrival for
peregrine falcon migration between 2013 and 2017. Following the methodology of Niehaus
and Ydenberg (2006), I used daily snow depth from weather stations in Nome, Kotzebue,
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and Bethel, Alaska to determine the last day of the year where greater than 12.5 mm of
snow was recorded at each station.
During the surveys of western sandpipers, surveyors also recorded any observations of
peregrine falcons or merlin. I calculated the variation in the numbers of falcons observed
and compared this to the model estimates of falcon population variation between years.

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Western sandpiper surveys

I organized 10 weekends of citizen-scientist conducted surveys across five years. One hundred
and seventy-four surveyors counted 601 143 western sandpipers in 8141 counts across 766
surveys. Across all years 269 248 of those sandpipers were counted at large sites in 1578
during 159 surveys, while the small sites had 331 895 sandpipers counted in 6563 counts
during 607 surveys. The detailed survey results are presented in Appendix E. I present here
the results in relation to their confrontation with model predictions (Figure 3.4).
The distribution of birds varied substantially between years. For adults, the distribution
was as much as 79.96% at the largest sites, but as little as 23.45%. Juveniles were less shifted
towards the largest sites (max: 65.02%; min: 25.63%).
The total numbers of birds counted varied by orders of magnitude between years. The
variation between years was larger for juveniles than adults and on average, juveniles were
found in higher numbers than adults (Juveniles: 6524.25; Adults: 3621.65). These numbers
will not be informative on their own, however, as survey dates were later in the migratory
period for some years and a null expectation would be to see lower numbers in those years.

3.4.2

Migratory model

3.4.3

Scenario Fingerprints

Each model scenario shows independent fingerprints of response to changing conditions when
both distribution across sites and the total number of birds are considered. Full scenario
predictions across all dates and migratory distances are shown in Appendix D. The results
for July and August 15th are shown in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7, and Figure 3.8.
Sandpiper Numbers
Without other factors to change behaviour, the distribution of counted birds between small
and large sites did not change as the number of sandpipers passing through the region
changed (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.7). The total number of birds observed across small and large
sites changed linearly with changes in the passage population (Figure 3.6, Figure 3.8). The
effect did not differ across dates.
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Figure 3.4: Results of western sandpiper surveys conducted in the Salish Sea region between
2013 and 2017. Results include a small number of interpolated points (<5%). Survey sites
included here are the same across years. Bootstrapped 95% CI are shown around each
value. (A) The distribution of western sandpiper between small and large sites in July (left)
and August (right). Large sites include those within mudflat complex at the Fraser River
Estuary, BC. Measures are the proportion of birds all birds counted in each month that
are found at the large sites. (B) The sum across all sites of the average number of western
sandpipers counted within a given month.
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Sandpiper Timing
As sandpiper arrival shifted earlier or later than the baseline, the total numbers of birds
counted dropped. A 15-day shift resulted in an almost 100% drop from the baseline for both
adults and juveniles, but the distribution between sites remained unchanged for counts in
July. In August, there was a shift away from the large site from early arrival to moderately
late arrival, though this was only about a 20% shift across a large parameter space.
Sandpiper Mass
Changes in sandpiper arrival mass resulted in shifts in both the distribution between large
and small sites and the total number of birds counted. In July, increasing arrival mass lead
the proportion of birds counted at the large site to increase from about 25% to almost 75%
as average fuel mass increased from 0.1g to 5g. The total numbers of birds counted dropped
by about 50% across this parameter space.
In August, the effect was smaller. Increasing mass on arrival shifted the proportion of
birds at the large site from about 75% to about 85% as arrival mass increased. The total
numbers of birds counted shifted lower to a similar degree as in July.
Food abundance
Shifts in food abundance resulted in very rapid shifts in the distribution of birds between
large and small sites. In July, when food abundance was less than the baseline, birds were
found entirely at the small site, and above the baseline they were found at 75% or more at
the large site. A similar shift occurred in August, but the rapid shift occurred at an even
lower food abundance (about 80% of baseline for August 15).
The total birds counted shifted around the same points for both months. Reducing food,
reduced the total numbers of birds counted. Increasing food, initially increased the numbers
counted, but as food continued to increased the counts dropped again.
Predator Numbers
Similar to food abundance, changing the predator abundance caused very rapid shifts in the
distributions between small and large sites. Increasing predator abundance quickly led to
all birds being observed at the large sites. When predator abundance was very low the total
numbers of birds at both sites increased and the proportion shifted back toward the large
site. Above a predator population threshold, increasing the predator population further did
not change the distribution between sites or the total numbers of birds counted, but the
magnitude and parameter value for this effect differed between months.
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Predator Timing
Shifting the timing of falcon arrival shifted the proportion of adults at the large site and the
total numbers observed. The shift for adults was as much as a 50% increase in proportion at
the large site as falcon arrival shifted later. For adults, usage at the small site was greatest
when falcon arrival was about 10 days early, suggesting sandpipers might be looking to load
fuel quickly to stay ahead of the falcon front. Beyond 10 days early for adults, and across
all arrival ranges above 20 days late for juveniles, any shift earlier resulted in an increased
proportion found at the large site. For juveniles, even a 25 day delay in falcon arrival did not
result in much of a shift toward the large sites, whereas for adults, it resulted in about 85%
being found at the large sites when falcon arrival was 25 days late. For adults, the lowest
proportion of birds at the large site is 0.27 at mt =8, whereas for juveniles the minimum is
0.27 at mt =-23.
Falcon timing had similar impacts on total abundance of adults, with very early or late
arrival leading to higher total counts. Juvenile counts increased as falcon arrival moved
earlier with the highest abundances when falcon arrival was greater than 20 days early.
Fit to data
The fitting of the model scenarios using the distribution of observed birds between large
and small sites produced a good fit to the data across three of the six scenarios (Table 3.1,
Figure 3.9). Three scenarios were not able to replicate the observed variation in proportion
of birds a large sites. The correlation between counts and surveys was very strong for the
three scenarios that were able to fit the observed distributions (r =0.95). Including the
population scenario, this fit was lower (r =0.55). Between the two months, I was able to
create a marginally better fit between the model and survey data in July than August (July:
r = 0.97; August: r = 0.91).
Fitting the models from the food abundance, predator numbers, and predator timing
scenarios all converged on an estimate of proportion at the large site within 1001 iterations
with a mean number of 142.15 iterations. The model iterated even faster to convergence on
the cycle of fitting the number of birds in the system (maximum 402; mean 57.92).
Between scenarios, the model converged fastest with the food abundance scenario (average 13.93 iterations). The predator numbers converged slightly faster (186.25 iterations)
than the predator arrival scenario (226.29 iterations).
The fit to the data was similar between scenarios. The sum of square errors was smallest
for the predator numbers scenario in both months, and across the three scenarios the fit was
better for July than August (Table 3.1). The fit for the sandpiper population size scenario
was several orders of magnitude worse than the fit for the scenarios where distribution
between sites fit converged and the fit about twice as strong for July than August in this
baseline scenario.
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Figure 3.5: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site on July 15 from
scenarios run on model of migrant behaviour within the Salish Sea. The western sandpiper
population change scenario (Sandpiper Numbers) varied the number of adults and the
number of juveniles entering the system between 10% and 300% of the baseline. The western
sandpiper arrival scenario (Sandpiper Timing) modified the mean date of arrival between
20 days early and 20 days late relative to the baseline date for each age class. The mass on
arrival scenario (Sandpiper Mass) changed the fuel load on arrival in grams of fuel between
0.1 and 5g. The food abundance scenario (Food abundance) modified total food abundance
from 0.1 to 5 times of baseline. The predator population scenario (Predator Numbers)
changed the maximum seasonal predator numbers between 0.1 and 10 times the baseline.
The timing of predator arrival scenario (Predator Timing) shifted the date of peak predator
arrival between 30 days early (positive parameter values) and 30 days late (negative values).
Full descriptions of the scenarios are described in the text. The median result is shown in
the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles of Monte Carlo
outputs.
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Figure 3.6: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites on July 15 from scenarios run on model of migrant behaviour within the Salish Sea.
The values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that date.
Refer to figure Figure 3.5 for a description of the legend and scenarios.
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Figure 3.7: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site on August 15 from
scenarios run on model of migrant behaviour within the Salish Sea. The values are the
proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that date. Refer to figure
Figure 3.5 for a description of the legend and scenarios.
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Figure 3.8: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites on August 15 from scenarios run on model of migrant behaviour within the Salish Sea.
The values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that date.
The values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that date.
Refer to figure Figure 3.5 for a description of the legend and scenarios.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of observed distribution between the small and large sites and the
best fitted estimate of proportion of birds at the large sites for four model scenarios. 1:1 line
(solid line) shows a perfect fit between the model and the data. For the scenarios involving
food abundance (red circles), predator numbers (blue triangles), and predator timing (green
squares) a single parameter was iteratively adjusted until the closest fit to the data was
found. Each point along the horizontal axis represents a separate survey weekend and is fit
independently. The modifying sandpiper population scenario (purple) does not change the
distribution between sites (Figure 3.5,Figure 3.7) and therefore the points for this scenario
show the baseline estimates from the model based on the survey dates. The variation within
each survey and scenario comes from the algorithm converging on a different point due to
model stochasticity.
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Month

July

August

Scenario
Food abundance
Predator Numbers
Predator Timing
WESA Numbers
Food abundance
Predator Numbers
Predator Timing
WESA Numbers

Mean
Difference
-0.01
-0.00
-0.00
0.25
-0.03
0.01
-0.04
-0.44

SD
Difference
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.20
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.14

N

SSE

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

1.01
0.20
0.72
51.68
2.63
0.47
2.39
105.46

Iterations
Prop.
Large
11.63
205.69
223.32
0.00
16.23
166.80
229.25
0.00

Iterations
N
47.59
44.39
44.01
57.44
70.86
67.76
68.02
63.32

Table 3.1: Comparison of fits between the distribution of western sandpipers at large and
small stopover sites from surveys and a model of migration fit under 4 scenarios. Each
scenario was fit to each survey date 40 times and the mean and sd of the difference between
survey distribution and model distributions are shown. N is the number of total fitting runs
completed for each scenario in each month. The mean and standard deviation are based
on the difference between the model and survey measures. The sum of squares error (SSE)
shows the fit between the model fits and the data for each scenario. The mean number of
iterations to convergence are shown for the fitting of the proportion of birds found at the
large sites (Iterations Prop. Large) and the total number of birds observed (Iterations N).

3.4.4

Annual estimates of passage numbers

I was able to generate annual estimates of passage numbers for the predator timing, predator numbers, food abundance, and sandpiper numbers scenarios. Both the numbers and
the patterns between years differ from the total number of birds counted in the surveys
(Figure 3.4B; Figure 3.10). The population size scenario predicts that the numbers passing
ranged between 5484 and 3 5386, compared with the survey results which estimate total
birds as between 1301 and 1 2234. Without fitting the distribution between sites, the model
population size scenario estimates that 2014 had the highest number of adults and 2015 the
highest number of juveniles. These are also the years where the highest number of birds were
counted. However, in the other scenarios the highest estimate of adult passage population
is 2017 and even in the population scenario the 2017 July estimate is close to those of the
2014 peak. The discrepancy is likely in part due to the late timing of the 2017 surveys which
in July fell toward the end of the adult migratory period. Otherwise, the raw counts and
model predictions show similar patterns in total numbers of birds with 2013 being low for
both adults and juveniles, and 2017 being low for juveniles. The proportion of birds skipping
the region shows very little variation between years from the model estimates (Figure 3.11)
and therefore are unlikely playing a large role in the differences between years.
The estimates of adults and juveniles moving through the system vary by scenario. In
the population change scenario the average number of adults (2 0022) is higher than for
juveniles (1 4033). For the other three scenarios the average passage population of juveniles
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(food abundance: 2 7467; predator numbers: 2 5099; predator timing: 3 0984) is much higher
than adults (food abundance: 1 2562; predator numbers:1 5101; predator timing: 1 2341).
The predator timing scenario has the highest estimates of passage population for juveniles
whereas the population change scenario has the highest estimates of adult passage numbers.

Scenario estimates of factors driving counts
Fitting the proportion of birds at the large model site to the proportion of western sandpipers counted at large survey sites allowed me to generate estimates of the annual change
in the factors underlying the food abundance, predator numbers, and predator timing scenarios.
Food abundance
The food abundance scenario generated predictions for the annual refuelling rate across sites
(Figure 3.12). The model estimates varied in adults between 0.48g day−1 and 0.59g day−1
with an overall average of 0.56g day−1 . Estimated refuelling rates based on the juvenile
surveys were much lower than baseline with a mean of 0.39g day−1 . The variation between
years is slightly less than in adults with the estimated minimum refuelling estimate of 0.37g
day−1 and the maximum of 0.44g day−1 . The differences in the patterns between years were
also quite large for juveniles and adults, with little apparent linkage between the two (r =
0.36) and no year that stands out as an outlier as was found in the other two scenarios.
Predator Numbers
The predator population scenario generated predictions for the annual variation in the
flyway population of falcons (Figure 3.13). The model estimates varied strongly in adults
between 89.52% and 169.26% of the baseline falcon population with an overall average of
137.10%. Estimates of falcon population based on the juvenile surveys were much lower
with a mean of 49.06% of the baseline. The variation between years was less for juveniles
with the estimated minimum predator population size of 39.46% and the maximum of 70%
of baseline. Despite the differences in estimates between ages, the patterns between years
remained very similar (r = 0.74).
Predator Timing
The predator timing scenario generated predictions of the annual timing of the arrival of
migratory falcons into the Salish Sea (Figure 3.14). The predictions are estimates of the
number of days by which the arrival of falcons is shifted in a given year. The estimates vary
between 16.82 days late relative to baseline and 6.16 early for adults, and 24.88 days late
and 5 days late for juveniles. Overall, the estimate of falcon passage from the adult surveys
is 5.68 days earlier than that from the juvenile surveys.
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Figure 3.10: Estimates of annual numbers of adults (blue lines; blue dots) and juveniles
(red lines; red triangles) stopping in the region from model scenarios where the distribution
between sites is shaped by food abundance, predator numbers, predator timing or sandpiper
numbers. Points show the individual estimates for each model fitting iteration. The numbers
reflect the estimate of the total numbers of adults or juveniles that pass through and then
decide to stop at a small or large site in the region in a year. Estimates are based on fitting
first the distribution of birds between sites and then the total number of birds counted in
a survey weekend.
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Figure 3.11: Estimates of the percentage of adults (blue lines; blue dots) and juveniles (red
lines; red triangles) that skip the region rather than loading fuel at a site. Estimates are
the the percentage of birds that enter the region, but on arrival choose to depart onward
rather than landing at either a small or large site.
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Figure 3.12: Model estimates of global refuelling rate (eg ) based on fitting model estimates
to survey data. Model estimates are shown for both July (left; blue lines) and August (right;
red lines) as means across model fits with 95% CI in grey shading. The baseline refuelling
rate is 0.5 g day−1 and the lines show the best fit refuelling rates in g day−1 .
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of model predicted variation in predator numbers (solid lines) and
observed variation in number of falcons observed in shorebird surveys of the Salish Sea
(dashed lines). Model estimates are the expected value of overall falcon abundance (z)
where the baseline is 1.0. Estimates are the best fit of the distribution between small and
large sites between western sandpiper counts and the model output. Survey results are the
proportional change from the mean across years of the monthly mean falcons counted per
site. Results are shown for both July (left; blue lines) and August (right; red lines).
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The pattern in estimated timing of falcon arrival from adult and juvenile counts varies
in the same direction for all years but 2014. The correlation between the months is only
r = 0.24, but in the years other than 2014, the correlation jumps to r = 0.82.
During the adult migration the value of a given distribution between sites can be achieved
at two points along the falcon timing parameter scale (Figure 3.5). The model generally
converged on a single side, though in the case of 2017, the model predicted early arrival 4%
of the time when the other runs predicted late arrival. That divergent predictions did not
occur more frequently in the model fitting is likely due to the shape of the response in the
sandpiper distribution to changing falcon arrival. The model begins fitting at mt = 0 and to
reach values where mt >> 0 the predicted proportion at large sites initially decreases, for
mt > 0, before shifting towards a higher proportion at the large sites as mt increases. The
fitting algorithm takes small steps per iteration and an initial shift away from the observed
distribution will stop the algorithm progressing further into that parameter space. This
results in the model generally fitting the closest parameter to the baseline value.

3.4.5

Comparing model estimates with data

The predator arrival scenario and the predator numbers scenario both had independent
data with which to assess the reliability of their predictions. While both data are indirect
measures of the factor the scenario is estimating, they do provide an initial assessment of
the model from independent data.
Predator Numbers
The model-derived estimates of annual falcon abundance had a moderate fit with the annual
observations of falcons in my sandpiper surveys in August (r = 0.49) but not July (r =
-0.15). The fit in July was improved with the removal of 2014 (r =0.53). As with the falcon
arrival data, the survey counts of falcons are measuring something slightly different than
the model estimates and the survey measures by design are centred around zero in each
month. Additionally, the falcon data is less independent from the model results than the
snowmelt data as the falcon counts come from the same surveys used to fit the model. It is
possible the presence of falcons could have shaped the distributions of western sandpipers
and therefore make the model fitting indirectly reliant on the falcon observations. I explore
the effect of falcon observations on the shorebird counts in Appendix E.
Predator Timing
The model-derived estimates from the predation timing scenario represent the estimated
change in timing of the peregrine falcon front. To compare these estimates to independent
data, I used the annual deviation from historical mean snowmelt date as a proxy for the
true timing of peregrine falcon arrival in the Salish Sea. Niehaus and Ydenberg (2006) show
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of model predicted variation in timing of predator arrival (solid
lines) and observed variation in snowmelt dates in Alaska (dashed lines). Model estimates
are the expected change in the timing of falcon migration (mt ) where the baseline is 0.0 and
positive date denote early arrival. Estimates are the best fit of the distribution between small
and large sites between western sandpiper counts and the model output. Survey results are
the annual change in snowmelt date in days from the mean snowmelt date between 1924 and
2017 from three sites in Alaska the combined deviation is shown in the black dashed line
with the individual sites shown in grey. across years of the monthly mean falcons counted per
site. Model estimates are shown for both July (left; blue lines) and August (right; red lines)
as means across model fits with 95% CI in grey shading. Points show the model estimate
for each model fitting run (n = 50 for each month and year) and are jittered horizontally.
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a strong correlation between snowmelt date and the annual timing of arrival of peregrine
falcons at the Fraser River Estuary. However, as the model estimates and snowmelt estimates
are measures of different processes, it is not surprising that they differ in their values within
a year. Overall, the snowmelt dates predict much earlier arrival of falcons than the model
estimates (Estimate from mean snowmelt: 12.89 days early; estimate from model: 12.74
late). The snowmelt estimate was derived from three weather stations within the western
sandpiper breeding range and the interannual trend among stations covary between years,
except in 2014, when Nome, AK was less early in snowmelt than the other two sites, Bethel,
AK and Kotzebue, AK (Figure 3.14).
Model estimates of falcon timing were correlated with the deviation from mean snowmelt
in Alaska (Figure 3.14). The annual estimates from the juvenile counts have a strong correlation with the snowmelt dates (r =0.87). The estimates derived from the adult counts have
a much weaker correlation (r =0.49), but the fit was improved without 2014 (r =0.75).

3.5

Discussion

I explored the underlying factors that shape counts of shorebirds on migration using a
simple model of behaviour. By distinguishing between small and large sites and examining
the distribution of western sandpipers between the two site types, I used the model to
elucidate the forces that shape survey counts. Using the model predictions, I eliminated
arrival fuel load and sandpiper arrival timing as potential sole drivers of western sandpiper
counts. I generated realistic estimates that could explain the observed distribution in birds
counted between small and large sites in the model scenarios for food abundance, flyway
predator abundance, and timing of falcon migration.
From my analysis I suggest the annual timing of the falcon front could strongly influence
the distribution of western sandpipers between small and large sites. Using the falcon timing
scenario, I was able to use the annual distribution of adults and juveniles across sites to
generate predictions of the annual timing of peregrine falcon arrival. These predictions of
timing had a strong correlation with independent snowmelt data. The response of western
sandpipers to the timing of falcon migration has been demonstrated to occur in many
aspects of their annual cycle (Lank et al., 2003). At a small stopover site, the sandpipers’
lengths of stay changed based on their position to falcon arrival (Hope et al., 2011). At
a large stopover site, sandpipers adjusted several aspects of foraging behaviour based on
their proximity to falcon arrival (Hope et al., 2014). On the breeding grounds, western
sandpiper parents curtailed parental investment and abandoned their young sooner in a
year when snowmelt was earlier (Jamieson et al., 2014). The position in space and time
of an individual sandpiper relative to the falcon migration appears to drive much of their
post-breeding behaviour.
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I also found some support for the monthly predator abundance being a driver of sandpiper distributions. The continental and increasingly global recovery of peregrine falcon
populations has created a natural, but unreplicated experiment to explore how predators
shape prey species’ behaviour on migration. In the western sandpiper migratory system, migrants were found to shorten their lengths of stay as predator numbers increased (Ydenberg
et al., 2004). In dunlins during the non-breeding season and semipalmated sandpipers on
migration, aggregation in larger groups has increased as predator numbers climb (Ydenberg
et al., 2017, Chapter 4). The reduction of measured wing lengths of semipalmated sandpipers have been interpreted as a response to increasing predator populations (Lank et al.,
2017). There was no support from the model estimates that an increasing predator population was driving counts, but there was some support for annual variation in falcon numbers
observed during the surveys impacting the distributions of sandpipers. The fit was not as
strong as with falcon timing, but it could be that local falcon numbers during the surveys
impacted how sandpipers assessed the danger for that year and behaved more cautiously
when falcons were more abundant. At a site level, falcons were more likely to be observed
at sites with higher numbers of western sandpipers (Appendix E), which could be expected
if falcons were distributing based on sandpiper numbers and sandpipers were selecting for
safety.
I estimated that relatively small changes in food abundance between years could create
the observed survey distributions. I do not, however, have any estimates of food abundance
between years for the survey sites or any independent data that could be used to test the
model estimates. In the Bay of Fundy, semipalmated sandpiper prey availability varied
between years (Gerwing et al., 2015), but structural factors explained most of the variation
across sites. Within the western sandpiper migratory system, southward migrants appear
to choose stopover sites within a food/safety tradeoff framework (Pomeroy et al., 2008).
Blood triglycerides, a marker of fuelling rates varied between years at some sites, but not
others and the differences between sites were greater than any interannual differences within
sites (Seaman et al., 2006). The breadth of sandpiper diet (Gerwing et al., 2016; Jardine
et al., 2015; Jiménez Reyes, 2013; Kuwae et al., 2008) will make any interpretation of
food abundance difficult, but examining the behaviour of the sandpipers themselves may
provide a way to examine the interannual variation in food abundance (Reurink et al., 2016).
Without a theoretical or biological reason to explain the variation in these predictions,
food and total predator abundance are less parsimonious than annual falcon timing as
explanations.
Of the six scenarios I examined, I eliminated the mass on arrival and timing of sandpiper arrival scenarios from the analysis because they were unable to explain the shifts in
distributions between years. While both factors could have small impacts in addition to
the other scenarios, they cannot explain the observed patterns on their own . The mass of
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migrants on arrival could be an important indicator of individual condition, but from my
analysis it appears such scenario must be monitored directly through capture programs.
Without behavioural responses to annual variation in external factors, my model did
not predict the observed variation in the abundance between sites. An intrinsic factor I did
not include in my model is density dependence of foraging and vulnerability. There appears
to be no indication density dependence alone can explain the shifts in total numbers or
distributions across site types. Adult distributions varied even more than juveniles, though
their numbers were on average lower. While both 2013 and 2016 recorded low total numbers
of adults, the distribution of birds varied between those two years from over 50% to under
25% of birds at the large sites. The years with the highest numbers of adults had the
highest proportion found at the large sites, and there appears to be no correlation in the
distributions between sites with total juvenile abundances.
The distribution patterns fit with the framework that sites outside the Fraser River
Estuary are important for arriving western sandpipers on southward migration. The previous general protocol has been to focus migratory monitoring on the largest stopover sites,
particularly on northward migration (Butler, 1994; Butler et al., 1996, 2002; Drever et al.,
2014; Sutherland et al., 2013; Warnock and Bishop, 1998). It could be that small sites play a
larger than previously explored role on northward migration also, though the data available
shows usage may be down at smaller sites on northward migration (Hope et al., 2018).
The estimated numbers of sandpipers stopping in the region varied strongly between
years. Each scenario predicted large variations in both adults and juveniles and no scenario
explained the distribution across small and large sites without having total birds stopping in
the region also shift between years. There are likely external factors that shape the number
of birds passing through the region each year beyond those factors explored in my model.
If the numbers estimated from the model directly reflect the true population size, it would
suggest that 2015 was a very productive breeding season as juvenile numbers were much
higher than other years. The model population estimates also suggest the number of adults
in the population doubled between 2016 and 2017. If there was high production of juveniles
in 2015, the first year they would show up on southward migration would be 2017 as adults,
so it is possible that the increase in adults in 2017 is the result of the high numbers of
juveniles in 2015. Without external data, I can only speculate on the cause of the shift in
numbers between years.
Wind patterns could also explain variation in numbers of birds using the Salish Sea
region. Migrants should take advantage of favourable wind conditions, and in such cases be
able to migrate further south on a single flight (Butler et al., 1997). An analysis of wind
strength and patterns in the northeastern Pacific might show some correlation with the
patterns in total abundances and could be an potential next step for analyses (Xu et al.,
2015).
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Deciphering a population trend from either the model results or raw counts remains
difficult. Variation in lengths of stay and the proportion of birds skipping the region will
make standard analysis difficult. Based on the large variation in distributions between years
and age classes, I suggest developing a stronger understanding of the factors that shape
arrival in the the Salish Sea. It appears the distance flown on first flight from Alaska are
critical to interpreting any local trends in abundance. Additionally, from my survey results, I
would suggest that analyses that interpret population trends on southward migration using
a single site or only the largest sites are prone to error. In my final chapter I explore a power
analysis that assesses how behavioural responses to conditions could impact any index of
population change.
Age related patterns
Each model scenario generated annual estimates that differed between adults and juveniles.
Using the juvenile surveys generated estimates of later falcon arrival, lower predator abundance, and lower refuelling rates than adults. The differences between age groups arose
from juveniles being found in greater than expected proportions at the small sites. Agedependent behavioural variation has been explained by inexperience, subordinate status,
or naivety (Németh and Moore, 2007; Newton, 2010). While these factors can shape behaviour, if inexperience resulted in behaviour that drastically reduced survival, selection
should favour parents imparting critical information on their young or remaining with them
through a critical period. I explore here how juveniles and adults could be both behaving in
ways that optimize their expected future survival given the conditions through which they
migrate.
Because of the age differences in falcon timing estimates, either I have overestimated
the rate of arrival of falcons in August, juveniles are behaving as if it were safer than it
is, or adults are behaving as if it is more dangerous than it is. Both adults and juveniles
appear to be able to respond to the interannual variation in falcon timing by adjusting their
stopover site selection (Figure 3.14). On the other hand, my estimate of the seasonal pattern
in predator presence is from a single survey site in the Fraser River Delta, taken during
the late 1990s. It is possible that the trend I use here does not represent the shape of the
annual trend across the region and the model overestimates the rate of arrival of peregrine
falcons in August. That model predictions from both adult and juvenile distributions are
generally later than model baseline would suggest the model may overestimate the rate at
which falcons arrive in the region. However, changing the slope of falcon arrival creates
non-linear responses in the model predictions, which might change the pattern of annual
estimates from this scenario.
The differences in estimated falcon abundances between adults and juveniles is similar
to that estimated from the arrival scenario. It is possible juveniles are underestimating
their vulnerability, or adults are overestimating falcon abundance. However, juvenile western
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sandpipers at a large site behave more cautiously than do adults (Hope et al., 2014), opposite
to what my model estimates suggest. Since the model parameter that I varied in the predator
population scenario represents the model flyway danger, juveniles may be considering both
the local landscape and the flyway safer than the model estimates.
The food scenario generated predictions that adults load fuel at about 50% higher rate
than juveniles. In some systems juveniles are less effective foragers than adults due to inexperience (Heise and Moore, 2003). Alternatively, adults could deplete food resources, leaving
juveniles with lower availability across the region. (Schneider and Harrington, 1981). Food
depletion or inexperience would both lead to the prediction that juveniles should attempt to
forage more intensely to compensate for their inexperience or lower food abundance. Hope
et al. (2011) found the opposite, that juvenile western sandpipers at a large stopover site
on southward migration had lower foraging intensity than adults and took fewer risks to
acquire food.
None of the analyses of food resources in the Salish Sea region have found any evidence
of depletion across the southward migratory period (Pomeroy et al., 2008; Seaman, 2003;
Seaman et al., 2005, 2006). At Sidney Island, the abundance of macrofaunal invertebrates is
higher in August than July (Lank et al., 2003). If food abundance were lower in the juvenile
migratory period, I would expect to see equal or lower vigilance levels instead of the higher
vigilance behaviour observed. Refuelling rates measured directly from plasma triglyceride
levels also show greater differences between sites than migratory periods (Seaman et al.,
2006).
A third possible explanation for the age-specific refuelling estimates stems from the
conditions through which adults and juveniles migrate. Juveniles in August face much higher
predator presence than adults in July. Hope et al. (2011) show juvenile vigilance is higher
than adults. This improves their chances of detecting a predator but should also lower
their refuelling rate. Juveniles could therefore use using dangerous sites more than expected
because they must compensate for higher seasonal predator abundance with lowered fuelling
intensity. As my model does not allow for individuals to adjust fuelling rates or vigilance,
this could potentially explain the observed estimates of fuelling rates. However, as with the
other model adjustments, including vigilance in the model will lead to a non-linear response
that could change other aspects of the scenario predictions.
The consistency of the age-related difference in model estimates across the arrival, predator abundance and food scenarios is suggestive that the discrepancy may lay in how the
model estimates these parameters between months or age classes. While juvenile inexperience may be the most parsimonious explanation across all three scenarios to explain the
model estimates, the falcon timing and food abundance scenarios suggest that migrants’ position within the predator landscape could also explain differences in distributions between
adults and juveniles.
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Constraints to approach
The fit of model predictions to the data was not perfect for any of the scenarios. For example,
the adult model predictions for 2014 do not fit estimates of falcon timing from snowmelt
dates. In this case the model estimate that fit the annual prediction for snowmelt was on
the other side of the parameter value curve shown in Figure 3.5 with an estimate of 25 days
early. The model presented in Chapter 2 is not meant to perfectly simulate the migration of
western sandpipers, but instead elucidate how behaviours and distributions should change
under changing conditions. The model appears to otherwise accurately predict the response
to interannual variation in falcon timing and provides predictions for other scenarios.
The results presented here are dependent on the structure and assumptions of the underlying model. In Chapter 2 I developed an understanding of how migrants optimizing
their survival to the end of migration should react to changing site structure and used the
model to recreate observed patterns in captured western sandpipers. The model paradigm
under which it was developed is individual migrants optimizing their survival to the end of
migration. The development and testing of competing models under other paradigms could
expose weaknesses in this model and allow competing hypotheses to explain what drives
sandpipers southward. However, a more fruitful approach would be to attempt to model
the entire southward migration explicitly and explore the effects of the transoceanic flight
from Alaska on migration behaviour.
Without clear external data for the food and predation scenarios I cannot compete the
three scenarios against each other to gauge relative support for the model scenarios. There
also is the possibility that the distributions are the result of stochastic factors not modelled,
such as survey biases. While my survey methodology attempted to control for these factors
as much as possible, it remains possible that interannual differences are due to specific
factors in each year. As with any analysis, using a small number of years increases the
chance of detecting a pattern that arose by chance. Treating adults and juveniles separately
attempts to increase the opportunity to verify model estimates, but I cannot exclude the
patterns matching by a spurious correlation.

Extensions to this study
If interannual variation in food abundance is the driving factor shaping sandpiper distributions it could have strong conservation implications. Therefore, I recommend an assessment
of the variation in food availability between years across multiple sites. Current work is
ongoing exploring flight speed as a measure of food availability at sites (Reurink et al.,
2016), and this could be a less invasive or labour-intensive way to explore food abundance.
Alternatively, plasma metabolites provide a measure of fuelling rate (Seaman, 2003) and
could be used to further explore interannual variation in refuelling rates.
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The transoceanic flight from Alaska is one of the key decisions western sandpipers must
make on southward migration. Annual conditions should shape the decisions of how much
fuel is loaded prior to this flight and how far south to fly. As tracking the flights of smaller
avian species becomes easier, tracking the distributions of flights from Alaska could provide
insights into the importance of a region and how it varies between years. Larger species
of shorebirds have shown high individual repeatability in migration flights and stopovers
(Conklin et al., 2013; Lourenço et al., 2011; Senner et al., 2014), but the multiyear tracking
studies of individuals of smaller species have not been conducted. Field work at staging
sites would also provide information about expected flight routes in the absence of tracking
technology. It could be that adults depart heavier in earlier snowmelt years, while juveniles
are forced to depart lighter than normal. Exploration of that first key decision after leaving
the breeding grounds could elucidate novel strategies to deal with seasonal conditions.
Tracking migrant passage through our local region will allow for the exploration of
whether as my results suggest, southward migrants utilize far more diverse locations than
on northward migration or if these small site usages are only short stops on the way to
larger sites. Applying radio-tags in Alaska would allow for complete tracking on arrival if
a radio-telemetry array were established in the region (Taylor et al., 2017), alternatively
capture at smaller sites would allow the exploration of whether birds eventually head to a
large site or depart onward.

3.5.1

Conservation implications

Monitoring programs should ensure surveys of southward migrating sandpipers are conducted across years with varying conditions and across multiple sites of varying size. Surveying a single site removes the ability to distinguish between a redistribution and change
in the numbers of birds moving through the region. It appears likely that any population
trend could be masked by responses to changing conditions between years. Variation around
any counts would mean a population decline would require many years of surveys to detect
a trend. I explore this briefly in my final chapter.
Some conservation threats to sandpipers might not show up in survey distributions, as
I found with sandpiper mass and timing. Factors that increase the cost of flight such as
higher toxin load or oiling (Klaassen et al., 2012; Maggini et al., 2017) might lower fuel load
on arrival, but that does not appear to strongly shape the distributions between sites. A
scenario of increased toxin load would also increase the cost of moving between sites and
could lower fuel loading rates, which would be expected to shift distributions. More finely
tuned scenarios could be explored in the model to generate specific predictions.
On migration, the protection of safe sites where food abundance is high should be a priority, but my survey results demonstrate that smaller sites are also heavily used on southward
migration. A reduction in site food availability will have large impacts on southward migrating sandpipers as it does on northward migration. As such, threats that could cause
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region-wide reductions in food availability should be carefully assessed to ensure migrants
can shift to other suitable sites across a range of annual conditions.
One major conservation concern not addressed directly in my model is climate change
(Galbraith et al., 2014). Specific models of the impacts of climate change must include
behavioural responses to ensure risk is accurately assessed. If food availability is impacted
at stopover sites, it should cause major shifts in the distributions of shorebird using the
region. The use of shoreline armour in the Salish Sea will lead to loss of shorebird habitat
with sea-level rise (Galbraith et al., 2002; Thorne et al., 2018). The removal of shoreline
dykes could also change the predation danger of sites, especially those with a dyke from
which falcons may mask their attack (Dekker and Ydenberg, 2004). Armour removal projects
should account for the changes in site danger as well as food in the expectations of how
site usage should change with these projects. Without dyke removal, sea level rise will
push sandpipers increasingly into the most dangerous portion of their habitat and could
necessitate shifts away from sites that remain food rich but are safety poor.

3.5.2

Conclusion

The abundances of Western sandpiper at stopover sites on southward migration appear to
be strongly influenced by the annual timing of falcon arrival. While other factors could
cause the observed pattern in sandpiper counts, the correlation with the snowmelt pattern
in Alaska suggests support for the falcon timing scenario. Western sandpipers shift their
distributions between small and large sites annually to such a large degree that it could
make assessment of population trends from stopover counts difficult. Used with a model
of behaviour that optimizes expected future survival, surveys demonstrate how sensitive
western sandpipers are to annual conditions on migration. It may be that western sandpipers
are an exceptionally plastic species or more plastic in their southward migratory behaviour,
but behavioural plasticity should be assessed for other species and in other parts of the
annual cycle to ensure our measures of population trends are not biased by behavioural
changes.
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Chapter 4

Usage of migratory stopover sites
by semipalmated sandpipers
(Calidris pusilla) on southward
migration has shifted towards the
safest sites within the Maritimes
region of Canada
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4.1

Abstract

Semipalmated sandpipers (Calidris pusilla) utilize a wide variety of habitat types throughout their annual cycle. On migration, utilized stopover sites vary in size, shape, location,
and food availability. The costs and benefits of a given stopover site vary based on migrant
condition and the external migratory conditions that individuals pass through. In a gregarious species, the costs and benefits of aggregation with conspecifics also play large roles
in stopover decisions. As conditions change, the optimal site choice and the importance of
aggregation should change. The hemispheric recovery of peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus)
populations and the reintroduction of breeding pairs along the semipalmated sandpiper’s migratory route is one such change that is expected to have dramatically altered the landscape
that sandpipers migrate through. Facing an increasingly dangerous landscape, I predicted
that sandpipers shifted their usage away from the most dangerous sites, towards those sites
that offer greater safety. I developed an index of sandpiper stopover site selection relative
to the available habitat and the safety of the habitat. Using the Atlantic Canada Shorebird
Survey dataset, I calculated the distribution index of sandpiper usage from 270 stopover
sites surveyed between 1974 and 2015. Semipalmated sandpipers are consistently aggregating at the safest stopover sites, and this aggregation has increased over the past 36 years. I
concluded that the observed effect was not caused by the survey biases within the dataset
and that the sandpipers have adjusted stopover site usage by increasingly prioritizing safety
and aggregation in their stopover site selection.

4.2

Introduction

As migratory birds move to and from their breeding grounds they encounter a matrix of
potential habitats with differing characteristics for rest and refuelling. The condition of
migrants and the conditions they experience will dictate the distribution of usage across
potential stopover sites. Optimal migration theory predicts that as conditions change, decisions such as site choice should also change (Alerstam and Lindström, 1990), leading
to measurable redistributions across stopover sites. In this chapter I analyse counts of a
small shorebird at migratory stopover sites to determine if there has been a shift in their
distribution in recent decades.
Many of the conditions that migratory birds experience on migration have changed over
recent decades. Urbanization has erased or degraded habitat (Iwamura et al., 2013; Studds
et al., 2017). Agricultural and sewage practices have created new habitat, but degraded
others (Alves et al., 2012; Taft and Haig, 2006). Climate change has begun to have impacts
on many migrations, including in shorebirds, and these impacts are expected to increase
in the coming century (Both and te Marvelde, 2007; Cox, 2010; Gordo, 2007; Sutherland
et al., 2015).
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Birds respond to broad scale changes in a variety of ways. Urbanization has lead passerines to adjust their songs to compensate for increased urban noise (Patricelli and Blickley,
2006; Wood and Yezerinac, 2006). Vehicle traffic lead to selection on cliff swallow (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota) wing length by differing mortality rates from vehicle collisions which decreased the average wing length in roadside adjacent populations (Brown and Bomberger
Brown, 2013). Ruffs (Calidris pugnax) shifted their breeding range eastward, which was
attributed to a decline in the quality of a migratory staging site (Rakhimberdiev et al.,
2011). Climate change has been identified as the driver of changes in arrival on the breeding
grounds and range shifts both on the breeding and non-breeding grounds (Cox, 2010; Gill
et al., 2014; Gordo, 2007; Hu et al., 2010; Jonzen, 2006). Inability to keep up with phenological changes in prey availability has been identified as a major driver of population declines
in some migratory bird species (Both et al., 2006; Fraser et al., 2013; Jones and Cresswell,
2010).
Perhaps one of the most profound recent changes impacting shorebirds, amongst other
groups, is the success story of North American raptor populations. From their near extinction in the 1960s, the banning of DDT and reintroduction efforts has led to a population
explosion in peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), Merlin (Falco columbarius), and many other
raptor populations that continues today (Cade et al., 1988; Cava et al., 2014; Ydenberg et al.,
2017). Captive breeding programs helped increase the initial population recovery rate, with
captive-reared falcons being released to breed at various locations throughout the continent
(Amirault et al., 2004; Gahbauer et al., 2015; Watts et al., 2015).
Prey species have responded to the continental increase in predator numbers in a variety
of ways. The analogous recovery of Sea Eagle species (Haliaeetus spp.) led prey species of
seabirds at locations throughout the northern hemisphere to shift breeding locations to safer
sites within a colony and to shift distributions between breeding colonies based on exposure
to predators (Hipfner et al., 2012). The falcon population recovery drove Pacific dunlin (C.
alpina pacifica) to become more aggregated at non-breeding sites (Xu et al., 2015; Ydenberg
et al., 2017). Aggregation allows for dilution of predation danger, but can also increases
competition for food resources. In years of high dunlin population counts the aggregation
increased, suggesting they do not disburse as the number of birds increase, but instead
aggregate at larger sites. In an example of a morphometric response to predator populations,
wing lengths of semipalmated sandpiper (C. pusilla) shortened between 1972 and 2015 as
peregrine falcon populations increased, suggesting phenotypic selection to increase take-off
speeds and flight agility and therefore reduce vulnerability to predation (Lank et al., 2017).
On migration, the time at stopover sites represents a large portion of migrants’ total
time on migration (Hedenström and Alerstam, 1997) and can act as a period of increased
vulnerability as migrants load fuel to power onwards flight (Cimprich et al., 2005; Houston,
1998). As sites can vary in their predation danger based on habitat characteristics (Lank
and Ydenberg, 2003), increases in predator abundances should shift usage of prey away
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from dangerous sites. Indeed, this is what was discovered for migrant western sandpipers (C.
mauri) at a small, food rich, but dangerous site. As their predator population recovered, the
sandpipers both reduced lengths of stay and became lighter in mass (Ydenberg et al., 2004),
showing both reduction of exposure to dangerous habitat and reduction of vulnerability to
predation by reducing wing loading (Burns and Ydenberg, 2002). An observed trend in
abundance at the site was entirely accounted for by the changes in lengths of stay.
Census tallies at migratory stopover can be strongly affected by behavioural changes
that may be hard to detect. For some shorebird species there are few ways migrants can
adjust behaviour, such as those which migrate in a single leap (Gill et al., 2009) or use
only a few large staging sites (Gillings et al., 2009). For smaller shorebird species, their
behaviour appears to be more plastic, allowing them to make small adjustments to a variety
of behaviours, but making a specific change harder to detect. Behavioural changes that
have been detected in small sandpipers include using a variety of stopover sites, adjusting
their lengths of stay, changing foraging behaviour, and choosing the stopover site based on
their current condition (Beauchamp, 2006; Dekker et al., 2011; Hope et al., 2014; Pomeroy,
2006b; Quinn and Hamilton, 2012; Ydenberg et al., 2002). These results came from either
detailed behavioural observations of individual birds or mark-recapture analyses. Isolating
the impact a particular change in behaviour may have on survey counts is much more
difficult, especially if survey methods are not well established or rigorously maintained.
One predicted behavioural change in shorebirds concerns site selection decisions. The
choice between large and small sites represents a broader global tradeoff for individuals:
safety versus food intake. Peregrine falcons are much deadlier when they attack from the
shoreline as they can use the cover provided by shoreline habitat to mask their approach
(Dekker et al., 2011), thus sites with a greater proportion of the habitat close to cover are
considered more dangerous for foraging sandpipers (Pomeroy et al., 2006). There is some
evidence that food is more abundant at smaller sites (Pomeroy et al., 2008; Sprague et al.,
2008), though the generality of this pattern is uncertain. As peregrine falcon populations
have recovered, the danger at all sites has increased, but the impact on the site’s danger
should be stronger at small, enclosed sites than at larger, more open sites (Ydenberg et al.,
2017).
The passage of the semipalmated sandpiper (C. pusilla) through Atlantic Canada presents
an opportunity to explore shifts in site usage. The semipalmated sandpiper is a small shorebird species with a hemispheric-spanning migration. Their breeding range stretches across
the Arctic coast of North America and their non-breeding range across the northern coast
of South America south to Peru and northern Brazil (Hicklin and Gratto-Trevor, 2010).
Between these two regions migrants either pass through the interior in a series of temporary lakes and wetlands, migrate to the eastern coast of North America, or fly directly to
the Caribbean coast (Brown et al., 2017). Of those that migrate to the eastern coast, the
Maritimes region of Canada holds the most numerically important staging areas (Hicklin,
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1987). Migrants arrive there from the central and eastern portion of their breeding range
(Brown et al., 2017), load large amounts of fuel and depart out into the Atlantic Ocean
(Lank, 1983). A large portion of the birds using the region migrate directly to South America in a single flight of over 4000 km (Brown et al., 2017; Lank, 1979). Within the Maritimes
region, there are numerous potential stopover sites, but the dominant location in the region
is the Bay of Fundy, which has some of the world’s largest tidal ranges, creating some of the
largest tidal mudflats in the world (Garrett, 1972). These large flats provide safe habitat
with abundant food to load fuel for onwards flight (Hicklin and Smith, 1984; Quinn and
Hamilton, 2012; Sprague et al., 2008). However, many other small sites provide abundant
food outside the Bay of Fundy (Environment Canada, 2009) offering migrating sandpipers
a large variety of sites from which to choose.
Migrant shorebirds passing through the Maritimes are likely to be strongly influenced
by both the continental peregrine population recovery and the reintroduction of breeding
falcons to Atlantic Canada. Migratory peregrines do not arrive in the region until the tail
end of sandpiper migration (Hope et al., 2011; Worcester and Ydenberg, 2008). Between
1956 and 1981, peregrines were extirpated from the region (Amirault et al., 2004), leaving
the sandpiper migratory period almost predator free. Between 1982 and 1991 a broad scale
attempt to reintroduce falcons was extremely successful and the number of breeding pairs
has grown exponentially. With the combination of the rapid recovery of their main predator
and the reintroduction of breeding predators into a previously predator free migratory
period, I predicted that semipalmated sandpipers to be increasingly likely to choose sites
that are inherently safer with a lower proportion of habitat close to cover at the shoreline.
I used a survey dataset of counts of sandpipers from stopover sites to determine if
semipalmated sandpipers changed their site preferences between 1974 and 2015. Based on
the reintroduction of breeding falcons and the continental recover of peregrine populations,
I expected to see a shift in bird usage toward safer sites as migrating birds increasingly
prioritized the reductions in predation danger afforded birds utilizing safer sites. To quantify
how sandpipers prioritized safety, aggregation, and habitat availability, I developed an index
of the annual distribution of birds and utilized both statistical methods and simulations
to diagnose whether semipalmated sandpipers adjusted stopover site selection as predator
abundance has increased.

4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Shorebird Surveys

The Atlantic Canada Shorebird Survey (ACSS, named the Maritimes Shorebird Survey
prior to 2005) is an annual migratory shorebird census conducted since 1974. Organized by
the Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment and Climate Change Canada, surveys are
conducted by paid staff and volunteer observers. The primary goal is to assess population
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trends of shorebird species. Surveyors attempt to census established sites every second
weekend during the southward migration period. Count methodology is described in more
detail by Morrison et al. (1994; see also Gratto-Trevor et al. 2012). For a subset of the sites
there is further information about methodology in the Atlantic Canada Shorebird Surveys
Site Catalogue (Environment Canada, 2009). There is substantial variability in methodology
and effort between sites, though protocols aim to make procedures consistent within sites.
The data for the analysis reported here were accessed through Bird Studies Canada’s
Nature Counts database (Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2008). The full dataset
included 775 described sites for 58 taxa. I focused on semipalmated sandpiper counts including surveys made 1974-2015 throughout Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island (Figure 4.1). Sites where semipalmated sandpipers were never recorded were
excluded, as were sites in Newfoundland, due to their position ancillary to the main semipalmated sandpiper migration flyway. I included counts within the main migratory period,
defined as falling within the 10th (July 29) and 90th (August 22) quantiles of all semipalmated sandpipers counted between July and October. This window is broader than that
previously used to examine migratory counts (Bart et al., 2007; Gratto-Trevor et al., 2012).
However, the distribution analysis presented here could be more easily biased by omitting
the tails than a simpler analysis of changes in long-term population size, and therefore I
used the broader window to avoid such biases.
Each survey site in the dataset was associated with a name describing the geographic
locality, and a latitude and longitude in decimal degrees as a single point representing
the geographic location of the survey. The latter did not always correspond exactly with
the map co-ordinates of the reported name of the locality. In addition, some surveys were
not stationary counts, but transects covering a wider area. I rounded the latitude and
longitude positions to two decimal places and grouped all counts with equivalent locations
into a single site, shifting sites together by up to 375m. This combined some surveys with
different methodology but prevented duplicating sites in the distribution index. I used the
annual mean count from each location to calculate each year’s overall distribution index
(see Section 4.3.3).

4.3.2

Site Characteristics

I assigned a ‘danger index’ to each location to represent the danger of a stopover site, as
defined by Lank and Ydenberg (2003). I first calculated the area of intertidal habitat in a
2500m radius around each site’s geographic location (which adequately covers any pooled
sites). Foraging sites close to the shoreline present the highest danger for foraging sandpipers
(Dekker and Ydenberg, 2004; Pomeroy, 2006b), and therefore I used the proportion of
intertidal habitat within 150m of the shoreline as the danger index. I considered a 2500m
radius an appropriate scale, as sandpipers should be able to cross the length of any of the
sites in minutes (Reurink et al., 2016).
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Figure 4.1: Map of survey locations (n=465) from the Maritimes portion of the Atlantic
Canada Shorebird Survey. The size of each point is related to the number of surveys conducted at that site. Sites that were excluded from the final analysis are shown in red.
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I calculated the danger index from the CanVec map layers data set produced by Natural
Resources Canada (acquired from:www.GeoGratis.gc.ca), which show intertidal habitat
and shoreline to a scale of 1:50 000. I extracted a polygon of intertidal as the waterbody
features labelled as ‘temporary’ under the “Hydro” feature category within the CanVec
dataset. I also extracted the highwater line layer and created a buffer of 150m around that
line, which was then clipped to the intertidal layer. For each Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) region, I transformed each polygon layer from original geographic projection (North
American Datum (NAD) 1983 CSRS; Spheroid: GRS 1980; WKID: 4617) to the UTM region
datum (UTM 19-22N NAD 1983) and clipped it to that grid. Around each site location I
created a buffer 2500m in radius and defined the area of intertidal habitat as the area of
the intertidal polygons that fell within that buffer (Figure 4.2). The relative danger of the
site was defined as the proportion of intertidal habitat within 150m of cover (Figure 4.4). In
the analyses below, I relax the assumption of 150m from cover as the dividing line between
low and high danger and adjust the size of the buffer radius.

4.3.3

Priority Matching Distribution index

I created an index to describe how birds are distributing themselves across the sites surveyed
within each year, referred to here as the “Priority Matching Distribution” (PMD) index.
A null expectation is that birds distribute themselves evenly, based on the area of habitat,
such their density is equal at all sites. But, birds might crowd into smaller sites (Ydenberg
et al., 2002) or at larger sites (e.g. due to higher safety, Ydenberg et al. 2017). The Priority
Matching Distribution index assesses how well the measured distribution matches the null
expectation of population-area matching.
The PMD for each year was calculated from mean annual counts (hereafter bird usage)
for all sites censused in that year. I used annual mean counts to prevent pseudoreplication
and to reduce bias due to variation in the number of counts per site, which varied positively
with site usage (Figure 4.3).
Each site i has a measure of bird usage Ui , an associated area of total available habitat
Ai , and the area that is within 150m of cover Di . The danger index for the site is the
proportion area at a site that is within 150m of cover
xi =

Di
Ai

(4.1)

and the safety index for the site is the proportion of the area at a site that is further than
150m from cover (Figure 4.4),
yi = 1 − xi
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dotted lines). Fitted line shows the log-linear trend of danger with intertidal area.
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Figure 4.3: Number of years surveyed and the number of counts per year for each survey
location. Sites with greater than 30 years surveyed or 10 counts per year are labelled. The
colour of the point is related to the proportion of the site within 150m of cover.
I then calculated the proportion of total area surveyed pAi in a given year at each site i as
pAi = Pk

Ai

n=1 An

(4.3)

where k is the number of sites surveyed in that year and the proportion of bird usage pUi
in a given year at each site as
pUi = Pk

Ui

n=1 Un

(4.4)

Sites were ordered from most dangerous to safest, and I calculated the cumulative proportion
of area surveyed up to site i as
cAi =

i
X

pAn

(4.5)

n=1

where cAk = 1 and cA1 = 0. The cumulative proportion of bird usage at site i was similarly
calculated as
cUi =

i
X
n=1
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pUn

(4.6)
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Figure 4.4: Example assignment of a survey site into safe (blue) and dangerous (red) habitat.
(A) Mary’s Point, NB is shown with the provided geographic location highlighted by the
point. The 2500m radius habitat circle is shown around this point. Intertidal non-rocky
habitat is shown in blue or red. I calculated the area of safe and dangerous habitat within
that circle. (B) I assigned habitat initially as safe if it was within 150m of cover or the
shoreline. I assumed that predation danger dropped as the distance from cover increased.
The shape of the predation danger curve is for illustrative purposes only.
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I then calculated the areas under the distributions (AUD) using a trapezoidal function. The
trapezoid function for area of habitat surveyed is defined as
AUDA =

k
X

=

i=2

(yi − yi−1 )(cAi + cAi+1 )
2

(4.7)

where i is a given site and i − 1 is the next most dangerous site to site i. For bird usage the
area under the distribution is similarly calculated to that for area surveyed:
AUDU =

k
X
i=2

=

(yi − yi−1 )(cUi + cUi+1 )
2

(4.8)

I used the described trapezoid functions because the ‘upper-step’ function is likely to overestimate the area between two sites, and the ‘lower-step’ function to underestimate it.
Analyses using these step functions in place of the trapezoidal function find only minor
differences in the results.
The Priority Matching Distribution index is the ratio between the expected distribution
if birds distributed themselves evenly by the area of the sites surveyed in a year (with equal
density at each site) and how birds actually distributed themselves:
PMD =

AUDU
AUDA

(4.9)

I calculated the PMD for each year surveyed and used a bootstrap analysis of the survey
data to estimate prediction intervals around the estimate. To develop an understanding
of the PMD index I simulated shifting distributions across sites in biased and unbiased
sampling procedures. When bird usage matches area available the PMD = 1, but as birds
spread themselves evenly across sites the PMD shifts above 1, whereas if they match the
amount of safe area available the PMD shifts below 1 to about 0.75.
If migrants aggregate at a few sites, rather than evenly spreading out based on some
prioritization of area the PMD can have sharp shifts. Aggregating at dangerous sites shifts
the PMD far above 1, but aggregating around intermediately safe sites causes the PMD to
remain around 1. Therefore, a graphical inspection of the annual counts as in Figure 4.5 is
required to distinguish uniform distributions from intermediately aggregated distributions.
Finally, if the distribution shifts to aggregating at only a few of the safest sites, the PMD
will shift to below 0.5. The simulation results are described in detail in Appendix G.
To understand how individual sites affected the PMD index I examined the sites for
variation in intra- and inter-annual number of surveys (Figure 4.3). To examine the influence
of individual sites on the PMD estimates I calculated the PMD index with and without a
given site (‘leverage’, see Table 4.1). Based on the influence analysis, I excluded from the
overall analysis any years (1990, 1991, 1998, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, and 2014) that did
not include surveys at least one of the two most surveyed sites, namely Mary’s Point, NB
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(45.72 N, 64.65 W) and Johnsons Mills, NS (45.81 N, 64.5 W). To ensure the results were
not entirely driven by the two sites I excluded these two sites and then recalculated and
analyzed trends in the PMD (see below). I also excluded the year 1995 as an outlier, as it
had an extremely high count at a site surveyed in no other year that had a strong influence
on the PMD for that year.

4.3.4

Analysis of Priority Matching Distribution Index

My analysis focused on two questions: 1) how do semipalmated sandpipers distribute across
potential stopover habitat? and 2) has the distribution of semipalmated sandpipers changed
systematically since surveys began in 1974? Semipalmated sandpipers display many of the
attributes of mortality-minimizing migrants (Hope et al., 2011), and hence I expect that
safety is important to their stopover decisions. Consequently, I predict that, as predator
populations increased, sandpipers increasingly prioritized safety on migration and as such
should have shifted their usage towards the safest sites over the survey period. As semipalmated sandpipers are a gregarious species and large flocks can further reduce individual
vulnerability to predation I expect this shift towards safety will also lead to an increase in
aggregations at the safest sites. I examined annual change in PMD using a linear model,
centred and rescaled by year to provide a meaningful intercept and provide a more accurate effect size (Gelman and Hill, 2006). As the data met all assumptions for a simple
linear regression I did not explore more complicated statistical models to explore the annual
trend. I used Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) to compare support for a linear trend by
competing a null model, a linear interannual trend model, a model with a quadratic term,
and a model with the log of the interannual trend. I assessed the fit to the linear trend by
bootstrapping the original count data to computed 95% credible intervals of the intercept
and annual effect.

4.3.5

Binning analysis and assumption relaxation

I attempted to assess the impact of annual biases in survey effort between small and large
sites across years by assigning each site to a bin based on its estimate of danger, to standardize the distribution of site danger levels surveyed across years. I varied bin size up to 0.3
units of danger in separate runs. For each run I randomly drew a single site from each bin in
each year, calculated the PMD index for that year, repeated for all years, and so generated
the interannual PMD trend. I repeated the resampling and PMD estimation procedure 1000
times generate the distribution of PMD trends. I repeated the procedure with different bin
sizes to evaluate any potential bias in the data. The PMD index makes a few assumptions
about relevant measures of site size and safety. I excluded some years based on the lack of
surveys of two important sites and excluded the head and tails of the distribution of survey
dates. The PMD index also ranks sites based on their site safety, which is an assumption
of importance on its own. I examined each of these assumptions by relaxing or modifying
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Figure 4.5: Example of the construction of the Priority Matching Distribution index for a
given year (1985 in example). The sites surveyed in a year are arranged from most dangerous
on the left to most safe on the right and shown in vertical bars. (A) The numerator of the
PMD index is the cumulative proportion of annual bird usage cUi and (B) the denominator
of the PMD index is the annual cumulative proportion of area surveyed cAi . Solid lines
show the trapezoid function used to calculate the area under the distribution. The grey
area in each plot shows the area under the curve (AUD) used to calculate the PMD index.
Full details in the text.
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them within the analysis. For each modification of the assumptions I refit the model of the
PMD index with an interannual linear trend to the data and compared the trend to the
baseline results.
I recalculated the safety measure for each site to evaluate the sensitivity of the results
to the 150-metre safety threshold. I recomputed the interannual trends in the index with
PMD calculated from danger indices based on the proportion of site within 50, 300, and 450
meters of cover. I also recomputed the interannual trend in the PMD index with adjusted
radii around the site locations. The initial radius was 2500m and I reperformed the analysis
with radii of 1000m and 5000m. Additionally, I relaxed the dates at which I clipped the
survey data. The original analysis included the dates between the 10th and 90th percentiles
of the distribution of dates weighted by the number of birds recorded at all sites from July
to October. I reanalyzed the data between the 20th and 80th, the 5th and 90th and the
2.5th and 97.5th quantiles.
I limited analysis of the trend in PMD to only those years with either Mary’s Point
or Johnson’s Mills surveyed. While this was done because of the clear importance these
two sites for semipalmated sandpipers, it is important to examine if any interannual trend
depends solely on changes at these two sites. To examine this, I recalculated the PMD and
analyzed the trend over time using a dataset that excluded the two sites. I then compared
the estimated trend in the PMD to the original result.
To examine how the PMD trend would differ if the predicted effect of safety was reduced
to only the effect of available habitat I recalculated the PMD index and its interannual trend
by arranging sites by their size. I used the proportion of the radius around a geographic
location that was considered intertidal habitat (Area) instead of the proportion of the
intertidal habitat that was within 150m of cover. Sites were arranged from smallest to
largest instead of most dangerous to safest.

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Site Characteristics

I grouped the 468 geographic localities defined in the ACSS dataset from Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick or Prince Edward Island into 270 sites ranging in size from 0.002 km2 to 11.3
km2 , with a mean of 2.98 km2 . Most sites were centered around the Bay of Fundy (mean:
45.69 N, 64.14 W; Figure 4.1), but ranged across 4.6 degrees of latitude and 7.2 degrees
longitude. The danger indices ranged from 10% to 100% with a mean of 60%. Most of the
sites were small and dangerous sites, but more surveys were conducted at large, safe sites
(Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.6). The number of sites censused in any one year ranged between
12 and 44, with a mean of 26.5. The average number of surveys per site per year varied
between 1.8 and 4.3 surveys with a mean of 3.2. The total annual count (summed over all
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sites) varied between 35,636 birds (1987) and 422, 000 birds (1992) with a mean of 101,553
birds.

4.4.2

Analysis of the PMD index

From the 13,432 surveys across 42 years in the original dataset my analysis incorporated
2754 surveys and estimated the PMD in 33 years. The PMD index ranged between 0.61 and
0.11 with a mean of 0.30 (95% CIs [0.26, 0.34]). None of the prediction intervals overlapped
zero and most estimates of the PMD index were well below 0.50 indicating that semipalmated sandpipers not only prioritized area of safe habitat but aggregated at the safer and
larger sites (Figure 4.7). The linear and log-linear models had equal support from the data
(wi =0.42 and wi = 0.44 respectively). The quadratic model received less support (wi =
0.12) and its predicted effects only had minor deviations from linearity. The null model
received very little support from the data (wi = 0.02). There was very little deviation from
linearity in the estimated trends for the log-linear and quadratic model. I therefore considered only the linear model in the further analyses for ease of interpretation and because
using the generalized linear model with a log link function adds no further explanatory
value (Table 4.2). The linear regression of the PMD index on year showed that the PMD
index fell at a standardized rate of -0.116 (95% CIs [-0.193, -0.039]) per SD of years (23.76
years), which is equivalent to -0.005 per year or a 0.21-point decline between 1974 and 2015.
Despite the extensive variability in methodology and the irregular coverage, the regression provides a reasonable fit (r2 = 0.23) to the data. The simulation analysis (Appendix G)
demonstrated that the variations in the number or danger levels of the sites surveyed each
year are unlikely to bias the PMD index estimates and are therefore unlikely to explain the
interannual trend.
Binning Analysis
The estimate of the rate of decline in the PMD index is independent of the size of the
bins used to estimate it (Figure 4.8). By binning the danger estimate at each site and
increasing the bin size of site danger to 0.1, I reduced the discrepancy in the number of
sites surveyed in each danger category. Increasing the bin size to 0.2 also reduced the
number of missing bins to 6, and these were primarily in years that were not included in
the final analysis. The slope of the annualized PMD trend remained similar to the unbinned
analysis with increasing variation up to bin size of 0.15 (Figure 4.8). At bin size of 0.2 the
interannual trend moved back closer zero but was still negative. Binning the site safety
around 0.15 drastically increased the variation around the slope estimate. As described in
the Appendix G, selecting one site from each bin in highly-skewed distributions led to the
change in variation as bin size increased. For example, if 90% of the birds are found at two
safe sites, binning would select one of these sites and thereby flatten out the distribution
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to some degree. Therefore, the PMD estimates are not directly comparable, but the trends
should remain similar for most of the binning analysis.
Relaxation of assumptions
There was little effect on the interannual trend in the PMD index from adjusting most of
the underlying assumptions, though some adjustments did increase the confidence intervals
around the estimates of the intercept (Year = 1990) and standardized interannual trend
(Figure 4.9). Removing the two most influential sites (Mary’s Point and Johnson Mills)
increased the size of interannual trend though the 95% CIs were larger and intercept much
higher. Changing the underlying assumption of site safety to only site size shifted the PMD
higher and there was no interannual trend detected.
Adjusting the margins of dates included in the analysis had very limited effect on the
interannual trend. Shrinking the dates to between the 20th and 80th percentiles to fit the
methodology of previous analyses (Bart et al., 2007; Gratto-Trevor et al., 2012) shrunk the
intercept and flattened the slope slightly compared with the baseline estimates, though the
confidence intervals did not overlap zero. Broadening the dates shifted the trend slightly,
but even when all dates were included between July and October the trend remained similar
and the confidence intervals did not overlap zero, indicating the analysis was robust to the
survey windows used.
Adjusting the assumption of what was safe versus dangerous habitat also had very little
impact on the interannual trend, though the intercept did shift towards a value of 1 as
the danger distance increased (Figure 4.9). Changing the radius around the geographic
site location used to assess the habitat at the site had very little impact if the radius was
reduced from 2.5 km to 1 km. Increasing the radius to 5 km shifted the slope steeper and
the intercept higher though the variation around these estimates also increased. There is a
good fit to the linear slope for the estimated PMD indices calculated with a radius of 5 km,
except for the years 1983-1989, the years of falcon reintroduction.

4.5

Discussion

Over the period of 1974 - 2015 semipalmated sandpipers shifted their usage of migratory
stopover sites toward larger and safer sites within the Maritimes. Across the years analysed,
their stopover usage was always aggregated toward a few safe sites, but they appear to have
become increasingly reliant on these very large, safe sites. Survey biases do not account
for the shift across years, though the variation in distributions between years is in part
explained by variation in the specific sites surveyed among years.
Semipalmated sandpipers appear to have consistently aggregated at a few sites. Aggregating in large groups has the benefits of reducing the likelihood of being selected by a
predator (dilution) and increased detection of predator attacks (many eyes Bednekoff and
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Lima, 1998; Fernández-Juricic et al., 2007; Pays et al., 2013; Roberts, 1996). With predation dilution can also come increased competition during foraging (Minderman et al., 2006;
Stillman et al., 1997; Vahl et al., 2005). While the Bay of Fundy provides extremely rich and
widespread food for refuelling sandpipers, competitive interactions can still occur at very
small scales reducing foraging efficiency (Beauchamp, 2009, 2014; Vahl, 2005). For most
semipalmated sandpipers, the benefits of large aggregations appear to outweigh any costs
to foraging efficiency.
Site safety appears to be particularly important to where the sandpipers aggregate on
migration. Not only are the PMD index results suggestive of very tight aggregating or
flocking at a few stopovers, but the sites they aggregate at are both large and safe. Safe
sites have a larger proportion of the site further from cover, reducing the danger posed by
“stealth” attacks that are most successful closer to cover (Dekker and Ydenberg, 2004). As
the number of falcons increases at stopover sites, the additional benefit that habitat safety
provides, no matter how marginal, should become increasingly important. The marginal
benefit to spending time in dangerous habitat has likely been reduced as predator numbers
increased.
The observed shift in semipalmated sandpiper distribution matched my predicted response to increases in the continental falcon populations and the introduction of breeding
pairs of peregrines around the Bay of Fundy. Because in the past the region was essentially
predator free during the sandpiper migratory period, site choices could be based primarily
on individual’s ability to load fuel quickly at a given site. In the late 1970s, some semipalmated sandpipers were so weighted down by the large amounts of fat they had accumulated
that at Kent Island, NB, they were preyed on by gulls (Lank, 1983). There is some evidence
that fuel loads in the region have decreased at small dangerous sites such as Kent Island,
but not at large sites such as Johnson’s Mills (Hope, 2010), likely in response to increasing predators making fat birds increasingly vulnerable to predation (Burns and Ydenberg,
2002). If birds are willing to forgo fuel that can be used to carry them further on their
next migration flight, it is likely they are also choosing the site that optimizes the trade off
between fuel loading and predation danger (Pomeroy et al., 2008; Taylor et al., 2007). The
reintroduction of breeding falcons should have had an immediate effect on site selection by
sandpipers, with stopover sites around the reintroduction locations becoming immediately
more dangerous. With a home range estimated to be between 123 and 1175 km2 and a daily
range of 23 km2 around the breeding locations, the effect of falcon reintroduction should
have been felt throughout the Bay of Fundy region (Enderson and Craig, 1997; Ganusevich
et al., 2004; Jenkins and Benn, 1998).
Migrant sandpipers have previously been shown to be sensitive to predation danger
on migration. The migratory behaviours that shift in response to predation include flock
size, vigilance, over-ocean flocking during high tides, length of stay at dangerous sites, site
selection, habitat selection within a site, and fuel load (Dekker, 1998; Pomeroy, 2006b;
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Pomeroy et al., 2008; Sprague et al., 2008; Ydenberg et al., 2004). On a longer time scale,
it has been suggested semipalmated sandpipers wing length has shortened, resulting in a
potential increase in escape performance as peregrine populations have recovered (Lank
et al., 2017). It has also been suggested that optimally migrating sandpipers change their
behaviour within seasons based on their position relative to the timing of peregrine migration
(Hope et al., 2011, 2014).
Changes in predation danger are not the only potential explanation for the shift in distributions. Food and danger both influence site usage in western and semipalmated sandpipers,
though safety and food abundance appear to be generally negatively correlated (Pomeroy
et al., 2008; Sprague et al., 2008). If sites were to experience an increase in food abundance
uniformly across site types or if they become more uniform in their food abundance, sandpipers could find the marginal benefit of visiting a dangerous, but food abundant site to
be reduced and shift towards the safer sites. Corophium volutator, a major prey item for
semipalmated sandpipers, appears to vary between sites and within season, but variation
between years does not appear to be substantial (Barbeau et al., 2009), though other studies
have shown variation between years when looking at a wider array of potential food sources
(Quinn and Hamilton, 2012). It appears that the semipalmated sandpipers have a lot of
flexibility in their food sources (Quinn et al., 2017), meaning that a change in one prey type
abundance at a site could still be compensated by other potential food sources. I found no
evidence for a longer-term trend in food overall abundance or a hypothesised change within
the literature that would lead to a shift in sandpiper distributions.
The size of the sandpiper population moving through the region could influence the
distribution of birds across sites. Analyses of migratory census counts suggest there has
been a sharp decrease in the population size since the 1970s, though the decline may have
begun to reverse in recent years (Andres et al., 2012; Bart et al., 2007; Gratto-Trevor
et al., 2012). There is also evidence from both the breeding and non-breeding grounds
suggestive of a decline in the sandpiper’s population (Morrison et al., 2012; Smith et al.,
2012). Owing to biases and variation in survey effort and methodology, and due to the
large area that encompasses these portions of the semipalmated sandpiper’s life cycle, it
has been difficult to determine with certainty the population consequences of these survey
declines, but a true population decline could shape the distribution across sites under specific
conditions. For example, if sites that have the most food available are the most preferred for
migrating birds, a reduction in the number of birds moving through a region with sites of
varying food abundance, would decrease the density at preferred sites and any benefits from
dilution across all sites and likely push birds increasingly towards the most preferred sites.
If these preferred sites happened to be also the safest, the observed distribution shift should
appear similar to one caused by increasing predator abundance. Simulation modelling of
other migratory systems has suggested that population declines do not necessarily lead
to redistributions across migratory site types (Taylor et al., 2007) if migratory stopover
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densities of birds are below the sites’ carrying capacities. The Government of Canada’s
index of semipalmated sandpiper population (Government of Canada) shows a correlated
decline with my shift in the PMD index, but they are generated from the same data set,
which complicates any interpretation. Repeating my analysis using data from other parts
of the flyway without resident falcons might elucidate the underlying cause of the measured
redistribution in bird usage.
The number of sites surveyed, and the mean danger of the sites surveyed were the
potential biases that most impacted the PMD. I estimated the impact on the index from
these factors to be relatively minor (See Appendix G) and any impact was corrected for by
the binning analysis. Binning the sites and simulating a distribution shift across sites both
accounted for these biases and showed a similar shift towards safer sites. The simulations
described in Appendix G show that the PMD can be sensitive to changes in the number
of sites surveyed and the mean danger of sites surveyed, but it remains stable within the
range of these parameters within the ACSS dataset we used. Nonetheless, these simulations
highlight a potential weakness in the general use of the PMD as an index of distribution in
other situations.
I could calculate site-specific putative safety indices and found a shift towards safer
sites, but I lacked information to perform parallel analyses with other relevant covariates.
Knowing the food abundance, lengths of stay, and refuelling rates at each site would allow
us to understand the mechanistic processes that shape the observed patterns or allow for
examining how distributions match to a true ideal free distribution as has been done in
European Red Knot populations (Gils et al., 2006). My interpretation of the PMD index
includes the assumption that the expected distribution should be uniform in density. I
consider this a reasonable baseline for semipalmated sandpipers, but for other species, such
as those that exhibit strict tide-following foraging behaviour, other measures like the length
of the tideline could be a better predictor of distributions. Migratory counts bird measure
usage owing to the strong influence of length of stay on the number of birds counted on
a day. This fundamental caveat in conclusions drawn from migratory counts remains in
our analysis and it is possible that the birds stopping at dangerous sites are just spending
a shorter amount of time refuelling, as was observed in the western sandpiper (Ydenberg
et al., 2004). Migration surveys should ideally be conducted simultaneously across a variety
of site types to avoid frame bias if their distribution across sites is skewed to a particular
site type or if the distribution of birds across sites used changes (Crewe et al., 2015b). As
my exploration of the data showed, it is also important to detect any vital sites that need
to be included in the survey set each year.
Despite some limitations, the Priority Matching Distribution index allowed us to detect
a shift in site usage across three decades of surveys. The shift is measurable and indicates
a shift in distributions across sites away from dangerous sites. I believe the most likely
explanation is the continental increase in peregrine populations and the reintroduction of
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breeding peregrines to the Bay of Fundy. Survey biases make clear interpretation of the
patterns difficult, as does the correlation with the continental index for the Semipalmated
population. However, the numerous examples of predator induced shifts in site choice give
support for the idea of predator induced shift in distribution. The index was developed
with the specific goal of understanding how birds distributed themselves across sites with
respect to the sites’ area and danger. The annual distributions of birds show semipalmated
sandpipers are aggregated at a few sites and these sites are generally the safest of those
surveyed. Recalculating the index by arranging sites in order of area of habitat instead
of danger, we still see an aggregation pattern, but the largest aggregations are not at the
largest sites, and there is no shift in these aggregations over time, highlighting that it is likely
safety in addition to area that is influencing where sandpipers aggregate. Food abundances
should also play a factor in this decision, but I lacked that information to make any specific
predictions about how it should affect distributions.
In conclusion, semipalmated sandpipers aggregate in large numbers at a few large and
safe sites and have increasingly shifted towards aggregating at the safest sites between 1974
and 2015. The detection of the shift highlights the potential for stopover distributions to
shift, and distributions should not be assumed to be static in population trend analyses.
I attribute the observed trend to a response to increases in predator populations and the
reintroduction of predators into the migratory period. An increasing list of studies highlight
the important role that predators play in shaping the lives of their prey, and I believe
predation danger is likely influencing stopover decisions in this Maritime flyway. While
biases do have the potential to affect our priority matching distribution index, it is robust
to most moderate biases, and it can be used (with relevant checks of its assumption) to
explore migratory distributions in a number of settings. The logical next step would be to
explore other landscapes and other species to see if a similar pattern holds.
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Danger
0.16
0.12
0.10
0.78
0.13
0.41
0.61

Area (km2 )
7.90
6.95
8.82
1.88
7.76
3.36
2.16

Number of Years
27
16
9
1
4
28
16

Leverage
83.23
42.84
38.33
16.76
16.06
5.27
1.77

Table 4.1: Sites with the most influence on the Priority Matching Distribution index across all years within the survey dataset.

Site Name
Mary’s Point
Grande Anse / Johnson’s Mills
Daniels Flats
Dorchester Cape
Evangeline Beach Motel
Cape Sable (Hawk Flats)
Saints Rest Marsh and Beach

Interannual Trend
Log Linear
Linear
Quadratic
None

log(L)
28.02
27.96
28.04
23.60

4i
0.00
0.14
2.57
6.42

K
3.00
3.00
4.00
2.00

wi
0.44
0.42
0.12
0.02

r2
0.23
0.24
0.00

AICc = -49.22; n = 33

Table 4.2: Support for models of interannual trends in the Priority Matching Distribution.
Models other than the null model use a centred and standardized variable for Year. The
log-linear model is a linear generalized linear model with a log link function for the gaussian
distribution. All other models are linear models with the identity link function. I used AICc
values to correct for biases in the Akaike’s information criterion in models with low sample
sizes, log(L) is the log-likelihood value, 4i is the difference in AICc value from that of the
top model (i.e., lowest AICc), K is the number of parameters in each model and wi is the
Akaike weight. r2 are listed to show improvement of model fit between null and fitted model
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Chapter 5

Divergent trends in migration
timing of shorebirds along the
Pacific flyway1

1

A version of this chapter appears as Hope, D. D., M. C. Drever, J. B. Buchanan, M.A. Bishop, G.
Matz, and M. J. F. Lemon (2018). Trends in timing of spring migration along the Pacific Flyway by western
sandpipers and dunlins. The Condor:August 2018, Vol. 120, No. 3, pp. 471-488. DOI: 10.1650/CONDOR17-126.1
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5.1

Abstract

Long distance migrants timing their arrival on the breeding grounds face the tradeoff of
optimal timing for breeding vs. optimal timing for survival. For many shorebird species,
the flyway northward spans thousands of kilometres, and both conditions encountered en
route, and priorities of individuals can affect the timing of migration. I used data from
spring migration surveys of western sandpipers (Calidris mauri) and Pacific dunlins (C.
alpina pacifica) along the Pacific Flyway of North America to determine if the timing of
their northward migration changed from 1985 to 2016. I compiled survey data of both
species from 6 sites of varying size along the northern portion of the flyway from Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska, and estimated interannual trends in timing of passage
through each site. Peak passage dates at the sites closest to the species’ breeding grounds in
Alaska shifted later by 1-2 days over the study period, while dates of peak passage at sites
further south shifted ~3 days earlier. A post-hoc analysis suggested local temperature also
affected peak passage dates at most sites, with warmer temperatures related to earlier passage. Discerning patterns of movement by dunlins at southern sites was complicated by the
presence of winter residents. Simulation analyses of sandpiper movement through a stopover
site highlighted both length of stay and timing of arrival as important factors shaping peak
passage estimates. I suggest western sandpipers appear to be arriving earlier at southern
sites and are staying longer at larger stopover sites such as Alaska’s Copper River Delta. My
methodology generates specific predictions of peak passage dates on northward migration
that may be useful in other systems where historical count data are available.

5.2

Introduction

The phenology of movements along a migratory flyway can strongly affect a migrant’s fitness.
Migrants that move into seasonally available habitats for breeding must make tradeoffs that
involve arriving at a time and in a condition optimal for breeding, while not compromising
survival on migration or at the breeding grounds. Changes in conditions along a flyway or
at the breeding grounds should result in shifts in the timing of movement along a flyway
(Gill et al., 2014; Hüppop and Hüppop, 2003; Lank et al., 2003). Timing of migration
along a flyway can be influenced by food (Duriez et al., 2009; van der Graaf et al., 2006),
predation (Clark and Butler, 1999; Hope et al., 2011; Lank et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2007),
or climate variables (Both and te Marvelde, 2007; Coppack et al., 2008; Knudsen et al.,
2011; Lameris et al., 2017). Predator populations have increased along the Pacific Flyway
in recent decades, as they have globally (Ydenberg et al., 2017). Climate change has also
had demonstrated impacts on the timing of breeding and arrival for birds using the Pacific
Flyway (Grabowski et al., 2013; Niehaus and Ydenberg, 2006; Saalfeld and Lanctot, 2017;
Ward et al., 2016). These changes lead me to expect that timing of migration along the
Pacific Flyway of North America have also changed in recent decades.
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Counts of abundances of migratory shorebird species present an opportunity to estimate
the timing of migration along flyways and to observe changes over time. Species that aggregate in large numbers at major stopover sites can easily be observed and counted. The
passage of individual birds through a stopover site involves arriving, staying for a few days
to load fuel and then departing onwards. Across their migration, passage through stopover
sites comprises as much as 88% of time spent on migration (Hedenström and Alerstam,
1997), and the total time at stopovers across migration explains 66% of variation in total
speed of migration across avian taxonomic groups (Schmaljohann and Both, 2017). Therefore, understanding the processes involved with passage through stopovers and estimating
changes in the timing of progression through multiple stopover sites will help me assess the
general timing of the progression of a population across a migratory flyway between the
non-breeding range and the breeding grounds (hereafter migratory progression).
Western sandpipers (Calidris mauri) and pacific dunlins (C. alpina pacifica) encounter a
series of potential stopover sites while moving northward to their Alaskan breeding grounds
each spring. Stopover duration has been shown to vary between 1-4 days at each site (Iverson
et al., 1996; Warnock et al., 1998, 2004b), but there has been no long-term monitoring to
determine if duration has changed. The intent of this study was to evaluate the extent
to which I can infer changes in stopover duration and migratory progression based on
comparisons of trends in timing of migration across a range of sites within a flyway. The
specific objectives were to generate estimates of dates of peak passage of migrants at 6
stopover sites, and to analyse trends within and between sites to determine if the rate of
northward progression changed in this system over a roughly 30-year period between the
late 1980s and 2016. Specifically, I addressed 2 basic questions: (1) has the date of peak
passage for western sandpipers and dunlins changed at these 6 sites over the study period?
and (2) is the interannual trend consistent across the flyway? In addition, I explore whether
available climate data can explain observed changes across the flyway. Finally, I simulated
migrant passage through a stopover site to quantify the effect on my peak passage measure
from changes in length of stay, arrival date, and the mixing of differing migratory and
non-breeding strategies.

5.3
5.3.1

Methods
Survey Sites

Survey counts were compiled from 6 sites on the northern Pacific Flyway (Figure 5.1, Table
5.1), from 5 stopover areas. Four of the 5 areas are designated sites under the Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN): the Copper River Delta (encompassing the
Copper River Delta and Hartney Bay survey sites) and Fraser River Delta (encompassing
the Roberts Bank survey site) are classified as “Hemispheric Importance” (at least 500,000
shorebirds annually or at least 30% of biogeographic population for a species); Kachemak
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Bay is considered of “International importance” (at least 100,000 shorebirds annually or at
least 10% of biogeographic population for a species; Kachemak Bay); and Tofino Mudflats
of “Regional Importance” (at least 20,000 shorebirds annually or at least 1% of biogeographic population for a species). These sites’ designations represent, at least in part, their
importance to migrating western sandpipers and dunlins.
The most southerly survey site, the Kennedy Creek estuary (47.098°N, 123.083°W), is
located at the head of Totten Inlet in southern Puget Sound, Washington (Buchanan, 1988).
It consists of a small, ~1 km2 mudflat surrounded on 3 sides by vegetative cover. Counts of
western sandpipers and dunlins were conducted at this site during 1 - 7 days per week since
1980 with more regular counts being conducted since 1985. The entire area can be viewed by
a single observer from a single vantage point. Peak counts of western sandpipers and peak
counts of dunlins have both exceeded 5,000 (Buchanan, 1988), making this small estuary
one of the most productive in southern Puget Sound (Evenson and Buchanan, 1997). In
recent years peak numbers have dropped to around 2,000 dunlins and less than 100 western
sandpipers in some years.
Moving north, Roberts Bank (49.058°N, 123.163°W) is a large mudflat (8 km2 ) situated within the Fraser River Delta, British Columbia. Regular spring surveys of western
sandpipers and dunlins have been conducted at Roberts Bank since 1991 (Drever et al.,
2014). A spotting scope or binoculars was used to count shorebird numbers at a series of
stops along a dike adjacent to the mudflat. Counts of individual species were then calculated by multiplying total flock counts by the proportion of western sandpipers to dunlins
for each day determined from a subsample of the flock (Drever et al., 2014). Peak counts
average over 210,000 western sandpipers and 56,000 dunlins for the years surveyed. The
median population estimate for birds using this site during northward migration is 600,000
western sandpipers (14%-21% of the total flyway population) and 200,000-250,000 dunlins
(30%-50% of flyway population; Drever et al., 2014).
Tofino Mudflats (49.117°N, 125.867°W) are a complex of mudflats (55.3 km2 in total)
on the west coast of Vancouver Island in British Columbia. The Canadian Wildlife Service
of Environment and Climate Change Canada surveyed the site in 1988, 1995, and 2011
through a combination of boat and road-based counts. Counts are the sums of the daily
counts at all sites within the mudflat complex (Butler et al., 1992; Butler and Lemon, 2001;
Drever et al., 2016). Peak counts average 17,000 western sandpipers and 1,520 dunlins for
the years surveyed.
Alaska’s Copper and Bering River deltas (60.310°N, 145.000°W; hereafter referred to as
Copper River Delta) are on the northern coast of the Gulf of Alaska. This large estuary
covers ~80,000 ha of tidal and submerged lands and intertidal and freshwater wetlands that
are protected from the Gulf of Alaska by barrier islands. The number of western sandpipers
and dunlins at the site was estimated from 1992 to 1995, using a combination of aerial
and airboat-based surveys to derive total numbers of shorebirds and species composition
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(Bishop et al., 2000). There were 2 days missing species composition data, so for these dates
I interpolated the species ratio using the methodology described in Drever et al. (2014). Peak
counts average 560,000 western sandpipers and 130,000 dunlins for the years surveyed. It is
estimated approximately 60% of the global population of western sandpipers are using this
site on northward migration (Bishop et al., 2000).
I separated the Copper River Delta into 2 separate sites to allow for the inclusion of
recent counts. No repeat of the large-scale survey of the Copper River Delta has occurred
since 1995. However, since 2013 smaller scale surveys have been conducted on mudflats in
southern Orca Inlet by volunteers working as part of the Migratory Shorebird Project, the
Copper River International Migratory Bird Initiative and Environment for the Americas’
Migratory Bird Programs. Surveys follow a standardized protocol developed as part of
the Migratory Shorebird Project (Point Blue Conservation Science, 2014). Specifically, I
used counts from 2013-2016 made at Hartney Bay (60.50°N, 145.86°W), a small mudflat
southwest of Cordova. Hartney Bay is part of the WHSRN Copper River Delta site but
lies >10 km north of the main mudflats in the region and is used later in migration (on or
after 1 May, compared with ~20 April for the Copper River Delta, M.A. Bishop, personal
observation). Counts from this location included many estimates that did not specify species.
I utilized the proportion of western sandpipers and dunlin counted in each day and the
methodology of Drever et al. (2014) to interpolate these counts and added them to the
species-specific count. Daily ground transects for shorebirds were previously conducted at
Hartney Bay over 3 springs (1991-1993). While methodology varied between the earlier and
recent Hartney Bay surveys, I feel they are useful in that they give me a reliable measure
of any shift at this site. The alternatives would be to compare the earlier counts from the
broader Copper River Delta to the recent counts at small site at Hartney Bay or exclude
the sites from the analysis.
The site closest to the breeding grounds is Kachemak Bay (59.625°N, 151.456°W), a
64-km long inlet near Homer, Alaska, on the Kenai Peninsula. Surveys were conducted
during spring in 1986 and from 1989 to 1994 by a single individual driving between sites
(Matz et al., 2012). Surveys with multiple observers were conducted from 2009-2013 and
involved simultaneous visits at the sites. Those surveys were conducted every 5 days during
a 2-hour period on an outgoing tide and covered a larger portion of the migratory period
(Matz et al., 2012). To ensure that counts at Kachemak Ba included the peak count for
each year, I also included supplemental counts collected between the survey periods. These
counts did not have a standardized protocol, so I compared the results with and without
the supplemental counts. I found their inclusion did not change the results substantially
but did substantially increase the number of survey dates included in the analysis, so I
retained them in the study. The supplementary data are available for 2010 through 2016.
Peak counts with the supplemental data included averaged 9,100 western sandpipers and
1,100 dunlins for all years surveyed.
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While I attempted to obtain all available data from major stopovers along the northern
portion of the Pacific Flyway, there has been no long-term monitoring at Grays Harbor,
WA; Stikine River, AK and Yaktuat Forelands, AK, all of which have been identified as
potentially important stopover sites along the northern portion of the flyway (Bishop et al.,
2004; Warnock et al., 1998). There are also vast unmonitored areas of intertidal mudflats
sites around the Fraser River Delta and Puget Sound that are potential stopover sites. The
coast between BC and AK has many smaller estuaries that are unmonitored and could
potentially host some birds each spring. Radio-tagged western sandpipers and dunlins have
been shown to move between the Fraser River Delta, Copper River Delta and Kachemak
Bay (Iverson et al., 1996; Warnock et al., 1998, 2004b). These patterns suggest that observed
changes across my study sites would be representative of the birds that use the flyway.

5.3.2

Estimating Date of Peak Passage

I generated estimates of the dates of peak passage from survey counts for each site in each
year. For an individual, passage through a site involves arriving, staying for a few days
and departing. The passage of a population of birds is the combined passages of all birds
using a specific site. I defined an individual’s passage date as the midpoint of their stay
at a site. The date of peak passage is then the average of passage dates for all individuals
using that site. As I did not have individual movements through a site, I used counts
of abundance as a proxy, with the date of peak counts being an indicator of peak passage
timing. I did not have complete coverage for each date within the migratory period, therefore
I determined the date of peak passage of western sandpipers and dunlins for each year and
site by fitting truncated normal distributions to the daily count data, based on methods
from Jenni and Kéry (2003). I used the package ’gamlss’ (Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2005)
in R (R Core Team, 2016) to fit the distributions. The distribution was truncated at the
first and last day of the counts for each year and site. Dates here were the ordinal day of
year, so in leap years the day of year would be one higher than in non-leap years. This
method iteratively fits a partial normal distribution that is clipped at the truncation points
to the data. By fitting a truncated distribution, I can still estimate an accurate peak even if
survey dates change between years or are initiated after migration begins (Jenni and Kéry,
2003; Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2005). The truncation allows the peak of the distribution to
be estimated as within or outside the truncation points. The model does assume variance
to be symmetrical around the mean (Stasinopoulos and Rigby, 2007), and so we examined
results using student-t distributions, but found the estimates similar (r= 0.99). Therefore,
the normal distribution was kept as the more parsimonious model.
I defined the mean of the truncated distribution as the date of peak passage for the
population of birds migrating through the site (Jenni and Kéry, 2003). Estimates where the
model did not converge within 400 iterations were not used for subsequent trend analyses.
Every estimate that required more than 400 iterations could be excluded for other reasons
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(i.e., unrealistically early or late estimates, estimation of confidence intervals failing, or
less than 7 survey dates in a year; Appendix H Supplementary Table S1). I determined
confidence intervals around the estimates of peak passage date using a jackknife analysis that
involved sequentially dropping each survey date at a site and re-estimating the date of peak
passage without that data point. I then calculated the 2.5% and 97.5% confidence intervals
from the jackknifed estimates. Estimates where the intervals failed to converge during the
jackknife procedure were also excluded from further analyses. Because the number of counts
in some years were low and the jackknifed estimates are not normally distributed, the
confidence intervals are likely inaccurate as confidence intervals, but instead act as indicators
of how dependent an estimate is on a single day of counts.
Owing to large variation in survey effort within and among sites, I used a simulation
analysis to explore how the peak passage estimates were affected by survey effort. The simulations and their results are described in Appendix H Supplementary Material Appendix
A.

5.3.3

Trends in Peak Passage Dates

My analysis focused on changes in the timing of migration across the migratory flyway.
We expected dates of peak passage and any trends in migratory timing to be related to
each site’s distance to the breeding grounds, but I also had a large amount of variation in
the number of birds passing through the sites and the survey effort at the sites. I used a
hierarchical modelling approach that estimated the peak passage dates based on the distance
to the breeding grounds. This ensured a flyway-scale analysis that allowed interannual
trends to be estimated at sites with few years surveyed (Gelman and Hill, 2006). While our
modelling approach does constrain the trends within some sites relative to all of the sites,
I developed the final model using a standardized approach that considered other potential
random and fixed effects before arriving at the most parsimonious model (Zuur et al., 2009).
To understand how the migratory progression northward of dunlins and western sandpipers has changed, we developed a mixed-effects model that modelled date of peak passage
as a function of distance to the breeding grounds, year of study for temporal trends, and
their interaction, expressed as:

Where

ij

µij = αj + β1 yeari + β2 ϕj + β3 ϕj yeari + εij

(5.1)

αj = N (µα , σα )

(5.2)

is the estimated peak passage date at a given site j and year i, and ϕj is

the average distance from a given site to the breeding grounds (described below). The β
parameters are the effects of year (β 1 ), distance to the breeding grounds (β 2 ) and their
interaction (β 3 ). The intercept (αj ) is assumed to be site specific (j) and drawn from a
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normal distribution (Gelman and Hill, 2006). Year and distance to breeding grounds were
centred by subtracting the mean value from the variable and standardized by dividing by
twice the standard deviation of all estimates.
I used a composite of distance to the breeding ground for each site along the flyway
instead of latitude as it provided a better indicator of the timing of migration along the
flyway. Birds move more westward than northward along the northern portion of the flyway
in Alaska (Table 5.1). For example, Copper River Delta lies at a more northern latitude
than Kachemak Bay, but Iverson et al. (1996) and Warnock et al. (2004b) showed that birds
moved from Copper River towards Kachemak Bay. For both species, I used the mean great
circle distance from each site to Bethel, Emmonak, and Nome, Alaska. Birds of both species
do breed further north than Nome, but this centroid represents the core breeding range of
both species (Franks et al., 2014; Warnock and Gill, 1996). While distance to the breeding
grounds provided a better fit to the data, using latitude did not substantially change the
overall results. I also found no support for an effect of leap year on the date of peak passage
and so it was not included in the analysed models.
I modelled western sandpipers and dunlins separately to allow for differing patterns
between species. I excluded any year where the number of survey dates was less than 7
occasions, based on survey effort simulations (see Figure 5.6 in the Appendix H Supplementary Material Appendix A). For western sandpipers, 8 site years either failed to converge or
had less than 7 survey dates and therefore were not included in the analysis. We removed
2 outlier estimates of peak passage from Kennedy Creek (2007, 2016) that I considered
implausible for that site. For dunlins, 22 site-years were excluded because of lack of convergence or too few counts within a season. I also removed 6 estimates of peak passage
from Kennedy Creek that occurred before April 1 (1985, 2004, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2014).
As described in the simulation analysis below, these early estimates may have a biological
explanation relating to the population of winter residents but remained as strong outliers
that would have violated model assumptions and exerted strong influence on the results.
The removed data are shown in Appendix H Supplementary Table S1. After outlier removal,
the mixed effects models for both species had normally distributed residuals and random
effects, and I found little indication of heterogeneity of residuals across any of the predictors.
To assess if adding additional parameters to the model was justified given the data, I
compared the full model to a model without a year effect, and to a null model with only the
random site effect. The models used in these comparisons were fit with maximum likelihood
estimation to allow comparisons between models with differing fixed effects (Zuur et al.,
2009). The final model was refit using restricted maximum likelihood (REML) to allow for
better estimation of effect sizes. Confidence intervals around the parameter estimates were
calculated using a parametric bootstrap evaluation.
Methodology changed after 2009 at Hartney Bay (Copper River Delta) and Kachemak
Bay. For both sites, I also refit the model without the recent Hartney Bay data and without
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the supplementary counts at Kachemak Bay described above. I compared the results of the
models with and without these counts to ensure the change in methodology had not biased
the results. I found the effect sizes did not vary substantially between datasets with and
without the supplementary data, and therefore I included the supplementary data in the
final analysis. Across the dataset, some confidence intervals around the estimated dates of
peak passage were large, suggesting a high sensitivity to a single day of counts. I refit the
models without these points but did not find a difference in the final model results.

5.3.4

Post-hoc Analysis Including Temperature

Based on the results of the flyway-scale analysis I examined the potential causes of the divergent trends in peak passage dates by assessing the support for models that included a local
temperature variable in shaping the peak passage date at each of the sites. While external
factors that shape migratory progression may include, among others, climate, food availability, and predation, I were limited by data availability in the effects we could consider.
I obtained temperature data at all the sites across all years using publicly available data
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Data Online (http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov) and Environment and Climate Change Canada’s Historical
Data (http://climate.weather.gc.ca) sites. I downloaded climate data from the monitoring
stations nearest each site for which there were data available for all the years in the analysis. I used the minimum daily temperature, as this was available for the complete dataset,
while mean temperature was not. For each site and year, I calculated the mean minimum
daily temperature across the range of that site’s survey dates across all years. Therefore,
the range of days differed between sites, but within sites was held constant across years.
There is no consistent trend in local warming or cooling across the sites (Appendix H
Supplementary Figure S1). Across all years, most sites show a slight decrease in the local
minimum temperature, but there is a large amount of variation between years. I did not
expect that such small-scale local temperatures would explain the interannual trends, but
that annual local temperatures could explain some of the variation at individual sites around
the broader interannual trend.
I developed a set of candidate models that included mean minimum temperature at a
site as a fixed effect to explain within-site variation in peak passage date. I compared them
against the original models after finding that using the random intercept of site was the
most parsimonious random effect structure with and without temperature data (Zuur et al.,
2009). The modified version of the original model was described as follows:
µij = αj + β1 yeari + β2 ϕj + β3 ϕj yeari + β4 τij ηj + β5 τij + β6 ηj + εij

(5.3)

where the first portion of the equation remains equivalent to the previous model described
above. The additional parameter is the average of the minimum daily temperature for a
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given site and year across the range of survey dates for a specific site. It is presented
as the deviation from the mean of that value and standardized by dividing by twice the
standard error of the value. The parameter is a modifying parameter for the temperature
effect that separates southern sites (Kennedy Creek, Roberts Bank, and Tofino Mudflats,)
from northern sites (Copper River Delta, Hartney Bay, Kachemak Bay). The additional β
parameters are the effects of temperature (β 5 ), categorical location (β 6 ) and their interaction
(β 4 ).

5.3.5

Simulation Analysis: Effects of Behaviour on Estimates of Peak
Passage Dates

I conducted a simulation analysis to assess the effect of migration decisions in shaping my
measure of the peak passage date at a site. I simulated count data from a simple individualbased model of birds passing through a stopover site. Simulated migrants arrived at a
stopover location, spent a given number of days at the site and departed onwards. The
action of individual birds generated a distribution of counts from which I extracted a peak
passage date. Specifically, migrants stochastically chose their arrival date and length of stay
from a log normal distribution (Limpert et al., 2001) with a mean value of length of stay
based on the literature (Bishop et al., 2004; Warnock et al., 1998, 2004a). The model was
developed in Python 3.4 using NumPy (van der Walt et al., 2011). The full Overview, Design
concepts and Details (ODD) description (Grimm et al., 2010; Grimm and Railsback, 2005)
of the model is available in Appendix H Supplementary Material Appendix B of this paper.
I simulated 2,000 birds moving through the site for each simulation run. I performed 10
baseline runs to get an estimate of natural variation in the model. Each subsequent analysis
had 10 model runs for each parameter adjustment. The model output the abundance of
birds at each site daily. I estimated peak passage dates at each site using the same truncated
distribution method described for the stopover site survey data in the body of the paper.
We then examined individual parameter effects on passage using a global ‘one at a time’
sensitivity analysis across the realistic range of that parameter (Grimm and Railsback,
2005). I calculated the magnitude of change in peak passage in response to changes in
lengths of stay, population size, and timing of arrival at the site.
I also modified this basic model to address 2 potential sources of bias that complicate the
understanding of migratory progression along a flyway. First, distinct migratory populations
can have different strategies, which might be reflected in spatial or temporal variability
in the passage of cohorts, based on factors such as geographic location of overwintering
area, age or sex (Bishop et al., 2004; Warnock et al., 1998). To understand how presence of
multiple migration strategies would affect the estimate of date of peak passage, I simulated a
population composed of 2 strategies: the baseline strategy described above, and a population
that initiated migration later but migrated more quickly (Taylor et al., 2007). These later
migrating birds arrived at the simulated site on average 4 days later and had a mean length
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of stay of 3 days shorter than the baseline strategy (Appendix H Supplementary Appendix
B). The proportion of the baseline strategy was adjusted from 0 to 1 to understand how
mixing the 2 strategies affected the estimate of peak passage dates.
Second, the timing of migration may be affected by the proportion of birds that are already present at each site before the migration period begins (Franks et al., 2014; Warnock
and Gill, 1996). To examine how the presence of and changes in the size of a wintering population at one site could affect peak passage dates, I added a term to denote the proportion
of overwintering population that was present at the stopover site before the surveys began.
The count window for the model was set to begin on the date when the first migrant bird
arrived. This was a numerical technique to ensure a standardization of surveys to the actual
migration period but assumes the survey design incorporates knowledge of when migrants
begin to arrive. I examined the impact this assumption had on the first analysed survey
date and found no change in the first date included in the estimation of peak passage as
the proportion of wintering birds increased or as the arrival date of migrants changed. This
is likely because the distribution of migrant arrivals means that even if the mean is at day
4, there is still at least one bird arriving at day 1.

5.4
5.4.1

Results
Interannual Trends in Peak Passage Dates

Estimated peak passage dates (µ) varied by species, year, and site (Appendix H Supplementary Material Table S1).
Western sandpipers.
The mean peak passage date ranged from 28 April (scaled to non-leap years; day of year
118; Kennedy Creek) to 10 May (day of year 130; Kachemak Bay; Table 5.2). The full model
that included the interaction between distance to breeding grounds and year had moderate
support from the data (wi = 0.47) when compared to models without the interaction, or
without any fixed effects (Table 5.3). The model without the interannual trend had almost
equal support (wi = 0.37).
As is expected in a northward migration, the date of peak passage occurred earlier at
the more southern sites further from the breeding grounds (Kennedy Creek and Roberts
Bank), and later at sites closer to the breeding grounds (Copper River Delta, Hartney Bay,
and Kachemak Bay). The shift in peak passage dates over years was strongly divergent
with distance from the breeding grounds, with the peak passage dates shifting earlier at the
southern sites and slightly later at the northern site of Kachemak Bay.
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Dunlins.
Migration of dunlins generally began earlier and lasted longer than for western sandpipers.
Peak passage dates on average (scaled on non-leap years) ranged from 10 April (day of year
100; Kennedy Creek) to 9 May (day of year 129; Kachemak Bay and Hartney Bay; Table
5.2). For the trend analysis, the full model with a year and distance to the breeding grounds
received strong support from the data (wi = 0.97; Table 5.4; Figure 5.2; Figure 5.3C).
The interannual trends in peak passage dates were similar to those of the western sandpipers, but the interaction between year and distance to the breeding grounds suggested
that the divergence of the interannual trends with distance to breeding grounds changed
more rapidly in dunlins, driven by earlier peaks at southern sites. None of the effects had
confidence intervals that overlapped zero (Figure 5.2). The interannual trend in peak passage dates at southern sites would have been stronger if I had included years with peak
passage estimates before April 1, as these years tended to occur later in the time series
of Kennedy Creek and Roberts Bank. There was also greater uncertainty in the model results, driven by the years with early estimates of peak passage dates at Kennedy Creek and
Roberts Bank.

5.4.2

Post-hoc Analysis Including Temperature

Western sandpipers.
There was strong support for including temperature in the models of western sandpiper
peak passage dates. All models that included temperature received more support than
those without temperature (Table 5.3). The model that received the most support from
the data included variables from the previous top model plus an additive temperature
parameter that varied based on whether a site was further or closer than 2000 km from
the breeding grounds (wi = 0.63). This parameter divided sites into those within Alaska
(Copper River Delta, Hartney Bay, and Kachemak Bay) or those south of Alaska (Kennedy
Creek, Roberts Bank, and Tofino Mudflats). The second model that received most of the
remaining support from the data did not include the north/south interaction term (wi =
0.25). In the top model, only the effect of year without the distance to breeding grounds
interaction and the difference in temperature effect between northern and southern sites
had confidence intervals that overlapped zero (Figure 5.2).
Mean minimum temperature had different impacts on northern and southern sites (Figure 5.3B). An increase in the temperature at southern sites led to earlier departure by 1.22
days °C-1 and at northern sites earlier by 1.83 days °C-1 . There was still a strongly divergent
trend in the peak passage dates between northern and southern sites (Figure 5.3A).
After accounting for the impact of temperature, the divergent interannual trends between northern and southern sites remained (Figure 5.2). The 2 most southern sites were
estimated to shift 0.08 and 0.09 days year-1 earlier, while the northern sites shifted later by
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0.03, 0.04, and 0.05 days year-1 . The random effects related to site show how the site-specific
passage dates differ relative to that expected by their distance to the breeding grounds and
temperature. There were only small deviations from the expected mean site passage dates
with Roberts Bank and Copper River Delta occurring earlier by about one day relative to
their distance to the breeding grounds. Migration at Tofino Mudflats and Kennedy Creek
occurred ~0.5 days later than expected by their distances to the breeding grounds alone
(Figure 5.4). Hartney Bay appears to have peaks that occur ~2 days later than at the main
Copper River Delta site.
Dunlins.
The inclusion of temperature did not substantially change the results for dunlins. The top
model remained the model that included year, distance to the breeding grounds and their
interaction, though its support from the data was diminished with the additional models
(Table 5.4; wi =0.58). Though the second and third supported model included the divergent
temporal pattern, they also include the temperature effect and the divergent temperature
effect respectively (Table 5.4). The random effect of site in the dunlin model showed greater
variance than in the western sandpipers in each site’s mean peak passage date relative to
that expected by the distance to the breeding grounds. Kennedy Creek was relatively early,
and Tofino Mudflats was late; however, Roberts Bank, Copper River Delta, and Kachemak
Bay were closer to the mean. The difference in relative passage intercepts for dunlins at
Hartney Bay and the geographically adjacent Copper River Delta was even larger than for
western sandpipers, with peaks separated by ~5 days (Figure 5.3C).

5.4.3

Simulation Analysis: Effects of Behaviour on Estimates of Peak
Passage

The baseline arrival day of year was 110.0 ±1.3 [all simulation parameters are mean ±SD
of distribution] and length of stay of 5.0 ±1.1 days. Under these conditions, my simulated
baseline estimated date of peak passage was 112.39 ±0.01 [all simulation effects reported
as mean ±SE].
Unsurprisingly, changes in mean arrival date by 1 day resulted in changes in the peak
passage estimate by ~1 day (1.11 ± 0.01 day), which is double the effect size of length of
stay. An increase in length of stay of one day shifted peak passage date later by one-half
day (0.50 ± 0.02 day; Figure 5.5A). I found no interactive effect between length of stay
and arrival date (0.00 ± 0.01 day). Changing the simulation population size had no effect
on the peak passage estimate above 500 birds using the site. Below this point, the variance
between estimates increased and the estimate shifted slightly earlier, although only by 0.15
day (Figure 5.5D).
The introduction of an alternate migratory strategy had small effects on the estimate of
peak passage date. The alternative strategy involved arriving later and staying for a shorter
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time (arrival date: 114.0 ± 1.2 (mean ± SD); length of stay: 2.0 ± 1.1 day (mean ± SD)).
As the proportion of the population adopting the alternative strategy increased, the peak
passage date shifted later (Figure 5.5B). A complete shift in strategy within the population
using the site only resulted in a shift in peak passage date of 1.5 days.
The presence of a wintering population at the site prior to migration had a substantial
effect on the peak passage estimate. For the baseline conditions, increasing the proportion
of wintering birds present at the start of surveys to 75% of the site’s population shifted peak
passage earlier by more than 4 days (4.63 days; 95%CI [4.60,4.64]; Figure 5.5C), while when
the site population was 50% wintering residents, peak passage was only 2.69 days earlier
[95%CI 2.69, 2.71]. As the date of mean arrival date of migrants was adjusted, there were
divergent impacts on peak passage estimates of adding winter residents. Shifting the mean
arrival date earlier seemed to flatten out the impact of winter residents. If mean arrival
date was day 1, meaning many of the migrants had arrived when surveys were initiated,
changing the proportion of birds that were winter residents had little effect (1 day for a
shift between 0 and 75% winter residents).
Delaying the arrival date of migrants synergistically amplified the impact of increasing
the proportion of winter residents in a site’s population. When migrant arrival was delayed
by 3 days (mean arrival date = 4), shifting the site population from 0 to 75% winter
residents shifted the date of peak passage 22.8 days earlier. Likewise, mean length of stay
modified the effect of winter resident. When mean length of stay was 5 days, increasing the
proportion of winter residents to 50% of the population shifted the baseline peak passage
2.7 days earlier. If length of stay was reduced to 1 day, the corresponding shift to 50% winter
residents resulted in a peak passage estimate 8.3 days earlier than the baseline value. The
model failed to converge when length of stay was short (1-2 days) and the proportion of
winter residents was 75%. When length of stay was shortened (3 days), arrival time delayed
(4 days late), and proportion of winter residents high (75%) the peak passage date shifted
66 days earlier than the baseline value, which would be far beyond my cutoff date for the
dunlin analyses.

5.5

Discussion

I analyzed patterns in the timing of western sandpipers and dunlins migrating northward
along the North American Pacific Flyway. My results indicate changes in the timing of
migration that are differentiated across the flyway stopover sites. From 1985 to 2016, the
peak passage dates of western sandpipers at southern sites shifted earlier by > 2 days, while
at sites closest to the breeding grounds shifted later by > 1 day. Much of the variation in
timing of peak passage around this trend was related to local temperature, but temperature change did not explain the broader interannual shift. A slowing of northward western
sandpiper migration by 3.6 days across over 2000 km of flyway represents an unanticipated
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finding, but matches changes in migratory patterns in response to local climatic changes
in other migratory systems (Hüppop and Winkel, 2006; Senner, 2012; Strode, 2003). Dunlin migration showed a similar interannual pattern, but with greater differences between
northern and southern sites, complicated by winter residents at the southern site.

5.5.1

Comparison with Tracking Radio-Tagged Sandpipers

My estimates of migratory progression were comparable to the direct measures of the migrations from radio-tagged individuals. Dunlins radio-tagged in spring 2001 at Gray’s Harbour,
WA (45.90°N, 124.04°W) took an average of 9.1 ± 5.9 days (mean ± SD; n = 8) to make
the 2,140 km journey to the Copper River Delta, AK (Warnock et al., 2004b). For western
sandpipers radio-tagged in spring 1995 and 1996, the journey was estimated to take an
average of 5.1 ± 2.2 days (Bishop et al., 2004; Warnock et al., 1998, 2004b). Using the
fixed-effects from my models, I predicted the differences in dates of peak passage between
these sites as 12.4 days for dunlins and 5.6 days for western sandpipers. Between the Fraser
and Copper River deltas (~1,900 km), radio-tagged western sandpipers took 4.3 ± 0.7 days
(mean ± SE; n = 3) to move between the sites in 1992 (Iverson et al., 1996) compared
with our estimate of migratory progression between these two sites of 5.6 days for that year.
The radio-tracking estimates are the time between last detection at the southern site and
first detection at the northern site, while our progression estimates are the differences in the
mean timing of movement for the populations passing through the 2 sites, and therefore will
include a portion of the lengths of stays at both sites. Nonetheless, while my estimates are
slower than the radio-tagged western sandpipers and dunlin, they are comparable, especially
if I consider my estimates also include time spent at the 2 sites of comparison.

5.5.2

Behavioural Mechanisms for Observed Trends in Peak Passage Dates

My simulation modelling suggests the most likely scenario to explain the divergent shift in
peak passage dates is based around a shift in arrival date at the southern sites. As I did
not see a corresponding shift earlier in passage through northern sites, migrants must be
now spending longer at either the southern, northern or some intermediate sites. The extra
time could be spent at Roberts Bank if the shift in arrival dates was twice the change in
lengths of stay. Given the measured length of stay for Roberts Bank was 3.6 ± 0.93 days in
1992 (n = 5; Iverson et al., 1996) and was 2.2 ± 1.2 days in 1995/96 (n = 25; Warnock
et al., 1998), the model expectation of a 3 day reduction in length of stay to shift the peak
passage date two days earlier seems unlikely. Alternatively, a shift earlier in arrival date of
4 days at Roberts Bank, could be masked by an increase in length of stay of 3-4 days at
the site. We do see an increase in the standard deviation of the estimated distribution at
the site, which is one of the diagnostic signs of a potential increase in length of stay, but
Drever and Hrachowitz (2017) found no indication that lengths of stay had changed over
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the time period of this study. I thus find it more likely that a shift earlier in arrival of 2-4
days could explain the trends in peak passage dates at Roberts Bank.
If arrival at Roberts Bank has shifted earlier and lengths of stay have not changed,
additional time must be spent elsewhere closer to the breeding grounds. The most likely
location is the Copper River Delta, but unmonitored sites such as the Stikine River delta
are also possible. Many radio-tagged birds departing the Fraser River Delta stopped at the
Stikine and Copper river deltas (Iverson et al., 1996). Across all birds tracked, detection
rates increased steeply between the Fraser, Stikine and Copper river deltas (9%, 29%, 62%),
suggesting birds are less likely to skip the Copper River Delta. If the shift in migration
timing is limited to birds at Roberts Bank, early arrival could be masked or diluted by
the larger numbers at the site. Alternatively, early arrival could be hidden from my peak
passage estimates if lengths of stay had also increased at Copper River Delta. If this is
a larger population-wide trend, the large Copper River Delta provides an ideal location
to stage prior to departing northward to the breeding grounds. Conditions at the northern
sites, such as the Copper River Delta are more likely to be tied to conditions at the breeding
grounds. As the date of snowmelt and temperatures on the breeding grounds can vary widely
between years (Kwon, 2016; Kwon et al., 2018; Niehaus and Ydenberg, 2006), there would
be a benefit to moving quickly northward until the local stopover environment provides
information about breeding ground conditions.

5.5.3

Ecological and Environmental Drivers of Migratory Progression

Kwon (2016) showed western sandpipers in Nome, AK delayed nest initiation by 4.3 days
between the time periods of 1993-96 and 2010-14, corresponding to a 3.6°C decrease in
the mean pre-laying temperature between the same periods. If southern signals are cueing
towards an earlier initiation of migration, while the northern or breeding signal is to delay
arrival, it would be expected to result in the pattern we observed. My post-hoc analysis
supports the contention that migrants are cueing into different signals depending on latitude.
The southern sites showed little impact of temperature on peak passage dates, but the
northern sites showed peak passage dates shifted earlier in warmer years.
While the available data suggest peak passage dates are influenced by temperatures at
northern sites, I were unable to examine the influence of food availability or predation.
Predation may influence timing of movement within a flyway. Lank et al. (2003) posited
that southward migration strategies in western sandpipers and dunlin are driven by the
migration of Peregrine Falcons (Falco peregrinus). Taylor et al. (2007) modelled movement
northward by western sandpipers and found that as predator danger increased along the
flyway, migrants departed the non-breeding areas heavier, allowing them to stop for shorter
periods at sites further along the flyway. Clark and Butler (1999) found that wind conditions
strongly affected movements northward, but also that a latitudinal gradient in predator
abundance kept migrants from moving northward earlier. If such a gradient has shifted as
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Peregrine Falcon populations have increased across the western hemisphere (Cade et al.,
1988), this could present an alternative cause for an earlier shift northward. Predation
pressure could shift timing of arrival on the breeding grounds later if synchrony can be
more important than selection for a specific date (Harts et al., 2016). Under a scenario of
increasing predation on the breeding and non-breeding grounds, Harts et al. (2016) predicted
a pattern of early migratory initiation, and delayed departure from sites closest to the
breeding ground.
While the timing of arrival on the breeding ground is related to timing of food availability
(Both et al., 2010; Jones and Cresswell, 2010; McKinnon et al., 2012; Senner et al., 2017),
the impact of food availability on the timing of northward migratory progression has not
been well explored in shorebirds. Nonetheless, Taylor et al. (2007) found a reduction in
food availability along the flyway led to birds initiating migration later and reducing usage
at subsequent sites along the migration route. Geese appear to base departure rules from
stopovers in part on plant phenology (Duriez et al., 2009), with the suggestion that they
follow a ‘green-wave’ northward (van der Graaf et al., 2006). If there were strong seasonal
trends in the timing of food abundance timing along the flyway, I expect the birds would
quickly adjust to take advantage of this change, but I know of no such trend or changes in
food distribution across the Pacific Flyway of North America.

5.5.4

Context and Comparison of Detected Shifts in Migratory Timing

My approach attempted to ascertain the extent of changes across the flyway rather than
estimating the trend at any given site. Even so, my conclusions rely heavily on the patterns
from Roberts Bank and Kachemak Bay, the sites with greatest survey effort and strongest
interannual trends. However, the inclusion of all available count data along the flyway
attempted to ensure observed effects were not solely driven by these 2 sites and withinsite trends were not widely skewed by small sample sizes. My post-hoc analysis shows that
my measures of peak passage dates are related to climate variables, suggesting seasonal
variation in timing may be tied to local conditions.
My model, which accounts for the role of local temperature, indicates timing of peak
passage for western sandpipers at Roberts Bank has shifted earlier by about 2.9 days since
1991 (when surveys began at the site), while at Kachemak Bay it has shifted later by
about 1.9 days. While a shift of 2 to 4 days may seem inconsequential in relation to the
annual cycle of these species, such a shift represents a major change in the progression
across a portion of the migratory flyway. Tracking studies have suggested that individual
western sandpipers can make the migration to the Copper River Delta within 8 days (7.7
± 0.8 days, though the shortest travel time was only 42 hours) after departure from San
Francisco Bay (Iverson et al., 1996). A lengthening of migration duration by almost 50%
across a portion of this flyway represents a strong shift in what was already a short, but vital
part of their annual cycle. European passerines have shown migration dates shifting earlier
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by 0.1-0.2 days year-1 (Knudsen et al., 2011). Shifts of similar magnitude (0.25 days year-1
earlier) have been found for some northbound passerines on the Pacific flyway (Barton and
Sandercock, 2018). My temporal shift of 0.09 and 0.08 days year-1 for Kennedy Creek and
Roberts Bank are slightly smaller. In the northern portion of the flyway I see evidence of a
slight shift later, primarily driven by Kachemak Bay.
Based in part on my power analysis I believe my observed trends are unlikely to be driven
by a survey or sampling bias. The best supported pattern remains that western sandpipers
Roberts Bank has shifted about twice as early as Kachemak Bay has shifted later. Roberts
Bank has been the stopover most consistently surveyed across the time period and has
not had an apparent change in usage. The stopover sites other than Roberts Bank and
Kachemak Bay (Kennedy Creek, Tofino Flats, Hartney Bay and Copper River Delta), do
ensure the model results are more representative of the flyway rather than showing only
the sites with the best data coverage. My pooled estimates of peak passage dates suggest
western sandpiper migration progressed northward at an estimated rate of 199 km day-1 in
1991 and 153 km day

-1

in 2016, which is slower than that observed in individual tracking

studies of western sandpipers, along the flyway (Bishop et al., 2004; Iverson et al., 1996),
but within the range of migration speeds observed across species (Schmaljohann and Both,
2017).

5.5.5

Dunlins: Impact of Wintering Populations

The observed patterns of migratory progression for dunlins may be shaped by changes in the
non-breeding season prior to migration. Dunlins use the most southern study sites (Kennedy
Creek and Roberts Bank) during both the non-breeding and migration periods (Buchanan,
1988; Butler, 1994). It is at these 2 sites that we see earlier peak passage dates occurring.
During the overwintering population simulations, I demonstrated that the combination of
migration timing and proportion of the population spending the non-breeding period at a
stopover site strongly affected the peak passage estimate. If a range-wide shift northward
in the non-breeding population (e.g., resulting from milder winters) lead to an increased
number of birds at the initiation of surveys at the southern sites, it could explain the
observed shift earlier in peak passage dates. Alternatively, the earlier peak passage dates
could indicate a northward shift in the populations within a non-breeding period, prior to
the initiation of a breeding migration as early springs become milder at more northern nonbreeding sites (Rainio et al., 2006; Swanson and Palmer, 2009), although such a shift was
not evident in Christmas Bird Count data in Washington and Oregon (Fernández et al.,
2010).
There is some support outside my peak passage date estimates for a shift in nonbreeding dunlin distributions. While the fitting of the truncated normal distribution failed
for Kennedy Creek in many later years, the date of last observation of at least 100 dunlins at
the site has shifted earlier by ~10 days since 2001 (JBB personal observation), suggesting an
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earlier shift northward for overwintering birds. Dunlins have been shown to be increasingly
aggregating in years of high population abundance and also as peregrine populations have
increased (Ydenberg et al., 2017). This shift in aggregation could influence winter usage by
dunlin at large sites, such as Roberts Bank, thereby shaping the number of birds at the
start of surveys and, therefore, the peak passage estimates for these sites. The reliability
of my approach to measure migratory progression is uncertain for sites where counts are
composed of high proportions of winter resident birds.

5.5.6

Conclusion

In conclusion, I suggest that changes in migratory progression of western sandpipers are
consistent with a scenario of this species lengthening the duration of spring migration in the
northern portion of their migration flyway. Based on the available data and my simulation
analyses, I believe the most likely scenario to explain the observed trends for earlier peak
passage dates in western sandpipers resulted from a shift to initiate migration earlier and
spend longer at a northern site such as the Copper River Delta. Passage timing at these sites
closer to the breeding grounds seems to be partially driven by temperature, suggesting in
warmer years migrants depart onwards towards the breeding grounds after shorter length of
stays than in colder years. Any behavioural shift could occur through individual plasticity or
through changes in the composition of migration strategies within the population (Gill et al.,
2014; Van Buskirk et al., 2012). The changes in timing of migration of dunlins are suggestive
of non-breeding populations aggregating more at larger sites or shifting northward in some
years.
Overall, my novel use of migratory shorebird counts highlights a potential use for count
data. Our methodology and analysis show the benefit of utilizing migratory counts across the
flyway as opposed to surveying and analysing each site individually. Although my dataset
includes 2 of the most important stopover sites along the northern portion of the flyway,
counts are nonetheless limited in their scope due to incomplete coverage and would benefit
from the addition of counts further south on the flyway and at intermediate sites like the
Stikine River delta. Long term monitoring of all important stopover sites within this or other
flyways is an essential tool in assessing the health and behaviour of migratory populations.
Projects such as the Migratory Shorebird Project (Point Blue Conservation Science, 2014)
are vital to standardizing protocols across a flyway and ensuring data from sites across a
flyway can be brought together for more comprehensive analyses.
I feel that my methodology for assessing peak passage date is more robust than the
commonly used mean or median capture date. I recommend exploring existing datasets
using my methodology as a quick and low-cost way of detecting changes in migratory timing
in other systems. Finally, this study adds to the literature showing the importance of the
Copper River Delta to western sandpipers (Bishop et al., 2000; Clark and Butler, 1999;
Iverson et al., 1996; Warnock et al., 1998). If, as I predict, sandpipers are spending longer
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at this site, it is important to get updated length of stay and census counts to assess
population status. Without both, an increase in the length of stay could be masking a
population decline at the site.

5.6

Tables
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Geographic Location
Latitude
60.27
59.62
49.05
49.12
47.1
Longitude
-145.17
-151.46
-123.14
-125.88
-123.08

Distance (km)
Bethel
910
580
2740
2590
2900
Emmonak
1060
780
2930
2790
3100

Nome
1120
880
2994
2860
3170

Mean
1030
747
2888
2747
3057

Table 5.1: Geographic position of stopover sites and their distance to areas within the breeding range. Latitude (N) and longitude (W)
are given in decimal degrees. All distances are the great arc distance from the selected breeding locations.

Copper River Delta
Kachemak Bay
Roberts Bank
Tofino
Kennedy Creek

Site
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Kachemak Bay
Copper River Delta
Tofino
Roberts Bank
Kennedy Creek
Kachemak Bay
Copper River Delta
Tofino
Roberts Bank
Kennedy Creek

Western sandpiper

14
4
3
22
13
14
3
3
14
10

N Years

Survey
Days
19.6 ±1.3
11.3 ±1.4
17.3 ±4.1
20.8 ±1.3
14.1 ±1.1
19.6 ±1.3
10.7 ±1.8
17.3 ±4.1
19.9 ±1.8
14.5 ±1.1

Survey Initiation
Date
21-Apr ±1.7
24-Apr ±1.4
21-Apr ±0.9
18-Apr ±0.5
4-Apr ±0.6
21-Apr ±1.7
25-Apr ±1.7
21-Apr ±0.9
19-Apr ±0.6
4-Apr ±0.7

Survey Termination Date
22-May ±1.1
19-May ±1.1
18-May ±5.5
11-May ±0.7
13-May ±0.6
22-May ±1.1
19-May ±1.5
18-May ±5.5
12-May ±0.9
13-May ±0.7

Estimated Peak
Passage Date
11-May ±0.4
5-May ±0.9
3-May ±1.1
29-Apr ±0.4
28-Apr ±0.7
10-May ±0.6
3-May ±0.8
3-May ±1.5
21-Apr ±1.7
10-Apr ±1.6

3.6 ±0.2
5.0 ±0.4
4.2 ±0.9
4.2 ±0.2
5.3 ±0.8
4.1 ±0.3
8.2 ±2.8
5.2 ±1.1
6.6 ±0.6
10.9 ±0.7

SD (days)

Table 5.2: Average timing and survey effort at 5 stopover sites on the Pacific Flyway listed north to south. Estimated peak passage dates
for both western sandpipers and dunlins were estimated from the mean of a truncated normal distribution fit using iterative maximum
likelihood estimation. The mean standard deviation (SD) of this distribution describes the shape of the fit distribution and is a value
in days. Values are means (±SE).

Dunlin

Site

Species

Model Description
Full Model - Da
Full Model - L
No Year Effect - D
No Year Effect - L
No Fixed Effects
a Top model AIC : 250.00
c

K
6
6
4
4
3

4 AICc
0
9.42
10.24
12.06
16.15

wi
0.98
0.01
0.01
0
0

r2
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.87

Table 5.3: Support for models predicting peak passage date of migrating western sandpipers
on northward migration; n=56 observations. Model descriptions are related to the full mixed
model described in the text. Models either used the distance from each site to the breeding
area (D) or the latitude of the stopover site (L). All models include a random intercept of
site. See the text for a full explanation of all parameters used.

Model Description
Full Model-Da
Full Model-L
No Year Effect - D
No Year Effect - L
No Fixed Effects
a Top model AIC : 270.56
c

K
6
6
4
4
3

4 AICc
0
0.73
5.2
5.44
7.25

wi
0.54
0.37
0.04
0.04
0.01

r2
0.90
0.90
0.87
0.87
0.87

Table 5.4: Support for models predicting peak passage date of migrating dunlins on northward migration; n=44 observations. Model descriptions are related to the full mixed model
described in the text. Models either used the distance from each site to the breeding area
(D) or the latitude of the stopover site (L). All model include a random intercept of site.
See the text for a full explanation of all parameters used.
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5.7

Figures
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Figure 5.1: Map of northeastern coast of the Pacific Ocean from Washington to Alaska. Sites
used in this study included Kennedy Creek, Washington; Roberts Bank, British Columbia;
Tofino, British Columbia; Copper River Delta, Alaska; and Kachemak Bay, Alaska.
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Figure 5.2: Results of a simulation of the impact of survey effort on peak passage estimates.
The mean deviation from the true peak passage date (see the text) is shown with 95th
quantile of simulations. Intervals are hidden by the points in some cases. (A) The impact of
changes to the first day of surveys after the first bird arrives and the number of days between
surveys on the peak passage estimate. (B) The impact of the number of days surveyed on
the peak passage date. Deviation from the true passage dates are shown in days.
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Figure 5.3: Effects of simulated behaviour on the estimated peak passage date. The results
show the deviation from the estimate of peak passage taken from the simulation run with
baseline parameters. All passage estimates are means with 95% CI. The confidence interval
is sometimes masked by the points. (A) The effect of mean length of stay (in days) and
mean arrival date (in days) at the stopover site on the date of peak passage. (B) The effect
of relative proportion of two migration strategies in the population: Type A, which is arrives
early, but stays longer at a site and type B which arrives later but has a short length of
stay. (C) The effect of proportion of the total population that is present at the start of the
simulation. This simulates a non-breeding population that is present at the start of counts.
(D) The effect of changes in the total number of birds using the stopover site.
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Figure 5.4: Standardized fixed effect estimates and their associated bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the full models describing trends in peak passage for western sandpipers
(filled points) and dunlin (open points). The model is described in detail in the text. Year
and distance to breeding are standardized by subtracting the mean from the variable and
then dividing by twice the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.5: The predicted interannual effects on peak passage date estimated from the
linear mixed model for western sandpipers (top) and dunlin (bottom). Predicted model
patterns are shown for each site with their associated bootstrapped 95% prediction interval.
Estimated peak passage dates are shown with the estimated standard deviation of counts
around that peak.
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Figure 5.6: The random effect deviations in days from the expected model intercept based on
their distance from the breeding ground alone for Kennedy Creek (KENN), Roberts Bank
(RBBP), Tofino (TOFN), Copper River Delta (CRD), and Kachemak Bay (KABA) for
western sandpipers (triangles) and dunlin (circles) with associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion: The
implications of adaptive behaviour
on estimated population trends.
6.1

Summary of Results

Throughout my thesis I explored how the behaviour of avian migrants shapes counts at
stopover sites and whether changes in behaviour can be detected using surveys conducted
during migration. In Chapters 2 and 3, I developed and used a model to explore migratory
movements of western sandpipers (Calidris mauri) through a landscape of small and large
sites. In Chapters 4 and 5, I used survey data from stopover sites to detect changes in
migratory behaviour. Across all four chapters, I found changes in behaviour should be
expected in response to changing conditions on migration, but that these changes can be
difficult to detect from stopover counts alone.
In Chapter 2, I presented a model of decisions for western sandpipers optimizing their
survival across migration as they move southward through a landscape of small and large
stopover sites. I calculated the decision that optimized individual migrants’ expected survival across migration based on their state, location, and the date. I found that distributions
between sites are sensitive to the relative food and safety at the sites, and that the distributions have transition points at which the population shifts to using primarily one of the
two types of site. I also found the remaining distance on migration affects how migrants
prioritize food or safety in a local landscape. Using the model, I was able to recreate observed differences in capture mass of western sandpipers between a small and large site and
the seasonal patterns in lengths of stay at a small site. I was also able to broadly replicate
the response to an increase in the predator population over several years.
In Chapter 3, I used the model developed in Chapter 2 to explore the scenarios that
could shape patterns in survey counts of western sandpipers on southward migration. I
fit the observed distribution between small and large sites to six model scenarios, each
representing a factor that was considered likely to influence counts at stopovers. Three of
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the scenarios (population size, fuel load on arrival, and sandpiper arrival timing) were unable
to generate proportions of total birds at large sites in a given month that were equal to the
observed survey distribution. However, using the scenarios for global fuelling rate, flyway
predator abundance, and the timing of falcon migration. I was able to adjust the model to
fit the observed distributions. Of the fitted scenarios, the annual timing of falcon migration
showed similar patterns when generated from adult and juvenile counts and closely matched
external data that was correlated with the timing of falcon arrival in the Salish Sea for each
year. The falcon abundance estimates varied with the numbers of falcons observed in the
shorebird surveys, but the fit was weaker than in the falcon timing scenario. Variation in
food abundance was also able to recreate the observed patterns, but I lacked external data
to verify the annual food or fuelling rate estimates. Finally, all three scenarios showed that
juveniles either view the world as safer than the model predicts relative to adults, or that
they have lower fuelling rates than adults. The confrontation with data showed that the
distributions are likely shaped by timing of falcon migration, but could also be created by
fuelling rates or predator abundance.
In Chapter 4, I used a long-term dataset of citizen-scientist-conducted surveys across
the Maritimes region of Canada to examine if site selection in migrating sandpipers across
the region shifted as falcon presence increased. The dataset had wide spatial and temporal
coverage, but survey effort was highly variable within seasons and across years. I developed
a custom index to calculate how the birds surveyed in a given year were prioritizing safety
in their stopover usage. I simulated birds increasingly aggregating and aggregating at the
safest sites, which resulted in a decline in my index. Based in a similar decline in the index generated from counts, I concluded that since 1974 semipalmated sandpipers (Calidris
pusilla) have shifted their stopover usage toward the safest sites and increased their aggregation at these sites. I attribute this shift to the increased numbers of locally breeding
peregrine falcons (Falco peregrinus) and the continental increase in migratory peregrine
falcons.
In Chapter 5, I showed how the timing of northward progression of western sandpipers
and dunlins (Calidris alpina) changed over about 3 decades. Using a power analysis and
simulations I was able to determine that these changes were not the result of survey biases.
These trends were likely due to earlier arrival at southern sites and sandpipers spending
longer moving between the southern sites and the northern most sites. I conclude that
western sandpipers may be initiating migration earlier and arriving at a major stopover area
to wait for favourable temperature conditions before departing for the breeding grounds.
Due to the high degree of variation in annual snowmelt date and the increasing likelihood of
early snowmelt with climate changes, it is likely advantageous for migrants to reach a point
that they can assess annual conditions earlier as the likelihood of early snowmelt increases.
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6.2

Implications for management

In each of the data chapters I attempt to understand the processes behind migratory shorebird counts. In this chapter I take a more applied approach and explore if migratory counts
remain a useful tool for monitoring populations or if they should be abandoned for other
methods of population assessment. This issue has been well studied in terms of survey biases
and survey protocols, so I focus here only on the role of behaviour in detecting a population
trend.

Detecting a true population change under abundances driven by timing of
falcon arrival
Methods
To explore the efficacy of surveys in the Salish Sea region or elsewhere on southward migration, I simulated abundances for 10 years under six scenarios of conservation importance
plus one control scenario. I simulated an initial population of 50,000 adult and 50,000 juvenile migrants passing through the model region. Across the simulated decade (except in
the control), the overall population of predators increased at 1% per year and the annual
timing of falcon arrival was assigned randomly using the annual estimates from the falcon
arrival scenario in Chapter 3. I drew the annual migratory passage date of falcons mt from
2
a normal distribution N ma , σm
where ma is the mean estimate of mt from Chapter 2
a



2 is the standard deviation of the estimates of m across
for the adults or juveniles and σm
t
a

all years. For each scenario and year, I ran 1000 simulations of adult migration and 1000
simulations of juvenile migration where falcon timing mt was drawn randomly for each run.
I examined three scenarios where the migrant population either remained stable across
the 10 years, declined at 3% per year, or declined at 5% per year. The later two scenarios
meet the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) definition
for a population threatened and endangered (COSEWIC, 2017). I refer hereafter to these
scenarios as “stable”, “threatened”, and “endangered” populations. I simulated adults and
juveniles declining equally and analysed them separately. In a population dynamics model,
the adults and juveniles will not decline at the same rate, but this scenario is not meant to
model population dynamics, but instead examine how behaviour complicates detecting the
simplest trends.
I also modelled three scenarios that could be mistaken for a population decline or could
represent threats to the population outside of a decline in numbers. I examined a global
reduction in potential refuelling rate of 0.01 g year-1 , a reduction in refuelling rate at only
the large sites of 0.01 g year-1 , and a reduction in mean mass on arrival of 0.01 g year-1 . A
global reduction in fuelling rates could occur if there is a factor reducing food abundance
across the sites or if migrant fuelling ability is reduced equally across sites, such as with
increased contaminant load. A local reduction could be due to development or reduction
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in habitat quality at a large site. A reduction in mass on arrival could occur if flights from
Alaska become costlier, either via containments increasing the energetic cost of flight, or by
conditions on the breeding grounds increasing the cost of loading fuel before departure.
Finally, I ran a control scenario with a 3% annual decline across 10 years, but without
increasing falcon population or variation in timing of falcon arrival. This scenario demonstrates whether the statistical model is suitable to use for the migration data.
I sampled the data generated from the scenarios using different survey methods. While
I did not model detection explicitly, I designed sampling around three methods used for
migratory surveys. Firstly, I selected a three-day period in July (July 14, 15, 16) and a
three-day period in August (August 14, 15, 16) and sampled the counts from those dates
across all model runs. This methodology represents the most consistent survey protocols
but is often unrealistic in organizing true counts. Secondly, I simulated the protocols from
my surveys in Chapter 3. In this simulation I randomly sampled a three-day period in
July and August in each model run, so the survey effort was consistent between site types,
but differed between years. Finally, I modelled an approach similar to the Atlantic Canada
Shorebird Survey (Chapter 4) where survey timing at the large sites and small sites was 6
random days within each month and small and large sites were not necessarily surveyed on
the same dates.
For each scenario and survey method I analysed the observed counts using a linear
mixed-effects model with the following equation using a Poisson distribution of log counts:
yijs ∼ Pois(uijs )

(6.1)

log(uijs ) = β1 × yeari + β2 × dayj + β3 × day2j + εi + nis
(6.2)

The random effects (nis ) are normally distributed effects on the intercept for site and
year, while β1 is the interannual trend across years.
Across the scenarios and model runs, I back-transformed β1 by taking the exponential
of parameter times the number of years (exp((t − 1)β1 ), where t = 10) to calculate the
estimated proportion change in the population across the 10 years of simulated surveys. I
then extracted the proportion of slope estimates that were below zero for each month and
scenario as well as the mean and 95% prediction intervals of the fixed effects slopes and
the estimates of the percentage change in the abundance over the 10 years. I only examine
this fixed effect trend of year here as it is the parameter commonly used as an index of
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population in migratory species (Bart et al., 2007, 2003; Crewe et al., 2015a, 2016, 2015b;
Gratto-Trevor et al., 2012).
I measured the accuracy of each model run from the annualized bias calculated as the
difference between the true population trend in each scenario (0%, 3% or 5% per year) and
the estimated annual trend from the linear model. For this simple analysis I considered the
model’s estimate accurate if it was within 5% of the total true population change across
10 years. If the simulation was of a population declining at 30%, a successful estimation
from the statistical model would estimate between 25% and 30% decline across 10 years.
A common measure in power analyses of this type are to use 80% power to detect a 50%
decline at 0.1 significance level across 10 years (Bart et al., 2004). This could mean that my
consideration is not statistically relevant as the confidence intervals may overlap the true
trend even if the estimate is not accurate. I am not considering the statistical precision of
individual simulations here as I do not consider trend estimates useful where the confidence
intervals might overlap the true value, but the estimate is strongly biased (See Appendix I).
Adjusting my measure of success (5% accuracy for an individual run) will shift the absolute
rate of success higher, but the pattern will remain the same across scenarios and sampling
protocols. This assumption is relaxed in Figure I.1 in Appendix I.
I subsequently repeated the analysis when only one site is surveyed. I examine here the
result of surveying only the largest sites as these sites are commonly the highest priority
for surveys.

Surveys can accurately estimate population rates, but the precision between simulations of this accuracy is extremely low
Results
Simulations without annual behavioural responses
Without modelling a behavioural response to annual conditions or an increasing falcon
population, the statistical model was very accurate in estimating population trends, with
little variation in this accuracy across runs. When surveying a constant three days 99.80%
of runs were within 5% of the true 30% decline for July surveys and 100% in August. Survey
effort or methodology did not impact the variation in this accuracy (Figure 6.1). When only
the large site was surveyed on three random days 97.80% of estimates in July and 85.60%
in August were within 5% of 30% decline over 10 years.
Simulations with annual behavioural responses
The statistical model estimated a population decline 100% of the time when surveys at both
site types were conducted in July on the same 3-day period each year under the endangered
population scenario. However, only 51.50% of all runs were accurate to within 5% of the true
population trend across 10 years (Figure 6.1). In August, the percent of successes (within 5%
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Figure 6.1: The annualized bias (estimated annual change in population - true change)
for estimates of population change under differing model scenarios and survey protocols in
July and August. Crossbar plots show the median and 95th quantiles of estimates from 1000
model runs when either both large and small sites (left panels) or only large sites (right
panels) are surveyed for the statistical model. Sampling protocols are either the same 3 days
in every year (green solid lines), a random three day period each year (blue short dashed
lines), or three random days each year (red long dashed lines). The individual model results
are shown in grey points. I have clipped plot to -0.1 and 0.6 as there are a very small number
of outlier results above 0.6. Survey protocols and model scenarios are described in the text
in more detail.
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Figure 6.2: The proportion of model runs where the statistical model returns an interannual
trend within 5% points of the true trend across 10 years. Model scenarios are described in
the text, but results are shown for each scenario based on different survey methods for adults
(July; top) and juveniles (August; bottom) when both small and large sites (blue shapes:
Both) and when only large sites (red: Large Only) are surveyed. Survey methodology varies
by a constant 3 days in each month (circles), a random 3 consecutive days in each month
(triangles). or 3 random days in each month (squares).
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of true trend) dropped to 39.50%. Under the threatened scenario the percent of successful
trend estimates dropped to 39.90% in July and 35% in August, though the estimated trend
was negative 99.60% and 91.60% of runs. Using the constant three-day survey the estimated
population change across 10 years in the endangered scenario were on average -48.51% [95%
PI -60.57; -31.90] in July and -46.22% [95% PI -64.94; -13.82] in August. For threatened and
stable scenarios, the constant survey period scenario had a similar average accuracy (30%:
-30.07% [95% PI -47.63; -6.96], -26.93% [95% PI -51.41; 17.55]; 0%: 0.13% [95% PI -22.85;
31.62], 4.27% [95% PI -31.80; 74.27]).
The constant three-day survey period had the smallest variation trend detection rate
and highest rate of accurate estimates of the three surveys I looked at. The random threeday period estimated an accurate decline in 20.30% of runs under the endangered scenario
and 14.70% in the threatened scenario. This probability of model accuracy was similar in
August (endangered: 20.20% successes; threatened: 16.70% successes). A relatively large
proportion of runs were inaccurate to the degree that they predicted a positive trend when
the population was threatened (22.10% in July and 23.80% in August) and endangered
(8.50% in July and 11.20% in August). Error rates were marginally less of a problem with
the random survey dates (21% of simulations accurately estimated trends in July surveys
when population endangered). For both these survey protocols the prediction intervals did
overlap with the true population trend but varied so widely making a large error likely.
The mass and no trend scenarios were identical in their results across all survey methods
and months. Both show many false estimation of a negative population trend, especially
with the random weekend survey protocol. Under the food decline scenarios, false estimation
of a population decline was very likely. Both a decline in refuelling rates at the large site
(70.20% incorrectly estimated population declines in July, 95.40% in August) and a global
decline in refuelling rates (82.20% in July, 97.30% in August) were very likely to be identified
as population declines. With a constant survey effort, the estimated declines were generally
smaller than in either of the declining population scenarios, but only 12.50% of runs in July
were within 5% of zero over ten years. The estimated trends could easily be detected as one
misclassifying the population as threatened when using random surveys or random 3-day
periods. Even the constant survey weekend protocol showed a global food decline incorrectly
matching the predicted decline from a threatened population (annualized bias below zero
in Figure 6.1).
Surveying only large sites
Surveying only large sites on southward migration dramatically reduces the ability to detect
a declining population. While for adults a true population decline of 50% per 10 years was
detected as negative 95.70% of runs when a constant survey period was used, only 19.60%
were within 5% of accuracy. This success rate dropped to 13.90% for a threatened declined
and in juveniles the proportion estimated accurately was even lower (Endangered: 13.60%;
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Threatened: 10.50%). For the survey protocols that were less consistent the proportion of
runs with an accurate classification at 6.80% for random three-day surveys and 7.80% for
random days in adults. Figure 6.2 shows the full classification results for all scenarios.
The scenarios with food decline were as likely or more likely to be classified as a negative
population trend and the predicted trends were often more negative than under a true
population decline. Across all scenarios, when only large sites were surveyed the variation
in estimates was much larger and for many runs a strongly positive trend was estimated
when the population was declining at 5% per year.

Behaviour can obscure population trends
Using the statistical model to detect population trends generated negative trends with good
success when the population was truly declining, and a constant survey effort was used in
July. I do not include any correction for temporal autocorrelation, detection error or other
survey biases that can be included in survey programs (Crewe et al., 2015b). However,
a constant three-day program at small and large sites appears to be able to classify a
large decline in a migratory population as a negative trend even if the distributions are
shifting between years due to variation in falcon arrival. However, the chance of getting
an accurate estimate is very low and estimated small negative trends could actually be
population endangering trends that are masked by behaviour. The other survey protocols
had an even lower chance of estimating a population decline accurately. The statistical
model often estimated a decline or a large increase in the population solely due chance
in the scenario without a true population trend. All survey methods tended to estimate
negative population trends when the population was stable, but food abundance or fuelling
rates were declining.
From my basic power analysis, I suggest that if surveys of southward migration are to be
useful they should occur around the same dates every year, and food abundance or refuelling
rates should be closely monitored to rule out a false detection of a population decline.
Nonetheless, a very high chance of false positives should be expected in any monitoring
program of a population that exhibits high behavioural plasticity, and external measures
are needed to confirm a population trend that is estimated from a statistical model. Because
surveys of only large sites on southward migration fail to detect large population declines
and have a strong chance of assigning a population a threatened or endangered status on
incorrect information, they appear to be even less effective as monitoring programs
There may be more cost-effective means of monitoring populations of migratory shorebirds. Monitoring non-breeding habitats requires fewer assumptions and has been used to
detect population declines in the East-Australasian flyway effectively (Piersma et al., 2016).
Contaminant or physiological monitoring conducted at migratory stopovers could be a useful population monitoring tool as stopover sites provide large numbers of birds to capture
in a relatively small area. Developing flyway models that look at arrival patterns after long
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flights could also provide some indicators of population health. Behavioural indicators that
take into account the ease of observing shorebirds at stopovers should be developed. For example, vigilance observations or flight initiation distances can be conducted easily at many
sites, and may provide information about the status of birds when put in context of state
and location (Blumstein and Fernández-Juricic, 2004; Cresswell, 2011; Møller, 2008). A
greater number of observations in behaviours that increase vulnerability to predation without a parallel reduction in predators or predation danger is one strong indicator that could
suggest individuals may be experiencing stress or arriving in lower condition. Additionally,
any observations of behaviours on migration must be put into the context of the focal bird’s
position within the predator landscape (Hope et al., 2011; Ydenberg et al., 2007).

6.3

Conclusion

Overall, in my thesis I have demonstrated that behavioural responses to changing conditions can have strong impacts on survey counts at migratory stopovers. With careful use of
behavioural ecology, these counts can provide information about the populations that move
through stopover sites, but their use as population indicators remains limited. My simple model does not explore larger flyway-level responses to changing conditions. Programs
such as the International Shorebird Survey project should develop and test predictions of
how behaviour is shaping the patterns they are able to observe at continental scales. Any
monitoring program that uses stopover counts should also examine how behavioural shifts
can affect their ability to detect population trends. Power analyses that explicitly include
behavioural shifts or responses to annual conditions may be more accurate than ones that
only classify annual shifts as stochastic.
I recommend that collecting direct measures of how migrant western sandpipers move
through the Salish Sea and along the flyway on both northward and southward migration
should be a research priority. The seasonal and annual variation in arrival location along
the west coast of North America after their transoceanic flight could provide insight into
how the sandpipers are prioritizing speed and safety as well as utilizing optimal winds.
At a local level, my model predicts that migrants should have distinct movement patterns
between small and large sites. Understanding the degree to which migrants move between
small and large sites within a landscape could confirm or reject the predictions generated
from my simple model of adaptive behaviour. On northward migration repeating a tracking
study such as the one that was conducted in the 1990s (Iverson et al., 1996; Warnock et al.,
2004a,b) would show if western sandpipers and dunlins have changed migratory strategies.
Increasing surveys or tracking studies at the Copper River Delta would also show if migrants
are indeed increasing their use of this large site as a staging site prior to departing to the
breeding grounds when the conditions are favourable.
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Overall, my thesis shows that migrating calidrid shorebirds respond to changing conditions by adjusting the sites that they use, a consistent decision to optimize survival across
migration. The inclusion of site-specific predation danger, seasonal patterns in predator
abundance, and the role of individual vulnerability to predation in migratory studies appears critical to understanding the migratory processes in this flyway.
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Decision Matrices
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Figure A.1: Optimal decision maps for migrants under a high predation scenario. The global
predation parameter z is increased to 1.5 from baseline 1.0. Migrants at small (left) and
large (right) sites can either move to (or stay at) the small site (red), the large site (black)
or depart the region (blue). The optimal decision varies with current location, fuel load and
time.
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Figure A.2: Optimal decision maps for migrants under a low predation scenario . The global
predation parameter z is decreased to 0.25 from baseline 1.0. Migrants at small (left) and
large (right) sites can either move to (or stay at) the small site (red), the large site (black)
or depart the region (blue). The optimal decision varies with current location, fuel load and
time.
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Detailed food/safety titration
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Figure B.1: Changes in daily counts at the small (left) and large (right) sites on July 15
(top) and August 15 (bottom) as the relative danger and food between the sites changes.
Migrants do not have prior knowledge of the region and therefore randomly. Food parameter
es=0 moves between 1 and 10 from front to back with the food arrow. The danger of the
small site relative to the large site (µs=0 ) moves from 1 to 10 from left to right with the
danger arrow. The scale of counts is not equal between plots and instead shows how the
counts shift at a single site as the parameters change.
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Figure B.2: The proportion of birds without prior knowledge (randomly assigned arrival
site) at the large site on July 15 (t = 25) and August 15 (t = 56) for a given relative danger
and food parameter. From left to right the small sites gets progressively more dangerous
relative to the large site. Each line represents a mean estimate across danger values for a
given food abundance at the small site relative to the abundance at the large site. Grey
shading represents the 95% prediction intervals from the Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure B.3: The proportion of birds without prior knowledge (randomly assigned arrival
site) at the large site on each date between June 27 and September 6 for a given relative
danger and food parameter. In each plot, from left to right the large sites gets progressively
more dangerous relative to the small site. Each line represents a mean estimate across
danger values for a given food abundance at the large site relative to the abundance at
the small site. Grey shading represents the 95% prediction intervals from the Monte Carlo
simulations.
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Figure B.4: Changes in daily counts at the small (left) and large (right) sites on July 15
(top) and August 15 (bottom) as the relative danger and food between the sites changes.
Migrants have prior knowledge of the region and therefore arrive optimally. Food parameter
es=0 moves between 1 and 10 from front to back with the food arrow. The danger of the
small site relative to the large site (µs=0 ) moves from 1 to 10 from left to right with the
danger arrow. The scale of counts is not equal between plots and instead shows how the
counts shift at a single site as the parameters change.
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Figure B.5: The proportion of birds with prior knowledge at the large site on July 15
(t = 25) for a given relative danger and food parameter. From left to right the large sites
gets progressively more dangerous relative to the small site. Each line represents a mean
estimate across danger values for a given food abundance at the large site relative to the
abundance at the small site. Grey shading represents the 95% prediction intervals from the
Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure B.6: The proportion of birds with prior knowledge (optimal arrival site) at the large
site on each date between June 27 and September 6 for a given relative danger and food
parameter. In each plot, from left to right the large sites gets progressively more dangerous
relative to the small site. Each line represents a mean estimate across danger values for a
given food abundance at the large site relative to the abundance at the small site. Grey
shading represents the 95% prediction intervals from the Monte Carlo simulations.
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Detailed model outputs
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Figure C.1: The average seasonal pattern of daily counts at large (black) and small (red)
sites. Individual Monte Carlo simulations are shown in grey shading. Model simulations are
shown with and without prior knowledge
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Figure C.2: The average seasonal pattern of the distribution of birds between small and
large sites as represented by the proportion of total daily birds counted at the safe site
(black line). Individual Monte Carlo simulations are shown in grey. Model simulations are
shown with and without prior knowledge
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Figure C.3: Mean ±95%CI capture masses for western sandpipers caught on southward
migration at Sidney Island (July - Blue; August - Red) and Boundary Bay, BC (July Purple; August - Green). Splines fit with confidence intervals are shown to highlight any
trends within the season. Ages are separated by date and the overlap in migratory periods
are excluded. The triangle points show an outlier year, where birds were caught with much
higher masses than all other years.
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Figure C.4: Forward simulation model output under a scenario of high predation from the
model modified to match mass and length of stay patterns in western sandpipers (See
Section 2.10). Adults (solid lines) and juveniles (dotted lines) migrants at the small (red)
or large (black) sites are shown in all plots. A. Daily number of migrants at the small or
large site. Counts are made after daily decision has been made, so migrants that move will
be counted at the new site for that day and those that depart will not be counted. B.
Daily mean ±95%CI (grey shading) of mass for migrants output from the model. Values
are calculated from the relative fuel load of the migrant after it has foraged for that date.
C. Mean ±95%CI total length of stay for birds that move or depart on a given date.
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Figure C.5: Forward simulation model output under a scenario of high predation from the
model modified to match mass and length of stay patterns in western sandpipers (See
Section 2.10). Arrival is simulated for birds with prior knowledge. Adults (solid lines) and
juveniles (dotted lines) migrants at the small (red) or large (black) sites are shown in all
plots. A. Daily number of migrants at the small or large site. Counts are made after daily
decision has been made, so migrants that move will be counted at the new site for that day
and those that depart will not be counted. B. Daily mean ±95%CI (grey shading) of mass
for migrants output from the model. Values are calculated from the relative fuel load of the
migrant after it has foraged for that date. C. Mean ±95%CI total length of stay for birds
that move or depart on a given date.
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Figure C.6: Forward simulation model output under a scenario of low predation from the
model modified to match mass and length of stay patterns in western sandpipers (See
Section 2.10). Adults (solid lines) and juveniles (dotted lines) migrants at the small (red)
or large (black) sites are shown in all plots. A. Daily number of migrants at the small or
large site. Counts are made after daily decision has been made, so migrants that move will
be counted at the new site for that day and those that depart will not be counted. B.
Daily mean ±95%CI (grey shading) of mass for migrants output from the model. Values
are calculated from the relative fuel load of the migrant after it has foraged for that date.
C. Mean ±95%CI total length of stay for birds that move or depart on a given date.
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Figure C.7: Forward simulation model output under a scenario of low predation from the
model modified to match mass and length of stay patterns in western sandpipers (See
Section 2.10). Arrival is simulated for birds with prior knowledge. Adults (solid lines) and
juveniles (dotted lines) migrants at the small (red) or large (black) sites are shown in all
plots. A. Daily number of migrants at the small or large site. Counts are made after daily
decision has been made, so migrants that move will be counted at the new site for that day
and those that depart will not be counted. B. Daily mean ±95%CI (grey shading) of mass
for migrants output from the model. Values are calculated from the relative fuel load of the
migrant after it has foraged for that date. C. Mean ±95%CI total length of stay for birds
that move or depart on a given date.
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Appendix D

Scenario Predictions
I examined six potential scenarios to explain counts of migrants migrating through a landscape of stopovers. Each scenario modifies specific parameters to change the conditions
under which migrants pass through. I then examine how counts of migrants change under
each scenario. The measures of reaction to a scenario are the proportion of birds on a given
date found at the large sites and the relative proportional change in total birds at both the
small and large sites relative to the median baseline value for that date.
To generate specific predictions of model counts under several scenarios I adjusted model
parameters systematically and recorded shifts in the distributions at the sites. I examined
scenarios of shifting timing of peregrine falcon or sandpiper arrival, sandpiper or falcon
population change, changes in sandpiper fuel load on arrival, and shifts in total food abundance.
Scenario 1: Sandpiper Population change
Detecting and assessing sandpiper population change is generally the primary driver behind the development and analysis of counts migratory shorebirds. Population change is
generally assessed using statistical models that assume a constant or random distribution
of behaviours that do no change within a season or across an analytical period. Here I use
my model of optimal sandpiper behaviour to explore if population change gives a distinctive
fingerprint of distributions across site types.
To examine how patterns in counts should change as populations change I adjusted the
total number of birds moving through the region between 10% and 300% of the baseline
numbers (10 000 of each adults and juveniles). (Figure D.1 to Figure D.4).
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Figure D.1: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site across the migratory
period from scenarios modifying sandpiper population size in the region. The western sandpiper population changes between 10% and 300% of the baseline for each date. The median
result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles
of Monte Carlo outputs. Dates are listed above each section.
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Figure D.2: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites across the migratory period from scenarios modifying sandpiper population size in the
region. The values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that
date. The western sandpiper population changes between 10% and 300% of the baseline for
each date. The median result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th
and 97.5th quantiles of Monte Carlo outputs. Dates are listed above each section.
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Figure D.3: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration
to changing the total number of sandpipers moving through the region between 10% and
300% of baseline. The proportion of all birds found at the large sites are shown for July
and August 15th .
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Figure D.4: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration
to changing the total number of sandpipers moving through the region between 10% and
300% of baseline. The total numbers of birds shown at the large and small sites combined
are shown for July and August 15th .
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Figure D.5: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site across the migratory
period from scenarios modifying predator population size in the region. The maximum
seasonal predator numbers shift between 0.1 and 10 for each date. The median result is
shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles of Monte
Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
Scenario 2: Predator population change
Peregrine falcons have been shown to have strong influences on western sandpiper migration.
I simulated changes in the predator population by adjusting maximum number predators
at a site z between 0.1 and 10.0.
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Figure D.6: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites The values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that
date. The maximum seasonal predator numbers shift between 0.1 and 10 for each date. The
median result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th
quantiles of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
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Figure D.7: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration
to changing the predator population size. The maximum seasonal predator numbers shift
between 0.1 and 10 for distance to migrate. The proportion of all birds found at the large
sites are shown for July and August 15th .
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Figure D.8: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration
to changing the predator population size. The maximum seasonal predator numbers shift
between 0.1 and 10 for distance to migrate. The total numbers of birds shown at the large
and small sites combined are shown for July and August 15th .
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Figure D.9: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site across the migratory
period from scenarios modifying predator timing of arrival in the region. The date of peak
predator arrival shifts between 25 days early and 25 days late for each date. The median
result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles
of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
Scenario 3: Timing of Predator Arrival
To simulate interannual variation in timing of arrival I adjusted the parameter mt to simulate early arrival or late arrival of peregrines. I varied mt between -25 and 25. This changed
the date at which probability of falcon presence reached 50% by 50 days (Chapter 2 Figure
2.2), which matched the variation in peregrine falcon arrival in the Fraser River Delta found
by Niehaus and Ydenberg (2006).
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Figure D.10: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites from scenarios modifying predator timing of arrival in the region. The values are the
proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that date. The date of peak
predator arrival shifts between 25 days early and 25 days late for each date. The median
result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles
of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
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Figure D.11: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing the predator timing of arrival in the region. The values are the proportional
change relative to the median baseline value for that date. The date of peak predator arrival
shifts between 25 days early and 25 days late for each distance to migrate. The proportion
of all birds found at the large sites are shown for July and August 15th .
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Figure D.12: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing the predator timing of arrival in the region. The values are the proportional
change relative to the median baseline value for that date. The date of peak predator arrival
shifts between 25 days early and 25 days late for each distance to migrate. The total numbers of birds shown at the large and small sites combined are shown for July and August
15th .
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Figure D.13: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site across the migratory
period from scenarios modifying potential fuel loading rates for sandpipers in the region.
The total food abundance shifts from 0.1 to 10 times of baseline for each date. The median
result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles
of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
Scenario 4: Food abundance change
The reduction in refuelling rates through habitat degradation has been highlighted as a
major potential conservation threat to migratory birds (Piersma et al., 2016). I adjusted
the global food parameter (eg ) to examine how changes in food abundance would affect
optimal decisions and thereby stopover counts. I adjusted eg between 1% and 1000% of the
baseline value and simulated the movement of birds through the migratory landscape.
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Figure D.14: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites across the migratory period from scenarios modifying potential fuel loading rates for
sandpipers in the region. The values are the proportional change relative to the median
baseline value for that date. The total food abundance shifts from 0.1 to 10 times of baseline
for each date. The median result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the
2.5th and 97.5th quantiles of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are
shown.
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Figure D.15: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing potential fuel loading rates for sandpipers in the region. The values
are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that date. The total
food abundance shifts from 0.1 to 10 times of baseline for each distance to migrate. The
proportion of all birds found at the large sites are shown for July and August 15th .
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Figure D.16: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing potential fuel loading rates for sandpipers in the region. The values
are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that date. The total
food abundance shifts from 0.1 to 10 times of baseline for each distance to migrate. The
total numbers of birds shown at the large and small sites combined are shown for July and
August 15th .
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Figure D.17: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site across the migratory
period from scenarios modifying mean timing of sandpipers in the region. The mean date of
arrival shifts between 15 days early and 15 days late relative to the baseline for each date.
The median result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th
quantiles of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
Scenario 5: Timing of sandpiper arrival
While the interannual timing of falcon passage varies to a greater degree than western sandpiper passage, timing of sandpiper arrival does vary between years (Niehaus and Ydenberg,
2006; Ydenberg et al., 2005). I expected the changes in arrival to lead to differences in optimal behaviour upon arrival in the region. I adjusted the mean date of arrival ta between
15 days earlier to 15 days later than the baseline.
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Figure D.18: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites across the migratory period from scenarios modifying mean timing of sandpipers in
the region. The values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for
that date. The mean date of arrival shifts between 15 days early and 15 days late relative to
the baseline for each date. The median result is shown in the black line with grey shading
between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and
August are shown.
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Figure D.19: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing mean timing of sandpipers in the region. The values are the proportional
change relative to the median baseline value for that date. The mean date of arrival shifts
between 15 days early and 15 days late relative to the baseline for each distance to migrate.
The proportion of all birds found at the large sites are shown for July and August 15th .
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Figure D.20: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing mean timing of sandpipers in the region. The values are the proportional
change relative to the median baseline value for that date. The mean date of arrival shifts
between 15 days early and 15 days late relative to the baseline for each distance to migrate.
The total numbers of birds shown at the large and small sites combined are shown for July
and August 15th .
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Figure D.21: The predicted proportion of birds found at the large site across the migratory
period from scenarios modifying mean fuel load on arrival of sandpipers in the region. The
mean fuel load shifts between 0.1g and 5g of fuel for each date. The median result is shown
in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles of Monte Carlo
outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
Scenario 6: Sandpiper arrival fuel load
The amount of fuel a migrant carries can have strong consequences for their decisions on
migration as well as elsewhere in their annual cycle (Duijns et al., 2017). I adjusted the
mean mass of fuel on arrival fa between 0.1g and 5g of fuel.
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Figure D.22: The predicted relative total number of birds found at both the large and small
sites across the migratory period from scenarios modifying mean fuel load on arrival of
sandpipers in the region. The values are the proportional change relative to the median
baseline value for that date. The mean fuel load shifts between 0.1g and 5g of fuel for each
date. The median result is shown in the black line with grey shading between the 2.5th and
97.5th quantiles of Monte Carlo outputs. Every third day in July and August are shown.
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Figure D.23: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing modifying mean fuel load on arrival of sandpipers in the region. The
values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for that distance to
migrate. The proportion of all birds found at the large sites are shown for July and August
15th .
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Figure D.24: Response of migrants with between 1300km and 9000km remaining on migration to changing modifying mean fuel load on arrival of sandpipers in the region. The
values are the proportional change relative to the median baseline value for each distance
to migrate. The total numbers of birds shown at the large and small sites combined are
shown for July and August 15th .
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Appendix E

BC/WA Summer Western
Sandpiper Surveys
E.1

Survey Site descriptions

The survey sites were selected to generate a distribution of site types from across the Salish
Sea region. Additionally, volunteers recommended sites and we added them where possible.
In all we ended up with 40 sites, 38 of which were surveyed more than once. The sites were
across the region but can be broken down into 8 sub-regions (Figure E.1).

Sub-Regions
Northern Vancouver Island - Malcolm Island
Malcolm Island is situated off the northeastern coast of Vancouver Island. It is the northernmost survey sub-region and has two survey sites on it’s southern coast. Rough Bay (ROGH;
50.65◦ N, -127.03◦ W) is a small (0.49 km2 ), sandy bay with some rocky boulders located
just to the west of the town of Sointula. It is enclosed on 3 sides and fairly sandy in composition. To the east of town is Kaleva Road (KALE; 50.62◦ N, -127◦ W), which is a narrow
rocky beach with some sandy spots. It was surveyed by driving the length of the road for
approximately 1.2 km (0.79 km2 ).
Eastern Vancouver Island
On the eastern side of Vancouver Island there is a large area of habitat that varies from
rocky beach to muddy estuaries. I included 9 study sites in this region. The northernmost
is found on the waterfront in Comox (COMX; 49.67◦ N, -124.92◦ W). The site is an enclosed
sandy bay between the town of Comox and the HMCS Quadra Naval Base. At low tide the
entire bay of 0.73 km2 is exposed.
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Figure E.1: Map of survey site locations. Four letter codes associate with each location are
described in the text.
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Approximately 30km to the south the area around Fanny Bay has several large mudflats
which are also home to extensive oyster farming operations. I surveyed two sites here. Fanny
Bay (FANY; 49.5◦ N, -124.81◦ W) itself is an enclosed hard mudflat of (0.74 km2 ) in size with
an oyster farm at the low tideline across the survey years. Across the small peninsula from
Fanny Bay, Ship’s Point (SHPO; 49.49◦ N, -124.8◦ W) is a small bay (3.51 km2 ) beside larger
mudflats that stretch south.
At the southern end of these mudflats is a short peninsula with a bay one site and a sandy
and rocky flat on the outside of the peninsula. I included the outside of the peninsula as a
survey site (DEEP; 49.47◦ N, -124.73◦ W; 0.36 km2 ).
These sandy shores continue south for 45km, passing Columbia Beach COBE; 49.36◦ N,
-124.41◦ W in Qualicum Beach, which is a part of a 6.36 km2 beach. Just around the corner
from Columbia Beach is the French Creek estuary FRCR; 49.35◦ N, -124.36◦ W, a small 0.15
km2 sandy and rocky estuary adjacent to a ferry terminal and marina.
Further south the larger Englishman River estuary feeds the small 0.03 km2 enclosed, but
productive mudflat of San Malo Bay (SANM; 49.33◦ N, -124.29◦ W). This site is surrounded
by a road on one site, houses on another and a small park on the third but is often host to
small flocks of sandpipers and has regular falcon sightings.
Further south, past the end of the long stretch of sandy shores is Nanooose Bay (NANO;
49.27◦ N, -124.19◦ W). Nanoose Creek feeds the bay, but the small (1.11 km2 ) flats are hard
and sandy here with a lot of shellfish harvesting during the survey periods.
Along the path of the Nanaimo to Vancouver ferry route lies the small (0.11 km2 ) bay of
Pipers Lagoon (PIPE; 49.23◦ N, -123.95◦ W). It is protected from the Strait of Georgia by a
sand spit connected to a small island and when the lagoon empties at low tide it exposes a
fairly sandy flat. The lagoon is almost entirely enclosed however with only a small entrance
for the tide.
Western Vancouver Island - Tofino Mudflats
On the western shores of Vancouver Island across the mountains from Parksville lies Tofino.
Tofino is a long peninsula with long sandy beaches facing the Pacific Ocean and expansive
mudflats on the eastern side of the peninsula. I surveyed 2 sites on the protected side of
the peninsula: Jensens Bay (JENB; 49.12◦ N, -125.88◦ W) and Grice Bay (GRIC; 49.1◦ N,
-125.78◦ W). Jensens Bay is an enclosed muddy bay surrounded by forest with some residential properties near the shoreline. I divided this site into two survey locations as the shape
of the bay makes it impossible the entire site from one location. The survey areas were defined in a way to prevent overlap at this large site (3.53 km2 ). Grice Bay lies further south
along the edge of expansive mudflats. I chose a location within the Pacific Rim National
Park that was accessible by road. The survey site is 4.16 km2 in size and almost entirely
enclosed by forest with some salt marsh at the edges of the mudflats. There is a relatively
small entrance to the bay from which the tide enters, but the bay is almost entirely exposed
at low tide. There are extensive mudflats within the Tofino region that I was not able to
survey (see Drever et al. (2016)) and flocks of western sandpipers are also found on the
beaches of Tofino that were unsurveyed.
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Southern Vancouver Island and Gulf Islands
The southern end of Vancouver Island is the most populous sub-region on the island and
I had many volunteers in this region. It also has many small sites that are often host to
small to medium sized flocks of western and least sandpipers. Around the town of Duncan
lie two of the largest sites in the region. The Chemainus River Estuary (CHEM; 48.89◦ N,
-123.67◦ W) is also one of the most proximate to a major industrial site of all our survey
habitat. The survey location is on the property of Catalyst Pulp and Paper and the mudflats
are adjacent to their pulp mill. The mudflats are also used for shellfish harvesting regularly
during the survey periods. The mudflats themselves are large (5.87 km2 ) but bisected by a
series of islands that run parallel to the shoreline. There are mudflats on both sides of the
islands though near the survey point, they tended to be larger on the inland side.
Cowichan Bay (COWC; 48.76◦ N, -123.63◦ W) is another large (2.92 km2 ) and industrialized
survey location. The Cowichan River estuary has been modified and channeled in the past
though restoration is ongoing. While the bay itself is about 2.5 km wide, it is divided by a
long jetty and terminal that runs the length of the mudflats about half-way across. In 2015,
the causeway was breached and a culvert was added to allow water flow between the two
sides of the bay. The bay is fairly sandy and rocky with not too many muddy areas.
The Gulf Islands stretch from Nanaimo to Victoria along the western edge of the Strait of
Georgia. There are numerous very small bays and patches of habitat along their shores. I
included two muddy such bays in my surveys. Winter Cove (WINT; 48.81◦ N, -123.19◦ W)
is on the western edge of Saturna Island. It has a small muddy beach (0.03 km2 ) with some
rocky habitat and a small lagoon adjacent to the shore.
A more significant habitat for migrating sandpipers is the Sidney Island lagoon (SDNY;
48.62◦ N, -123.33◦ W). The 0.82 km2 lagoon is almost entirely enclosed with a sandy spit
protecting it on one site and the island on the other. The northern portion of Sidney Island
is part of the Gulf Islands National Park and while the island receives many visitors each
year, the lagoon and sand spit are closed to the public which keeps numbers down, though
not at zero. The habitat is very muddy in the lagoon and much of the research on southward
migrating western sandpipers has been conducted here.
Across the water from Sidney Island a long stretch of sandy and rocky beach stretches from
Sidney to Victoria. The largest 1.23 km2 stretch of this includes our survey site at Island
View Regional Park (ISVI;48.58◦ N, -123.37◦ W). This narrow beach is mostly rocky or sandy
but has patches of mud. It is heavily used by the public during the summer months, but
less so than beaches closer to Victoria.
On the southwestern side of Victoria, I have 5 additional small survey sites. View Royal is
situated adjacent to the Mill Stream estuary VRYL; 48.46◦ N, -123.45◦ W, surrounded by
residences on a slope up from a muddy bay with a small island at the end of the tidal flats
(0.18 km2 ). Around the end of Fort Rodd National Historic Site lies Esquimalt Lagoon
ESQU; 48.43◦ N, -123.46◦ W. The lagoon is enclosed by a sand spit that runs the length
of the lagoon with a road running on top of it. The lagoon does not fully drain over a
tidal cycle, but instead small patches of habitat 0.23 km2 are exposed around the edges,
particularly near the mouth of lagoon, though this habitat is mostly rocky. In 2014 the
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survey location switched from next to the lagoon entrance to the side opposite the spit,
where a small creek creates muddy habitat more suitable for sandpipers.
Witty’s Lagoon, a smaller (0.14 km2 ), but more productive lagoon, lies 5 km to the south of
Esquimalt Lagoon (WITT; 48.39◦ N, -123.52◦ W). It is part a Capital Regional District park
and the lagoon itself is surrounded by steep forested banks. The mudflats are extremely soft
mud and so are not accessible to the public. The entrance to the lagoon is small (about 15m
wide) and feeds into extensive sandy flats that are often covered in people during the summer
months. A similarly small (0.08 km2 ) and muddy bay lies further to the southwest. Pedder
Bay (PEDD; 48.35◦ N, -123.58◦ W) is two small mudflats with a small peninsula dividing
them. The peninsula has a marina, boat launch and RV park on it, but the mudflats are
too soft to be accessible to the public.
Whiffin Spit (WHIF; 48.36◦ N, -123.72◦ W) is a regional park that runs the length of the spit
that encloses Sooke Harbour. The spit is sandy, but much of the beach habitat is composed
of pebbly beach. There are some muddier regions on the harbour side of the spit. In all
there is 0.06 km2 of habitat around the spit.
Fraser River Estuary
Across the Strait of Georgia lies the largest estuary in British Columbia. The habitats that
are part of the Fraser River Delta are considered of Hemispheric Importance to western
sandpipers and dunlins by the Western Hemispheric Shorebird Reserve Network. The delta
has extensive mudflats that run from Iona Island adjacent to the Vancouver International
Airport to Roberts Bank adjacent to the Port of Metro Vancouver Deltaport and BC Ferries
Terminals. Boundary Bay, while on the other side of Point Roberts from the Fraser Estuary
is considered part of this regional complex of shorebird habitat as it is only 5km by line-ofsight to the Roberts Banks mudflats. My survey program had 6 survey sites along Boundary
Bay, one at Roberts Bank and one at Iona Island. We did not survey Sturgeon Banks and
coverage of the other sites is not meant to be comprehensive.
Boundary Bay is a very large (58.06 km2 ), mostly sandy bay that stretches 16 km from
end to end. It has a raised rip-rap dyke that runs the length of the bay preventing tidal
inundation to the surrounding farmland. It is sandier than most of the other sites in the
sub-region due to it being further from the mouth of the Fraser River and having a longer
fetch exposure from the strait. There is freshwater input from small inputs along the bay
and more substantial inputs from the Serpentine and Nicomekl Rivers at the eastern end
of the bay. I surveyed along the bay at 6 sites described here from east to west. Mud Bay
(BBMB; 49.09◦ N, -122.86◦ W), the muddiest habitat of the sites has a highway and a train
trestle running adjacent to the habitat. 112th Ave (BB12; 49.08◦ N, -122.91◦ W) is also quite
muddy with an agricultural slough running into the bay here. 104th Ave (BB04; 49.08◦ N,
-122.94◦ W) is adjacent to a small air park, but the dyke is fairly straight and continuous
here. Near 92nd Ave lies another break in the dyke where a pump house protects the
farm land and some freshwater input makes this part of the habitat more productive than
others. At 72nd Ave (BB72; 49.06◦ N, -123.02◦ W), there is a parking lot for visitors to the
bay and the Boundary Bay airport is situated here with airplanes landing and taking off
above the mudflat. The salt marsh extends a bit further from the dyke here than at other
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areas on the Bay making the edge of the mudflats more complex than other survey locations.
Finally, around the western end of Boundary Bay is Seaview regional park (BBSV; 49.03◦ N,
-123.05◦ W) with sandy shores are more easily accessible by the public than other parts of the
bay. Public use of the Bay in general is relatively low due to it being a wildlife management
area, but kite surfers and dog walkers do make regular use of it, particularly at the western
end.
Roberts Bank (RBBP; 49.05◦ N, -123.14◦ W) is a relatively enclosed and soft sediment mudflat lying between the southern most arm of the Fraser River and the jetty for the Deltaport
cargo and coal terminals. Brunswick Point at the edge of the Fraser River is a long spit of
salt marsh that separates the edge of the mudflat from the river. Much work has been done
here on northward migrating western sandpipers, but it is also well utilized by southward
migrating sandpipers. The mudflats in total are 21.56 km2 , but much of this is only exposed
at the lowest tides.
Lying at the end of the Vancouver International Airport runways and adjacent to Vancouver’s sewage lagoons lies the northern end of the Fraser River Delta mudflats on Iona
Island (IONA; 49.21◦ N, -123.21◦ W). The mudflats themselves, while extensive (15.36 km2 ),
are not generally host to large flocks of shorebirds in the summer. The southern portion of
the flats are very soft where water flows from the sewage lagoons, but harder between the
sewage outflow jetty and the north arm of the Fraser River jetty. People are often found on
the northern flats and walking along the sewage outflow jetty.
Vancouver/Squamish
Two survey sites lie north of the Fraser River estuary. Maplewood flats (MAPL; 49.31◦ N,
-123◦ W) is a sandy mudflat adjacent to a regional park and industrial areas and across
Burrard inlet from a major regional oil refinery. The 0.71 km2 flats are relatively enclosed,
but a portion of the flats has been dredged meaning there is relatively less habitat close to
cover than would be naturally. The edges of the habitat are forest on one side and houses
on the other.
North of Vancouver the heavily modified Squamish River Estuary has few remaining intertidal mudflats. Most of the river is shifted into a single fast flowing channel that enters
Howe Sound along a long jetty that prevents sediment flowing back toward the town and
port. I included the small mudflats (0.13 km2 ) that are exposed along the head of the jetty
at low tide (SQUA; 49.7◦ N, -123.18◦ W).
Puget Sound
The aforementioned sites have all been in British Columbia, but I did include 4 survey sites
in Puget Sound, WA. There remain large areas of potential habitat that I was unable to
include, but these sites do give some indication of usage in the sub-region.
The Skagit River is the longest river flowing into Puget Sound with extensive mudflats
(0.95 km2 ) at its mouth. My volunteers surveyed the southern side of these mudflats from
English Boom on Camano Island (ENBO; 48.26◦ N, -122.44◦ W). The location gives broad
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views of the mudflats, but the tide rises quickly here leaving little habitat. Nearby next to
the Stillaguamish River lies the Eide Road ponds (EIDE; 48.23◦ N, -122.38◦ W). These small
(0.01 km2 ), shallow ponds in fallow fields are a hotspot for birding and despite their small
size and being surrounded by cover were often host to migrating sandpipers. In 2017 the site
was unsurveyed due to a habitat restoration project where the rip-rap dykes surrounding the
site were partially removed creating large channels throughout the habitat. It is unknown if
the site is still used by birds this year after the habitat has been modified so substantially.
West of Camano Island lies Whidbey Island which stretches for 70km. At its midpoint lies
Crockett Lake (CROC; 48.17◦ N, -122.66◦ W) a shallow estuarine lake surrounded by grassy
farmland. Not all the 1.56 km2 lake is available to sandpipers, but much of it is extremely
deep mud covered by only centimetres of water. There is an outlet to the sea at one end,
but this seems to be to prevent the lake from flooding rather than allowing tidal influence.
The final site in the survey site set lies 122 km to the south of the other survey sites. Much
like the sites on Malcolm Island, Kennedy Creek (KENN; 47.1◦ N, -123.08◦ W) is somewhat of
an outlier geographically, but an important site within the Puget Sound ecosystem. Located
at the southern end of Totten Inlet the 3.51 km2 mudflats are fed by Kennedy Creek and
are very sheltered and therefore highly productive. The mudflats are extremely soft and
muddy and surrounded almost completely by forests or houses. There is a small viewing
platform at one end and a highway passes over the creek before it enters the inlet, but the
habitat remains inaccessible to the public.

Site types
Across the region the sites fall into a few broad categories. While only Crockett Lake and
Eide Rd ponds are separated from tidal influence, there are many enclosed lagoon sites that
do not entirely drain in a tidal cycle that should be similar to these sites (Sidney Island,
Witty’s Lagoon, Esquimalt Lagoon, San Malo Bay). There are many rockier or exposed sites
where I would a priori expect there to be less western sandpiper usage just based on site
type. Some of the larger estuarine mudflats appear to have sufficient habitat to host large
numbers of birds, but where only occasional visitors are found (Chemainus and Cowichan
River Estuaries). Finally, there are the Fraser River sites which are on an order of magnitude
larger than the other sites. These sites routinely host extremely large flocks of shorebirds
on the northward and southward migrations as well as dunlins in the non-breeding season.
Boundary Bay is 10 times larger than the next largest area outside the Fraser River Delta
and even the smallest site in the sub-region is twice the next largest site. For this reason,
in Chapter 3 I divided the sites into large sites consisting of Boundary Bay, Roberts Bank
and Iona and small sites consisting of the remaining sites.

E.2

Surveyor recruitment and training and Survey Methodology

Volunteer citizen-scientists using a standardized protocol surveyed stopover sites for 5 years
between 2013 and 2017. I worked with Bird Studies Canada to recruit a base of volunteers
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from their volunteers and using their networks. Surveyors were overall very experienced
birders or biologists with experience working with shorebirds or other bird species. Many
had worked previously on BSC’s Coastal Waterbird Survey (Crewe et al., 2012) or Beached
Bird Surveys (Hamel et al., 2009; O’Hara et al., 2009). Additionally, we recruited some
biologists and graduate students from within the Biology department at SFU, Bird Studies
Canada and the Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment and Climate Change Canada. I
conducted subsequent recruitment drives each year to fill any gaps in survey coverage.
Volunteers received their training primarily online. I designed a website to communicate the
background material about the project as well as provide a platform for sharing training
material (www.sfu.ca/~dhope/; archived at https://researchdata.sfu.ca/islandora/
object/dhope%3Athesis). I created a video that detailed the basic protocol involved in the
surveys and posted this online (vimeo.com/100176976; archived at https://researchdata.
sfu.ca/islandora/object/dhope%3Athesis). Additionally, volunteers were able to access
guides to assess flock size and identify key shorebird species, and particularly differentiate
between Least and Western Sandpipers.
Survey protocols were developed to remove as many of the biases and covariates that are
particularly important to control when counting shorebirds on migration. Each year surveys
were conducted over two four-day spans: once during the adult migration (July) and once
during the juvenile migration (August). Survey timing was based on the perceived dates of
peak sandpiper passage in each month, the tidal heights and timing, and surveyor availability. To increase surveyor availability, we conducted surveys over the course of weekends
(Friday-Monday) as close to the 15
textsuperscriptth of July and August and selected the weekend with the as close to full
tides as possible. I asked surveyors to survey the site 3 times out of the four days, though
this was not possible for many sites.
I assigned survey times for each date and site based on the tidal cycle for the region. Within
a given region, the timing was the same between sites, but as the tidal cycle varied across
the region, I varied survey timings to hold the tidal state roughly equal across the region.
Surveys were conducted for the 2.5 hours preceding tidal inundation of habitat, with two
exceptions. The region around Victoria, BC had many small sites including many that
were only exposed at low tide. To ensure I did not miss usage at these sites I surveyed
the 2.5 hours after low tide for this region. For some lagoons in the region, the available
habitat across the region would increase across the survey period as the lagoons drained.
The second exception was for Crockett Lake, WA, which is a shallow saline lake with little
to no tidal movement. As there are no nearby surveyed sites the volunteers at this site chose
times early in the day that would reduce the heat waves that could masks the flocks using
the site. The surveyors also modified their survey times to avoid fog. Otherwise, I used
volunteer knowledge and tidal charts to estimate the times that would precede the habitat
being covered. On some dates the tide did not come high enough to cover the habitat, but
for the most part surveys occurred as the tideline moved in to covering the habitat within
the last half-hour of surveys.
Surveyors counted the number of western sandpipers at the survey site every 15 minutes.
Surveyors were asked to remain at a single location throughout the survey and to note birds
visible from that location. For large sites I limited the site size to 500 metres on either side
of the observer to prevent overlap between surveyor locations. Birds that moved through
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the survey area between count times were not counted, nor were flying birds. While I was
only interested in western sandpipers for this project, it was often impossible to distinguish
between least sandpipers and western sandpipers. To correct for this, starting in 2014, I
had surveyors estimate a ratio of least sandpipers to western sandpipers at some point in
their survey and to note in individual counts if they were counting western sandpipers or if
it was a count of generic sandpipers. Using the ratio of least to western sandpipers I could
estimate the number of western sandpipers for counts where sandpipers were not identified
to species.
In addition to counting western sandpipers, surveyors also noted any peregrine falcons or
merlin observed during the survey period. Observations were divided into attacks or other
non-aggressive behaviour. Falcon attacks were described as successful or not and the prey
was described if known. Surveyors also noted the location of attacks on a map of the survey
area. The survey maps were also used to record surveyor location, tide line and location of
foraging sandpipers within the site.
Surveyors sent their data to me in a few different ways. I created online forms which surveyors could enter their data. I also distributed spreadsheets for which volunteers could enter
their data and send to me. Finally, I requested volunteers send me either hard copies or
scans of their datasheets for verification and for those volunteers that did not enter their
own data, I entered it into a spreadsheet myself.
The survey data was cleaned using python (Eric et al., 2001; Fuente et al., 2014; van der
Walt et al., 2011) and R (R Core Team, 2017) scripts to ensure reproducible results. In
some cases, this was due to errors in entering the data. I manually combined spreadsheets
received from surveyors due to lack of compatibility and made some manual changes to the
data while doing so. Otherwise changes to the data from submission are described in the
accompanying scripts.

E.3

Surveyor effort

I recruited 173 volunteers (not including myself) from across the Salish Sea region. Surveyors
on average participated 2.02 years. 10.92 % of volunteers participated in all 5 years of
surveys. The proportion of volunteers who had volunteered in a previous year was relatively
similar between years (0.21, 0.15, 0.22, 0.25). Volunteers tended to drop out rather than
skip a year and return later, though there were some volunteers who did skip a year or even
two (Figure E.2).
Volunteers had a 53.07% chance of surveying in August if they surveyed in July, with some
minor variation between years (55.56, 48.65, 66.22, 51.61,43.33%). There were a small proportion of surveyors that surveyed in all years (10.92%) and 6 volunteers who participated
in every month.
Surveyors on average conducted 6.32 surveys, though survey effort was very overdispersed
(Figure E.3). Many surveyors surveyed collaboratively as groups, though often surveyors
surveyed alone. 58.33% of volunteers surveyed alone and 37.70% in pairs. There were small
numbers of surveyors in groups of up to 5 people.
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Figure E.2: The return patterns for citizen-scientist surveyors in the BC/WA Western Sandpiper Shorebird Survey program. Each point shows the number of surveyors who began
surveying in a given year and then surveyed for a particular number of years. The final
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I requested surveyors in groups to conduct independent counts where possible. 13 surveys
had 124 survey points from which I could examine individual variation in observed birds.
Based on feedback from volunteers I believe this low proportion relative to the number of
surveys conducted collaboratively is due to volunteers’ wish to be social and to resistance to
being separated from their group during the surveys. Nonetheless, these 13 surveys provide
some insight into how counts vary, especially when abundance is high.

E.4
E.4.1

Results
Variation in counts

Counts of Western Sandpipers varied between 0 and 7500. Within surveys, there was substantial variation in counts at a few sites and no sandpipers observed across a survey period
at others (Figure E.4). The coefficient of variation within a site increased when examining
the sites across all months and within each year, but tended to be lower within each month,
suggesting the numbers between surveys within a month didn’t change that much at a given
site. The coefficient of variation was high when including all counts together for each month
and year, but there was not much difference in the CV between years or months.

E.4.2

Variation in surveys

Variation between observers
To assess the amount of error in counts of surveys I asked volunteers to perform independent
counts where possible. 13 surveys were performed with independent counts. Observers were
asked to not share their numbers until the survey was over, but to stand close enough to
each other that they were recording the same area.
The absolute difference between counts increased as the number of birds at the site increased
up to a max of 1200, but along the log-scale remained relatively close to the 1:1 line as the
counts increased (Figure E.6). The CV decreased with the mean count as mean counts
close to zero could easily have counts from one observer that were double or more of the
other. Above 1000 mean birds the CV was on average 0.42. As we see below for any set of
surveys only a few sites generally have birds more than 1000 meaning that even a CV of
less than 20% could have a strong influence on my estimate of the distribution across sites.
It should be noted that while the counts with the highest absolute variation come from a
single survey they are also a survey conducted by observers that have done paid surveys
of western sandpipers at the site and therefore inexperience is unlikely to explain the high
variation.

E.4.3

Surveys by region

Of the two sites on Malcolm Island, Rough Bay was the only site to have consistent usage.
While Kaleva Rd did have flocks of over 100 birds spotted in August of 2013 and 2015,
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Figure E.9: Counts of western sandpipers at the survey sites on Malcolm Island, BC. Points
are shown for each count for each month and year. The mean (bold line) and associated
95% CI (crossbars) are shown over the individual points. Counts are shown on a log 10 +
1 scale.
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Figure E.10: Counts of western sandpipers at the survey sites along the eastern shores of
Vancouver Island, BC. Points are shown for each count for each month and year. The mean
(bold line) and associated 95% CI (crossbars) are shown over the individual points. Counts
are shown on a log 10 + 1 scale.
Rough Bay had consistent usage across all four years. Counts were higher in August at
both sites though this was primarily driven by 2013 counts at Rough Bay. Counts across all
surveys were below 500 birds and therefore this region appears to host migrants regularly,
but for only short stops in low numbers.
The small sites that span the eastern side of Vancouver Island were regularly used by small
flocks, primarily in August. San Malo Bay was the most regularly used with flocks observed
every survey period at the site. These numbers were generally less than 100 birds, but the
flocks tended to stay through the survey period. Comox Bay had larger counts, but was
only used in the juvenile migratory period, when counts over 100 birds were observed in
three of the five years. Fanny Bay hosted occasional flocks less than 100, but generally less
than 50 and observations. The other sites had occasional observations of small flocks, but
were not regularly used, particularly by adults.
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Figure E.11: Counts of western sandpipers at the survey sites on the Tofino Mudflats,
BC. Points are shown for each count for each month and year. The mean (bold line) and
associated 95% CI (crossbars) are shown overlayed the individual points. Counts are shown
on a log 10 + 1 scale.
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Figure E.12: Counts of western sandpipers at the survey sites in the southern region of
Vancouver Island, BC. Points are shown for each count for each month and year. The mean
(bold line) and associated 95% CI (crossbars) are shown overlayed the individual points.
Counts are shown on a log 10 + 1 scale.
The Tofino Mudflats have been granted the distinction of “Regional Importance” to shorebirds by the Western Hemispheric Reserve Network and was the third most abundant subregion in my surveys. Of the three survey locations the two at Jensens Bay had much greater
numbers. Usage was also much higher for juveniles than for adults. Adult counts at Jensens
Bay were less than 500 in all years and generally less than 100 birds. In August however,
counts were much higher with 2-3000 birds counted in 2015 and about 1000 in 2013. The
surveys here were often hit-or-miss with some years having little to no birds observed. Surveyors commented on the strong influence of the tidal height on the numbers observed.
With so much available, but unsurveyed habitat, it is also possible we just missed larger
flocks in the sub-region due to our limited scope of survey.
In the southern sub-region of Vancouver Island sandpipers were consistently found at sites
in low numbers in both months, especially at Sidney Island, where the largest flocks were
observed. Witty’s Lagoon also regularly had flocks though the numbers varied between 10s
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Figure E.13: Counts of western sandpipers at the survey sites on the Fraser River Delta,
BC. Points are shown for each count for each month and year. The mean (bold line) and
associated 95% CI (crossbars) are shown overlayed the individual points. Counts are shown
on a log 10 + 1 scale.
and 100s. The more northern sites in this region were also the largest, but had numbers lower
than Sidney Island, but higher than those sites in the Eastern Vancouver Island sub-region.
The Fraser River Delta is the largest area of habitat for shorebirds in the region. Assigned the
WHRSN classification of “Hemispheric Importance” primarily for the region’s importance
to wintering dunlins and northward migrating western sandpipers, it was also the most
important region for southward migrating western sandpipers. The highest individual count
was over 5000 birds along Boundary Bay, but numbers were commonly in the hundreds in
July and overall higher in August. Numbers were lower at Iona Island, which is further
north than the other sites. Robert’s Bank had consistently high numbers and is one of the
few survey locations where adult numbers are generally higher than juveniles. The site had
the highest counts in some years and appears to be one of the more critically important
sites within the region. While we attempted to get good coverage across Boundary Bay, we
did not survey Sturgeon Banks, which lies between Roberts Bank and Iona. Sturgeon Bank
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Figure E.14: Counts of western sandpipers at the survey sites around North Vancouver and
Squamish, BC. Points are shown for each count for each month and year. The mean (bold
line) and associated 95% CI (crossbars) are shown overlayed the individual points. Counts
are shown on a log 10 + 1 scale.
has been shown to host large numbers within the region (Jardine et al., 2015), and we may
be missing many regional birds by excluding these sites.
The two sites lying on the eastern side of the Strait of Georgia and to the north of the Fraser
River Delta had very few western sandpipers observed. The urban mudflat at Maplewood
had small flocks in four of the five years in August, but only once in July. No sandpipers
were observed at the Squamish Estuary in the for years of surveys in July and three in
August. The Squamish Estuary is a small isolated flat on the side of a fast-flowing river,
and so could be inappropriate for western sandpipers in general. Maplewood is a highly
urban mudflat in Burrard Inlet, and its location within a narrow inlet could make it less
appealing to sandpipers. Of all the sites surveyed I would guess Maplewood is also the most
likely to be polluted from past and present industrial activity nearby.
The final sub-region includes all of Puget Sound and my survey sites in Washington State.
It could be divided into two sub-regions due to its size but for this description I’ve grouped
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Figure E.15: Counts of western sandpipers at the survey sites in Puget Sound, WA. Points
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them together. This subregion had the third highest counts of the region and Crockett
Lake appears to be one of the most abundantly and regularly used sites in the region with
numbers regularly in the 100s and commonly over 1000. Especially in July when numbers
tended to be lower at other sites Crockett Lake appears to be a well used site. The other
site that jumped out as important and in fact had the highest count in the subregion was
the Eide Rd. Ponds. This ephemeral wetland commonly hosted small flocks and in two
years flocks of about 1000 and estimated 3500 sandpipers were observed. The site is only
13609.14 m2 in area and completely surrounded by cover, but appeared to be an important
site for western sandpipers at high tide. In 2017, we could not survey the site due to a
major “restoration” project which removed the dykes on parts of the island. There is now
a channel passing through the ponds the sandpipers used and it is unknown if it will still
be suitable for western sandpipers.
English Boom, which is a much larger habitat than Eide Rd or Crockett Lake had very
few sandpipers observed in July and none in August. As English Boom is part of the large
Skagit River Delta, it is possible that there are more productive parts of the mudflats
where western sandpipers are found. Most of the shoreline is inaccessible to the public so
my surveys may have missed larger flocks that could be closer to the mouth of the river. It
is interesting to note the lack of any juveniles observed at the site.
The final site in the sub-region, Kennedy Creek lies far to the south of all the other survey
sites and would be its own sub-region if there were more sites surveyed here. The site was
regularly used in low numbers in July, though counts did read 500 in 2015. In August, the
counts were generally high and abundances of over 100 birds were observed in 3 years and
over 1000 in 2016. As the site was so much further south than the other survey sites I would
have expected to see higher numbers in 2016 and 2017 in August when the surveys were
conducted later in the month than other years. 2017 did show higher numbers, but not
2016, which might be suggestive that the geographic range is still small enough that it does
not result in discrepancies across the geographic range.
In all, the regional surveys highlight the importance of the Fraser River Delta, Tofino
Mudflats, and Puget Sound in southward migration, but also that many other minor sites
are regularly used and, in their whole, could play an important role in the sandpipers’
migration.

E.4.4

Surveys between Adults and Juveniles

Across the 5 years of surveys an average 51.35 adults of 97.03 juveniles were observed per
count. In three of the five years, more juveniles were counted than adults, despite more
surveys being conducted in July than August. However, in 2014 and 2017 the average count
was higher for adults than juveniles (Figure E.16). As we saw in the regional breakdown
of the counts, the differences are in some years driven by single counts at one or two sites
(e.g. Boundary Bay in July 2014 or Eide Rd in August 2015), but in other years the overall
number of birds counted is just low across all sites (e.g. July 2013).

E.4.5

Surveys between years
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Figure E.16: Comparison of counts of western sandpipers on southward migration from July
(adults) and August (juveniles) in five years of surveys. Points show the individual counts
for each year, while the lines show the comparisons of mean counts between July and August
in each year and across all years (black line). Counts are shown on the log + 1 scale.
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Figure E.17: Comparison of counts of western sandpipers on southward migration five years
of surveys. Points show the individual counts for each year, while the lines show the comparisons of mean counts in each year for adults (Jul) and juveniles(Aug) in and across both
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As with the comparison of months, the number of birds counted in each year varied substantially. The overall average number counted was 73.15, but there was substantial variation
between years, as well as within years. While the variation was greater within years, for
an individual site the variation between years was still strong. Overall, 2013 and 2016 had
relatively low counts and 2014 was highest. Though August 2015 was the highest counts for
juveniles, the July counts were much lower.

E.4.6

Surveys between site size

I broadly divided sites into small or large based on the proportion of the available habitat
that was within 150m of cover (See Chapter 3 text). The numbers at both sites varied
between years, but the average count was higher at the large, safe sites in July across all
years (Figure E.18). The difference was highest in 2014 and lowest in 2016, but the may
driver of the difference is differences in counts at the large sites. In August by comparison,
the counts are much more similar between large and small sites, with higher average counts
at the small sites in 2015. The numbers counted at the small sites seems to vary much more
in August than in July, while the mean count at the large site varies less than in July.

E.4.7

WESA/LESA

While the aim of the surveys was to access abundances of western sandpipers, many sites
also were host to least sandpipers. Starting in 2014 I asked surveyors to note the proportion
of least sandpipers and western sandpipers using the site at some point during their survey.
I used this information to insure that the survey data only included western sandpipers,
especially where the birds could not be identified in counts to species.
The proportion of western sandpipers at each survey site varied substantially between sites,
but overall there was little difference in the proportions between the July and August surveys
(Figure E.19A). The number of surveys with reported proportions was slightly higher in
August (69 in July; 81 in August), but this is unlikely to explain the mask a difference
between months. The proportion did vary between years, but in 2015 and 2016, when the
proportion was lower, it was for both months (Figure E.19).
Across the regions the proportion of least sandpipers was higher on Vancouver Island than
the Fraser River Delta or Puget Sound (Figure E.19C). It could be due to geographic
differences, but it could also be due to differences in the site choices. As least sandpipers
have faster escape performance and are more manoeuvrable in flight (Burns and Ydenberg,
2002) they should experience lower vulnerability at sites I classify as more dangerous for
western sandpipers. I should therefore expect to see them in greater proportions at the
smaller sites along the coast of Vancouver Island. That even Tofino shows relatively low
proportion of western sandpipers suggests it may be partially geographic also.
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Figure E.18: Counts of western sandpiper abundance by month and year for sites of low or
high danger. Mean counts are shown in the lines for high danger (red), low danger (blue)
and the average (black).
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(A) years (B) and regions (C). Individual site means are shown as individual points in A
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names are as described in Figure E.8.
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E.4.8

Large site counts double counting?

While most sites are at least relatively geographically separated from each other, Boundary
Bay and Jensens Bay had multiple survey sites along the shore of a single bay, lead to the
possibility of double counting either within a single count or across a survey. I examined the
patterns of counts from these two sites and determined that double counting at a single time
was unlikely, but Jensens Bay especially (Figure E.21) and to a lesser degree potentially
Boundary Bay (Figure E.20) had a chance of counting the same birds twice in a single
survey period. To adjust for this, I used the total number of birds for both North and South
Jensens Bay and all the sites along Boundary Bay as a measure for these two sites. To
calculate the measures used in Chapter 3 I summed across all survey locations within a site
at each count time and used the maximum count from each survey averaged across each
month of surveys, weighed by the number of survey sites on a given date.

E.4.9

Proportion of counts relative to falcon arrival

Methods
I examined how the distribution of western sandpipers varied between years based on their
proximity to peregrine falcon arrival. Niehaus and Ydenberg (2006) examined the interannual timing of arrival of peregrine falcons in the Fraser River Delta. They found that
mean arrival date was 100.2 ± 5.3 days after their snowmelt index date and advanced by
1.09 days for every day snowmelt was earlier. I used these values to calculate the estimated
timing of arrival for peregrine falcon migration between 2013 and 2017 from publicly available snowmelt data. I used daily snow depth from weather stations in Nome, Kotzebue,
and Bethel, Alaska to determine the last day of the year where greater than 12.5 mm of
snow was recorded at each station. I then calculated the estimated timing of arrival in the
survey region for each year using the formula from Niehaus and Ydenberg (2006). Hope
et al. (2011) predicted that migratory behaviour of western sandpipers should shift from
prioritizing safety towards prioritizing speed as the migratory peregrine front approaches
and then back to safety as peregrines arrive in the region. The prediction would therefore
be for counts that migrants should be increasingly likely to be found at small sites closer to
the expected arrival date and at the larger sites early ahead of the peregrine falcon arrival
and as the falcon front arrives. To examine this prediction, I estimated the position relative
to the estimated falcon arrival date for each survey. Surveys conducted on the same day
of the year in two years might be at different points relative to the falcon front due to
differences in snowmelt, or surveys conducted on different days in two years might be the
same distance from the falcon front if the falcon arrival date varied between years.
For each round of surveys, I used the Saturday as the measure of the proximity of surveys
to the falcon arrival date estimate for that year. I then calculated the proportion of all
western sandpipers counted which were found at the large sites (those in the Fraser River
Delta sub-region) for each survey period and examined how this varied with proximity to
the falcon front.
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Figure E.20: Numbers of western sandpipers counted at each of the sites along Boundary
Bay for each survey date. Dates and axes are unlabelled, but times go from start of survey
to end of survey from left to right.
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Number of western sandpipers

Site
NJEN
SJEN

Figure E.21: Numbers of western sandpipers counted at each of the sites along Jensens Bay
for each survey date. Dates and axes are unlabelled, but times go from start of survey to
end of survey from left to right.
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Results
The proportion of birds at the large sites appears to be strongly influenced by the timing
relative to the falcon front arrival date. The proportion at large sites varied between 0.25 and
0.75 between years, but was shifted the most toward the smaller, more dangerous sites when
surveys were conducted around the estimated falcon arrival date. When surveys were about
10 days prior to and 15 days after falcon arrival the proportion shifted strongly towards the
safe sites again. This pattern matches the expected pattern of behaviour proposed elsewhere
(Hope et al., 2011; Ydenberg et al., 2007). Those migrants present around the steep increase
in falcon presence should still be able to migrate ahead of the falcon front and therefore
using more dangerous habitat could allow them to have the higher fuel loading rates needed
to stay ahead. Migrants under the falcon front should be expected to shift to the safer sites
as predator abundance goes up. Migrants far ahead of the falcon front have the time to act
safer and do not need to take the risk of foraging at the smaller sites.

E.4.10

Falcon observations

Methods
During western sandpiper surveys, the surveyors noted any observations of Peregrine Falcons
or Merlin. They also noted any attacks by these species if the attack was successful. Here I
examine how the observations of falcons changes across time, site types, and with sandpiper
abundance.
Results
Falcons were much more likely to be observed in August than July (Figure E.23, Figure E.24), though this increase was mostly due to a greater chance of observation of a
falcon at the large sites in August (Figure E.23). The seasonal trend in observation probability within years was slower than the model observed trend (Figure E.23), though the
model trend is derived from many more counts over many more years. The probability
of observing a falcon also increased with increasing numbers of western sandpipers (Figure E.26). Though this trend was strongest in August, it did not vary much between years
despite overall falcon abundance varying.
The number of attacks per survey was also very different between months and years (Figure E.27). In July there were very few attacks observed at the large sites, while in August
there were equal numbers at the large and small sites in most years.

E.4.11

Annual estimates of for model fitting

I show here the differences in results for each month based on the type of interpolation
and averaging across sites. I interpolated missing values by taking the mean of the missing
values interpolated based on the site’s average proportion of monthly total birds counted,
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Proportion of birds found at the large sites
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Figure E.22: Proportions of western sandpipers found at the large site in each year relative to the estimated falcon arrival date for that year. Estimates are shown with the 95%
bootstrapped CI of the proportions (vertical bars) and 95%CI from Niehaus and Ydenberg
(2006) of the estimated timing of falcon arrival from the snowmelt date in Alaska.
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Figure E.23: Comparing the probability of observing a falcon at a survey site versus the
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are jittered to show overlap.
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Figure E.24: The total number of falcons counted in each survey period.
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Figure E.25: The probability of observing a falcon by site size (small - red; large - blue)
across all years and months.
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Figure E.27: Mean number of attacks per survey at small (red) and large (blue) sites. Values
are mean ±95%CI)
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Figure E.28: Review of index types with interpolation. Estimates of proportion of birds
at the large sites and total numbers of birds from surveys of western sandpipers based on
various estimation types. Estimation methods described in the text.
and the site’s average count. The results with interpolation are shown in Figure E.28 versus
without interpolation Figure E.29.
With each site count I calculated a value of the proportion of birds found at the large sites
and the total number of birds found in that month. To do this I used the average across a
survey period of the maximum count from each survey. For Boundary Bay and Jensens Bay,
I weighted this average by the number of survey locations surveyed in each day. Figure E.28
compares the estimates used in the analysis with using the average of the average count from
each survey, with and without weighting by the number of survey locations. Figure E.29
shows the same comparison without interpolation.
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Figure E.29: Review of index types without interpolation. Estimates of proportion of birds
at the large sites and total numbers of birds from surveys of western sandpipers based on
various estimation types. Estimation methods described in the text.
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Appendix F

Macroinvertebrate Sampling
F.1
F.1.1

Methods
Data Collection

Sample collection
I collected mud sample cores from 39 sites in the summer of 2013. Each site was visited for
1-2 days and between 12 and 35 samples were collected. Each sample was taken by using a
26mm diameter syringe inserted to a depth of 70mm to extract the sediment. I then divided
the sample into the top 15mm and the remaining 15-70mm. The upper sample is therefore
approximately 32cm3 in volume or 31856 mm3 . Samples were taken at low tide to allow
access to the intertidal substrate.
I collected samples at each site using a stratified random sample. I used ArcMap and QGIS
to generate a series of random points for each site. For every 100 m distance from the
shoreline, the point set contained 20 points. In the field, I haphazardly selected points from
the set using an eTrex Legend GPS to cover as much of the site a possible. At some sites,
sticking to the randomized points was not possible due to habitat and flat characteristics
that were not detected in the GIS layers. For these sites, I haphazardly selected sites of
suitable habitat to cover as much of the site as possible with varying distances to the
shoreline. Each sample location was recorded with a GPS. At each sample location I took
two samples, one to measure macroinvertebrate abundance and the other for sediment size
and organic carbon content.
Sample Preparation
Samples were immediately placed on ice in a portable cooler. They were then frozen within
3-4W hours of collection, either in a larger cooler, frozen with dry ice or in storage in a -20C
chest freezer. If frozen using dry ice, samples were kept frozen until they could be returned
to a -20C chest freezer. In a small number of cases, samples may have thawed again due to
lack of access to dry ice. This includes Jensens Bay and Grice Bay.
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Trained undergraduate students performed the sample processing and invert counting under
my supervision. Prior to invertebrate abundance sampling, they cleaned the sediment samples cleaned and stored the remaining invertebrates in 85% ethanol. For macroinvertebrate
samples they filtered off any sediment larger than 1mm and smaller than 500µm.
Invert counting
Invertebrate abundance for each sample was counted using a dissecting microscope. Invertebrates were counted and divided into the following categories: Class Polychaeta, Order
Amphipoda, Class Ostracoda, Order Cumacea, Order Tanaidacea, Order Gastropoda, Class
Bivalvia, and Class Insecta. We also recorded larvae as a general category.
I compared counts by observer and found to strong differences between them that could not
be explained by site differences.
Site classification
Each survey site was classified based on area of available habitat. Intertidal area was drawn
using Google Earth Pro into a spatial file that could be analyzed in another software package.
For each site I measured the area of intertidal habitat, the proportion of that habitat within
150 of cover (high danger).
Sample location and distance to cover
To estimate the distance from each sample location to the shoreline I used the minimum
distance from each sample location to the interface of the intertidal area and salt marsh
or terrestrial habitat. I measured the distance using the local UTM region for each site.
Distances were calculated using the R package “rgeos” (Bivand and Rundel, 2017).

F.1.2

Analysis

Site analysis
I visually examined how the abundances in the different taxonomic groups differed between
sites, particularly in relation to the sites’ danger classification. I used the mean total invertebrate abundance per sample as a proxy for western sandpiper food abundance at each
site. This leaves out a lot of information by pooling taxonomic groups, but is a standard
way of assessing macroinvertebrate abundance from the prospective of western sandpipers
(Pomeroy, 2006a; Seaman, 2003).
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Spatial analysis
Community analysis
To assess how the composition of macro-invertebrates varied between the sites and if there
were sites that were more alike than others I ran several multivariate analyses on the site
average number of inverts of each group. I performed a hierarchical cluster analysis using
the average Euclidean distance across all taxonomic groups measured. I used the Euclidean
distances between average site abundances of each taxonomic group to estimate linkage
between sites based on the average linkage criteria.
To assess how the composition of macroinvertebrates varied between the sites and if there
were sites that were more alike than others I ran a multivariate cluster analyses on the site
average number of inverts of each group. I performed a hierarchical cluster analysis using
the average Euclidean distance across all taxonomic groups. The analysis then grouped sites
together based on their similarity.
I also performed a multidimensional scaling analysis to create an alternative metric of site
similarity in composition. I used the Euclidean distance between sites and ran the algorithm
in 2 dimensions. The resulting output is equivalent to the cluster analysis but represented
a different way.

F.2

Results

Invertebrate abundances were highly variable, within sample, taxonomic group and site.
20.13% of the samples had no macroinvertebrates detected( Figure F.1). And 64.23% had
less than 10 per core. There were however 6 samples with over 100 individuals. The mean
number per sample was 11.97 at the large sites and 11.35 at the small sites.
Across taxonomic groups there was also a lot of variation in the numbers observed. Amphipods were the most abundant across sites with an average 4.46 found per sample. Tanaids
were also relatively common with 2.70 average per sample at sites where any were found.
Ostracods had the most abundant samples with 167 found at in one sample. There overall
abundance was much lower with 2.71 found per sample, though at sites where any where
found the average rose to 3.35. Polychaetes, which have been found abundantly within the
region in other studies (Pomeroy, 2006a; Seaman, 2003), were relatively uncommon in my
samples. They were found at 33 sites but at these sites only with a mean abundance of
0.34. The other taxonomic groups identified included Bivalves, Cumacs, Insects, Larvae,
and Gastropods.
A key finding of Pomeroy (2006b) was showing macrofaunal abundance declined with distances from shore. Pomeroy (2006a) found the pattern was less clear during the summer
and I was unable to find any strong pattern with distance to shore in macrofaunal invertebrate abundance (Figure F.3). If anything, the trend was for total invertebrate abundance
to increase with distance to cover, though this is only a trend and likely driven in part by
discrepancies in sample size by distance to cover. There also appears to be a slightly higher
macroinvertebrate abundance at small sites.
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Figure F.1: Histogram of macrofaunal abundance by site type
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Figure F.2: Mean macrofaunal abundances for each site across taxonomic groups. Abundances are the mean ±95%CI. Sites are unlabeled here for clarity. Abundance axes differ
between taxonomic groups.
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Figure F.3: Mean (±95%CI) number of total numbers of macro-invertebrates per sample by
distance to cover for large and small sites. Distances are grouped by 50m of distance and
across all sites. Lines show the generalized linear models of total invertebrate abundances
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distribution and shown with 95%CI in grey.
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Figure F.4: Mean (±95%CI) number of individuals of each taxonomic group per sample by
distance to cover. Distances are grouped by 50m of distance and across all sites.
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Breaking the distance to cover trend down by taxonomic group shows that the trend is
not consistent across all groups (Figure F.3). Tanaids and Ostracods had their highest
abundances furthest from cover whereas Amphipods were more abundant close to shore.
None of the trends are strong enough to support an overall conclusion of distance to shore,
but they do appear to be suggestive that the distance tradeoff may not be as strong at other
sites or during the summer months. Macroinvertebrate abundances at large sites is much
more likely to be patchy and samples of 30 cores or less are unlikely detect the true food
availability for sandpipers at the site.
Biases
As samples were collected for the most part at each site in a single day, but the time period
of collecting samples was over two months, if a seasonal trend in invertebrate abundances
existed, it could shape any patterns in abundances across sites. To explore this, I examined
the trends in total abundances across the collection period and found no trend in total
sample invertebrate abundances (Figure F.5). There were two sites (Boundary Bay at 112th
and Iona Island) where I had to return at a later date to collect the remaining samples.
At both these sites we see an increased abundance of invertebrates in samples collected at
the later date. The trend at Boundary Bay 112th could be explained by the later samples
being collected at a distance closer to shore (459.81m vs 241m), the trend was reversed at
Iona with the early samples being collected at 35.85m and the later samples at an average
155.44m from shore. While the sample of two dates at two sites is by no means evidence of
a global trend in invertebrate abundance across the region, it also provides no support for
an idea of any decrease in abundance across the region.
Five observers recorded the abundances of the different taxonomic groups in the samples.
Overall, there was little differences in their findings for three of the observers (Figure F.6).
Two observers had higher counts on average, but this is mostly due to higher counts of ostracods and tanaids, which showed high variability in abundances between sites (Figure F.2).
It does not appear that there were any substantial biases within any observer counts.
Cluster analysis
My cluster analysis of the invertebrate communities at the survey site found that Witty’s
Lagoon (WITT) and Crockett Lake (CROC) were very distinct from the other sites, likely
due to their high abundances of both ostracods and amphipods (Figure F.7). Witty’s Lagoon
is a small enclosed tidal lagoon while Crockett Lake is a shallow saline lake adjacent to the
ocean. Both are extremely soft sediments and would be descriptively similar (Section E.1).
The remaining sites were all separated in characteristics from Witty’s and Crockett. Of
the remaining sites Cowichan Bay (COWC) and Chemainus (CHEM) were the next most
distinct due to their high abundances of amphipods. While other sites had amphipods
present they were not in the numbers found at these two sites. Boundary Bay 92nd (BB92)
and Blackie Spit (BBBS) were each independent from the remaining sites, but beyond this
the cluster analysis and dendrogram show very little difference between the sites. And many
of the sites had very little presence of any invertebrate types.
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Figure F.5: Total invertebrate abundance across the sampling period. For all but two sites
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line) show overall change in abundance across the region. Boundary Bay 112th Ave (BB12)
and Iona (IONA) had surveys done on two dates and are shown broken down into their two
collection dates to show trends within sites.
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Due to the inability to distinguish many of the sites using the macroinvertebrate data
and our knowledge of the importance of meiofaunal invertebrates and biofilm to migrating
western sandpipers I have not included the food data in Chapter 3.
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a cluster algorithm that uses the Euclidean distances in abundance between sites for each
taxonomic group.
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Appendix G

Simulations and assumption
checking for analysis of the priority
matching distribution (PMD)
index
Within this Appendix I examined the details of the priority matching distribution index
described in Chapter 1 and examined potential biases within the Atlantic Canada Shorebird
Survey that could impact my interpretation of the results. I simulated birds across a series
of sites to explore how the PMD changes with changes in how birds spread themselves
across sites. I then simulated biases in site types sampled within the sample of survey sites
to explore how biases can impact the index. Finally, I simulated shifts in site selection using
the true survey sites to determine if shifts could be caused by survey biases alone.

Methods
Simulating distribution of birds across sites
I simulated several ways that birds could spread themselves across a simulated set of survey
sites to quantify how the PMD would change with in priorities. For each simulation I spread
100 000 birds across 30 sites. Each site’s danger was assigned sequentially from 0.1 to 1. To
avoid complete linkage between area and danger I assigned area based on the fit of a loglinear equation of area to site danger within the ACSS dataset (Figure 4.2). The equation
is as follows
log(Ai ) = α + βyi + εi
(G.1)
where α = 2.32, β = -2.43 and ε = N (0,1.41).
Ai is the area in km2 and yi is the proportion of the site further than 150m from shore (site
safety) at site i.
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Birds that randomly choose a site (Site Matching) were spread across sites using a uniform
distribution. Birds that spread across sites using an ideal free distribution based on area of
habitat per bird (Area Matching) were spread to equalize birds per km2 . Birds that spread
themselves by the amount of safe habitat available per bird (Safe Area Matching) were
distributed to equalize the number of birds per km2 of habitat further than 150m from
shore. Birds that aggregated at only the safest sites (Aggregation distribution) were spread
uniformly between safe sites (xi < 0.2) and dangerous sites, but the proportion at the safest
sites was much greater (p = 0.9).
Normal Beta, and Hurdle Distributions of Birds
I subsequently spread birds across the 30 sites using a normal and beta distributions to
explore how differing statistical distributions across sites affected the PMD. I chose the beta
because it allowed for a wide variety of heavily skewed distributions and more uniformly
distributed distributions. I also simulated the bird numbers across sites using a normal
distribution which was truncated at zero because it allowed me to adjust the mean site
danger of all birds with a single parameter that clearly illustrated how the abundances across
sites shifted. I adjusted the parameters within each statistical distribution and observed how
counts changed between sites. I then measured the sensitivity of the PMD to changes in
the statistical distribution. I held the survey sites constant for each simulation and shifted
the distribution towards and away from the safety sites. I estimated elasticity of the PMD
index to the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution and the two shape
parameters of the beta distribution.
To simulate the aggregation of birds beyond that expected by area or safe area I used a
two-step hurdle function. Most birds in the population were found at a few sites, however
many other sites hosted a few hundred birds in a year. To simulate these distributions, I
divided a uniform distribution into two points based around a break point associated with
a site’s characteristics (site danger). A proportion of the population was distributed across
the sites safer than the break point and the remainder across the sites more dangerous than
the break point. This simple distribution therefore had two parameters: the break point
and the proportion of the population above the breakpoint. I varied both parameters and
examined how the PMD shifted.
Randomization of site safety and area
While the previous simulations kept the number of sites constant and distributed sequentially, I wanted to examine how random shifts in the sites’ characteristics would affect the
PMD index. I simulated 30 sites with site safety chosen from a uniform distribution. Area
was estimated based on the site’s safety index as described in the equation above. I used a
beta distribution Beta(1, 14) that is skewed towards safe sites to mimic the observed distributions of semipalmated sandpipers across survey sites. I simulated 1000 Monte Carlo runs
and calculated the PMD for each run.
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Sensitivity to survey biases
While the PMD should respond to shifts of birds between sites, it is designed to be used on
survey data that surveys a different subset of sites every year. To examine how the PMD
changes with random and non-random changes in the characteristics of sampled sites I
simulated a distribution (Beta(1, 14)) across sites. This distribution heavily skews towards
safe sites and is meant to represent the distribution observed by SESA in the ACSS. I
initially held the number of sites constant but assigned the danger for the site randomly
from a uniform distribution between 0.1 and 1.0. The area for the site was assigned based on
the site safety index by the equation described above. I then increased the number of sites
and redistributed the site characteristics. For each run, I simulated the calculation 1000
times to get a sense of the variation in the PMD. I then systematically biased the sample
of survey sites towards dangerous sites by taking a proportion of the site dangers from a
normal distribution (N(0.8, 0.1)) and the remaining proportion from a uniform distribution.
Techniques to account for biases
I explored a method to attempt to control for the effect of bias in the types and number of
sites surveyed on the PMD index. I utilized a binning protocol to account for biases within
the survey site set in terms of site danger. To bin based on site danger, I grouped the sites
into bins of a given sites, say 0.1, and then sampled from each bin the minimum number
of sites within any of the bins. The size of the bin varied based on the heterogeneity of the
sites selected across the time periods. A data set with uniform effort across time periods
only required small bins to account for biases. To explore the binning effect, I created a
survey set with a given distribution of birds that gives a biased PMD. I then implemented
a binning analysis and measure if this corrects the biased estimates of the PMD.

Atlantic Canada Shorebird Survey Dataset
I simulated the PMD index with real survey data using the Atlantic Canada Shorebird
Survey dataset (Environment Canada 2009). To complement the analysis performed in
Chapter 1, I simulated several scenarios of shifts or lack of shift using the actual survey site
characteristics in the data. This allowed me to examine what a true shift in the data would
look like when effort across sites and years was distributed unequally and when this was
considered.
Simulating Trend Analysis
To understand the factors shaping the interannual trends in the PMD, I used the ACSS
dataset and distributed the birds counted in a year across the sites surveyed in that year.
I used the real sites surveyed in each year and just adjusted the distribution of birds at
these sites. I used a beta distribution and adjusted one of the shape parameters which
affected how skewed the counts were towards safe or dangerous sites. I ran three scenarios
and compared the results to the results from the actual counts. First the distribution of
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birds across site types was constant across years, while the sites and total number of birds
counted across all sites varied as in the true dataset. The distribution was held fixed at
a moderate skew towards safe sites (Beta(1,8)). Second, I simulated a shift towards safe
sites by shifting the beta distribution from being only slightly skewed towards safe sites
to being extremely skewed towards safe sites (Beta(1,5) to Beta(1,11)) between 1974 and
2015. Finally, I simulated a shift towards dangerous sites by shifting statistical distribution
in the opposite direction from Beta(1,11) to Beta(1,5) across the same time period.
Quantifying population shifts
The question remained of how the movements of birds affected the PMD. To develop a sense
of the linkage between the counts and the PMD I simulated the shifts of birds from the
site-matching distribution to an aggregation distribution, where birds were only located at
the safest sites. Using the total number of birds counted and the characteristics of the sites
surveyed for each year from the ACSS survey dataset, I redistributed the birds across the
sites based on the proportion of total habitat available at each site. I then calculated the
PMD, which as expected would be equal to 1.00. I then redistributed a given proportion of
the birds into the safest sites (1st quantile of site danger) from the remaining distribution of
sites. I increased the percent shifted from 1% to 100% and recalculated the PMD for each
simulation. I simulated the PMD for each year to see if the pattern differed between years.
To estimate the proportion of birds needed to shift to the safest sites to generate the
measured PMD, I calculated the point closest to the measured PMD along the simulated
PMD line of increasingly shifted distributions for each year. This analysis generated the
estimate of the proportion of birds that shifted to the safest sites. I compare this estimate
to the proportion of birds in each year at the safest sites (proportion of site further than
150m from shore was greater than 0.8) within the observed survey dataset.

Results
Prioritization simulations
Site-, Area-, and Safety-Matching Distributions
The site-matching distribution across all sites in the initial layout gave a PMD of 1.42.
When I simulated the area- and safety-matching distributions I calculated a PMD of 1 and
0.67 respectively (Figure G.1). Only the aggregation distribution showed PMD index values
similar to those observed in semipalmated sandpiper distributions (PMD = 0.32). The sites
were sequentially assigned danger and area in these simulations. Table G.1 outlines the
estimates of elasticity for parameters within the following three distributions of birds across
survey sites.
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Figure G.1: Simulations of birds across 30 sites using different distribution types. Distributions are described in text. Red line shows the baseline estimate of the PMD index for each
distribution when site safety is sequentially assigned while the grey dots show the variation
in the index when site safety is randomized. Points are jittered on the horizontal axis to
aid in visualization. Above the points are examples of each distribution type showing sites
arranged from dangerous to safe (left to right) and site abundance increasing vertically.
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Statistical distributions
Normal Distribution
I shifted the mean of the truncated normal distribution between site danger measures of 0.1
and 0.9 for distributions with standard deviations of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. As expected, shifting
the statistical distribution towards safe or dangerous sites shifted the PMD below or above
1 (Figure G.2). For a given mean, increasing the standard deviation of the simulated means
shifted the PMD closer to 1.
Beta Distribution
I shifted the two parameters within the beta distribution to examine how different distributions of birds across sites affected the PMD. When the two parameters are equal, the
counts across sites were uniform and the PMD was around 1.5 (Figure G.3). However, when
the beta distribution was skewed towards the safest sites, the PMD shifted lower and was
around 0.2 for the most skewed forms of the beta distribution. If the beta distribution
was skewed towards the dangerous sites, the PMD shifted up towards 2.5. Intermediate
beta distributions were closer to one but varied based on where the peak of the statistical
distribution was centred.
Hurdle Distribution
To simulate an population that aggregates at a few sites I used a modified uniform distribution where a proportion of the population was uniformly distributed above a given
site safety and the remainder below. I shifted the break point between 0.15 danger and 0.4
danger and the proportion in the safest sites between 0.9, 0.7, and 0.5 (Figure G.4). When
the break point was close to the safest sites and the proportion of birds in the safest sites
was high, the PMD was very low. For example, if safe sites were considered 85% of habitat
further than 150m of cover and 95% of birds were in these types of sites the PMD index was
0.23. This measure gradually shifted higher as the break point shifted. If more birds were
in the dangerous sites, the PMD was above 1.5 and moved even higher as the breakpoint
shifted to more dangerous sites.
Randomization of site safety
Across the 1000 simulations using the Beta(1,14) distribution the PMD varied between
0.09 and 0.36 with a mean of 0.20, but the standard deviation of the PMD was only 0.04
(Figure G.5). The 25th and 75th quantiles were at 0.16 and 0.23 respectively. Overall, while
random shifts in the characteristics of the survey sites can affect the PMD, it is robust to
unbiased shifts.
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Sensitivity to survey biases
I inserted biases in the survey sites in two ways, first I shifted the proportion of sites that
were biased towards being dangerous and secondly, I adjusted the number of sites surveyed.
Adjusting the bias had the effect of changing the mean site danger. Across the range of
annual mean site danger within the ACSS dataset there was very little impact on the PMD
index( Figure G.6).
Reducing the number of sites surveyed had a minimal effect on the PMD when more than
20 sites were surveyed (Figure G.7). Reducing the number of sites from 20 to 10 had a
small but noticeable effect. Below 10 sites the PMD exponentially increased, likely due the
increased chance of not surveying large sites where all the birds were.
Techniques to account for biases
I binned the survey sites in the above analysis of site bias to attempt to correct for the bias.
Binning the sites had the immediate effect of correcting the reduction in the PMD from
biasing the sites (Figure G.8). Beyond 0.5 of the sites being biased towards dangerous sites
the binning was unable to correct for the bias effect, likely because in these scenarios there
was an increasing likelihood of randomly selecting a survey site set without any safe sites.

ACSS Dataset
Simulations of distributions across survey sites
To further understand if the observed interannual trend in the PMD could be explained by
shifts in surveys alone I simulated counts at the survey sites and either held the distribution
constant across years with respect to danger or allowed birds to shift towards or away from
dangerous sites. I then estimated the trend in calculated PMD using the simulated counts
at the true survey sites for a given year.
When I held the distribution of birds constant across years the PMD remained constant
(Figure G.9A). This highlights that the bias in survey sites alone cannot explain the observed
shift. Shifting birds increasingly towards dangerous sites caused the PMD to shift steeply up
towards 1 (Figure G.9B). Shifting the distribution towards safe sites very closely matched
the observed trend in PMD (Figure G.9C). The results suggest the interannual shift in the
PMD index is likely caused by a true distribution shift in the birds rather than an effect of
survey biases.
To estimate the magnitude of the shift in birds I simulated increasing proportions of birds
moving from a distribution based solely on the area at each site surveyed to the safest sites
only. As the proportion of birds shifting to the safest sites moved from 1% to 100% the
measured PMD shifted from 1.00 linearly down. The estimate of the proportion of birds
from more dangerous sites that had to shift towards the safest sites varied between 0.43 and
0.98 across years. There was a similar trend in the proportion shifted from ideal free (0.143;
95% CIs [0.057, 0.230]) to that of the PMD (-0.133; 95% CIs [-0.211, -0.055]; Figure G.10).
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Figure G.6: Simulated adjustments to mean site danger. Birds are spread across 30 sites
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biased towards safer or more dangerous. Simulated PMD are shown (black dots ± 95% CI)
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Semipalmated Sandpiper distribution.
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Figure G.9: Comparison of simulated distribution shifts (black circles, blue lines) to actual
count data (grey triangles and dashed line) under three scenarios. (A) A scenario of no
change in the distribution across time. Each year the number of birds counted is distributed
across the sites surveyed using the Beta(1,8) distribution. (B) Simulation of a shift towards
danger. The distribution across sites shifts from Beta(1,11) to Beta(1,5) across the time
period. (C) Simulation of a shift towards safety. The distribution across sites shifts from
Beta(1,5 to Beta(1,11) between 1974 and 2015.
While the estimate of the proportion of birds shifted has many more qualifications than the
PMD, it does give a sense of how strong the pull towards the safest sites is and how it has
changed over time. The trend in the proportion of surveyed birds at the safest sites (site
danger less than 0.2) matched this trend across the time period of the surveys.
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Parameter
b
mean
sd
Break Point
Proportion of population in safest sites

Baseline value
14.00
0.10
0.20
0.15
0.90

Elasticity
-0.82
0.23
0.96
-0.36
-0.96

Other parameters
a=1
sd = 0.2
mean = 0.1
Proportion = 0.9
Break Point = 0.15

Table G.1: Elasticities of the Priority Matching Distribution Index based to several different parameters for simulating bird distribution
across sites.

Distribution
Beta
Normal
Normal
Hurdle
Hurdle

Appendix H

Supplemental material for
progression chapter
Please click on or copy this link to your browser to download supplementary material:
https://researchdata.sfu.ca/islandora/object/dhope%3Aprogression
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Appendix I

Simulation of population trends
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Figure I.1: The proportion of model runs where the statistical model returns an interannual
trend within a given threshold (in percentage points of the true trend across 10 years) across
varying survey protocols. See Figure 6.2 for details.
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Figure I.2: Results from all simulations in the estimate percentage change in the population
across 10 years of surveys from a statistical model using simulations of a true 30% decline
the population across 10 years (red line) without annual behavioural responses. Dark line
shows the estimate from the statistical model with the grey lines showing the 95% CI for
the estimate. Both site types are surveyed here.
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Figure I.3: Results from all simulations in the estimate percentage change in the population
across 10 years of surveys from a statistical model using simulations of a true 30% decline
the population across 10 years (red line). Dark line shows the estimate from the statistical
model with the grey lines showing the 95% CI for the estimate. Both site types are surveyed
here.
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Figure I.4: Results from all simulations in the estimate percentage change in the population
across 10 years of surveys from a statistical model using simulations of a true 50% decline
the population across 10 years (red line). Dark line shows the estimate from the statistical
model with the grey lines showing the 95% CI for the estimate. Both site types are surveyed
here.
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Figure I.5: Results from all simulations in the estimate percentage change in the population
across 10 years of surveys from a statistical model using simulations of a true stable population across 10 years (red line). Dark line shows the estimate from the statistical model
with the grey lines showing the 95% CI for the estimate. Both site types are surveyed here.
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Figure I.6: Results from all simulations in the estimate percentage change in the population across 10 years of surveys from a statistical model using simulations of a true stable
population across 10 years (red line), but with a decline in arrival mass of birds. Dark line
shows the estimate from the statistical model with the grey lines showing the 95% CI for
the estimate. Both site types are surveyed here.
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Figure I.7: Results from all simulations in the estimate percentage change in the population
across 10 years of surveys from a statistical model using simulations of a true stable population across 10 years (red line), but with a decline in fuelling load. Dark line shows the
estimate from the statistical model with the grey lines showing the 95% CI for the estimate.
Both site types are surveyed here.
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Figure I.8: Results from all simulations in the estimate percentage change in the population
across 10 years of surveys from a statistical model using simulations of a true stable population across 10 years (red line), but with a decline in fuelling load at the large site. Dark
line shows the estimate from the statistical model with the grey lines showing the 95% CI
for the estimate. Both site types are surveyed here.
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Appendix J

Software packages used and code
availability
R packages
I wrote this thesis in LATEXusing the “knitr” program to build the figures within the
thesis documents. The raw files are available on GitHub (https://github.com/dhope/
phd-thesis) and within the SFU Research Data Repository (https://researchdata.sfu.
ca/islandora/object/dhope%3Athesis). Anonymized survey results will also be available
in the repository.
I conducted much of the analysis, data wrangling and plotting in R (R Core Team, 2018).
The details of the version used in the final draft is below.
version

platform
arch
os
system
status
major
minor
year
month
day
svn rev
language
version.string
nickname

_
x86_64-pc-linux-gnu
x86_64
linux-gnu
x86_64, linux-gnu
3
5.1
2018
07
02
74947
R
R version 3.5.1 (2018-07-02)
Feather Spray
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Chapter 5 used R version 3.4.4.
I used many packages within my thesis analysis. Many packages that were particularily
useful come from the package universe the “Tidyverse” (Wickham, 2017).
A complete list of packages is found below.

C++
I wrote the behavioural model in the C++ language. The raw files can be found on my
GitHub page or within the SFU data repository. I used the following libraries when compiling
and running the model:
[1]
[5]
[9]
[13]
[17]

"algorithm"
"iostream"
"random"
"string"
"unordered_map"

"chrono"
"iterator"
"sstream"
"time.h"
"vector"

"cstring"
"math.h"
"stdio.h"
"time.h"

"fstream"
"mpi.h"
"stdlib.h"
"typeinfo"

Python
I used Python 3 to clean the shorebird survey data received from surveyors. The files are
included in the repository. I used the packages “numpy”, “pandas”, “re”, “csv” in particular.

Westgrid and Compute Canada
This research was enabled in part by support provided by WestGrid (www.westgrid.ca) and
Compute Canada Calcul Canada (www.computecanada.ca). Chapters 2, 3, 5, and 6 all had
software run on the servers and what would have taken weeks on my computer took an hour
on their fantastic system.
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R and python packages used
Allaire, J. (2014). manipulate: Interactive Plots for RStudio. R package version 1.0.1.
Auguie, B. (2017). gridExtra: Miscellaneous Functions for "Grid" Graphics. R package
version 2.3.
Bache, S. M. and H. Wickham (2014). magrittr: A Forward-Pipe Operator for R. R package
version 1.5.
Bates, D., M. Maechler, B. Bolker, and S. Walker (2018). lme4: Linear Mixed-Effects Models
using ’Eigen’ and S4. R package version 1.1-18-1.
Bivand, R., T. Keitt, and B. Rowlingson (2018). rgdal: Bindings for the ’Geospatial’ Data
Abstraction Library. R package version 1.3-4.
Bivand, R. and N. Lewin-Koh (2018). maptools: Tools for Handling Spatial Objects. R
package version 0.9-4.
Bivand, R. and C. Rundel (2018). rgeos: Interface to Geometry Engine - Open Source
(’GEOS’). R package version 0.3-28.
Canty, A. and B. Ripley (2017). boot: Bootstrap Functions (Originally by Angelo Canty for
S). R package version 1.3-20.
Dahl, D. B., D. Scott, C. Roosen, A. Magnusson, and J. Swinton (2018). xtable: Export
Tables to LaTeX or HTML. R package version 1.8-3.
Eddelbuettel, D., R. Francois, J. Allaire, K. Ushey, Q. Kou, N. Russell, D. Bates, and
J. Chambers (2018). Rcpp: Seamless R and C++ Integration. R package version 0.12.18.
Eric, J., O. Travis, P. Pearu, and et Al. (2001). SciPy : Open source scientific tools for
Python.
Henry, L. and H. Wickham (2018). purrr: Functional Programming Tools. R package version
0.2.5.
Hijmans, R. J. (2017). raster: Geographic Data Analysis and Modeling. R package version
2.6-7.
Kuhn, M. and H. Wickham (2017). rsample: General Resampling Infrastructure. R package
version 0.0.2.
Müller, K. and H. Wickham (2018). tibble: Simple Data Frames. R package version 1.4.2.
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Pebesma, E. and R. Bivand (2018). sp: Classes and Methods for Spatial Data. R package
version 1.3-1.
R Core Team (2018). R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing. Vienna,
Austria: R Foundation for Statistical Computing.
Robinson, D. and A. Hayes (2018). broom: Convert Statistical Analysis Objects into Tidy
Tibbles. R package version 0.5.0.
Sarkar, D. (2017). lattice: Trellis Graphics for R. R package version 0.20-35.
Schutten, G.-J., C. hong Chan, and T. J. Leeper (2016). readODS: Read and Write ODS
Files. R package version 1.6.4.
Spinu, V., G. Grolemund, and H. Wickham (2018). lubridate: Make Dealing with Dates a
Little Easier. R package version 1.7.4.
van der Walt, S., S. C. Colbert, and G. Varoquaux (2011). The NumPy Array: A Structure
for Efficient Numerical Computation. Computing in Science & Engineering 13 (2), 22–30.
Wickham, H. (2017). tidyverse: Easily Install and Load the ’Tidyverse’. R package version
1.2.1.
Wickham, H. (2018). stringr: Simple, Consistent Wrappers for Common String Operations.
R package version 1.3.1.
Wickham, H. and J. Bryan (2018). readxl: Read Excel Files. R package version 1.1.0.
Wickham, H., W. Chang, L. Henry, T. L. Pedersen, K. Takahashi, C. Wilke, and K. Woo
(2018). ggplot2: Create Elegant Data Visualisations Using the Grammar of Graphics. R
package version 3.0.0.
Wickham, H., R. F. cois, L. Henry, and K. Müller (2018). dplyr: A Grammar of Data
Manipulation. R package version 0.7.6.
Wickham, H. and L. Henry (2018). tidyr: Easily Tidy Data with ’spread()’ and ’gather()’
Functions. R package version 0.8.1.
Wickham, H., J. Hester, and R. Francois (2017). readr: Read Rectangular Text Data. R
package version 1.1.1.
Wilke, C. O. (2018). cowplot: Streamlined Plot Theme and Plot Annotations for ’ggplot2’.
R package version 0.9.3.
Xie, Y. (2018). knitr: A General-Purpose Package for Dynamic Report Generation in R. R
package version 1.20.15.
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